


NEW
TESTS All TV and Radio Tubes

-both old and new

TESTS the Nuvistors

TESTS the new 10 -pin tubes

TESTS the new 12 -pin Compactrons

TESTS voltage regulators, thyratrons,

auto radio hybrid tubes,

European hi-fi tubes, and

most industrial types.

NEW TUBE
INFORMATION

SERVICE
available every 3
months for all B&K
Dyna-Quik Tube Testers

Model 600
DYNA-QUIK

only 169Ñ5

81/2"x11"x4'/'
Handsome, sturdy

leatherette -covered
carrying case

for the first time, a

B & K QUALITY
TUBE TESTER

at this
amazing low cost!

for all shorts, gleakages an

emission

of multi -

Checks each section

section tubes separately

Checks tube capability under
simulated load conditions

Rejects bad tubes
-not good tubes

For the man who wants the performance and relia-
bility of a B&K professional -quality tester at mini-
mum cost ... there's nothing like the new "600".
No other tube tester in this price range is so com-
plete and up-to-date. Tests the newest tube types,
as well as the old. It's fast ... it's accurate ... it's
easy to use. Quickly reveals tube condition. Saves
customers. Sells more tube replacements. Stops
call-backs. Steps up servicing profit ... day after
day. Pays for itself over and over again.
Exclusive adjustable grid emission test. Sensitivity
to over 100 megohms. Phosphor bronze socket con-
tacts. Complete tube listing in handy reference index.
Extremely compact.

B&K MANUFACTURING CO.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE  CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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New Mallory Mercury Battery kit

COMPACT ... AND STOCKED RIGHT!
Only 2" x 5" x 7", this handsome kit comes
stocked with popular, fast-moving Mallory
Mercury Batteries. You can refill it with the
selection that best fits your service needs.

SILICON RECTIFIERS

Top quality, moisture -proof.
5 -packs, in re -usable jewel
boxes, on handy file cards.
50 volt to 600 volt ratings.

VIBRATORS

Sure -start Gold Label® and
every other type for auto or
mobile communications.

PVC CAPACITORS

Premium quality Mylar*
Capacitors in handy zip -lip
package.
*Reg. Trademark E. I. du Pont de
Nemours, Inc.

STA-LOC® CONTROLS**

30 second delivery on every
imaginable control.
**U.S. Patent 2,958,888
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puts extra cash into service calls

Here's a profit -building sales tool to help you

cash in on the booming transistor radio battery

business by turning service calls into added

profits. It's the BM -11 Mallory Mercury Bat-

tery Service Kit ... a compact unit that fits

easily in a corner of your tube or tool caddy.

On a home TV service call, ask if there's a tran-

sistor radio in the house. Six out of ten times

there will be. And with your BM -11 Kit, you

can sell your customer the guaranteed Mallory

Mercury Battery he needs ... right on the

spot. He'll get extra satisfaction, because

Mallory Mercury Batteries give up to seven

times more sound powerp.You'll get a prof-

itable sale, and a good chance of getting his

repeat battery business.

NEW EYE -APPEALING PACKAGING!

Mallory Mercury Batteries for popu-
lar transistor radios are now available
in handsome, reusable jewel boxes ...
pre -priced for your convenience. Guar-
antee certificate in each package.

THE ONLY RADIO BATTERY
GUARANTEED AGAINST LEAKAGE!

NEW MERCHANDISER FOR YOUR STORE

Attractive metal merchandiser No.
BM -10 feeds new Mallory Mercury
Battery packages one at a time.
Guarantee against leakage is promi-
nently displayed.

DISCAPS®

The standard of the ceramic
capacitor field.
®Trademark Radio Materials

Company, a Mallory Division

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

Famous FP -WP metal can
types, reliable TC tubulars,
and tiny TT tubulars.

ADVERTISED IN

LIFE

Distributor Division, Indianapolis 6, Indiana

P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc.

MALLORY
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd., Toronto 7, Ontario
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Now ... an FM tuner with multiplex built-in!

New H. H. Scott FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner

uses Wide -Band design for top performance
Here it is! No adaptor needed! The
world's first Wide -Band tuner designed
specifically for multiplex ... H. H. Scott's
new Model 350 FM Multiplex Stereo Tuner.
The FCC, in its recent acceptance of FM
stereo multiplex, said that the approved
system " ... like any multiplex transmis-
sion system, will increase energy trans-
mission at the edges of the channel in-
volved. Accordingly, for optimum stereo-
phonic reception, the (tuner's) bandwidth
... must be considerably greater than that
of monophonic (tuners) . . ."
From our very first design ... the revolu-
tionary 310A ... H. H. Scott incorporated
substantially wider IF bandwidth than con-
ventional tuners. This gave better selectivity
and usable sensitivity. The new 350 in-
corporates this same exceptional circuitry
allowing reception of even weak multiplex
stations with amazing clarity. You get other
benefits, too - the 2 MC Wide -Band de -

Wide -Band Multiplex Adaptor
Important News for H. H. Scott Tuner Owners
H. H. Scott has once again protected your invest-
ment against obsolescence. Your tuner, regardless
of age or model, can be quickly converted to
multiplex with the new Model 335 Wide -Band Multi-
plex Adaptor. Because of H. H. Scott's unique no -
compromise Wide -Band design, we can guarantee
superior multiplex reception only when the 335
and an H. H. Scott tuner are used together. 5 tubes,
8 diodes. $99.95, case extra.

tector provides superior rejection of inter-
ference and complete freedom from drift.
The Wide -Band design of the IF's and de-
tector give the new 350 a remarkable usable
sensitivity of 2.5 µv measured by stringent
IHFM standards.

If you are considering a new tuner, or
addition of an adaptor to a conventional
narrow -band tuner, first listen to the new
H. H. Scott Model 350 Wide -Band FM
Multiplex Stereo Tuner. Its superiority in
sound quality is so dramatically different
that you will not want to settle for less.

Important Technical Information
Usable (IHFM) Sensitivity: 2.5 µy. 10 tubes, 11
diodes. Famous H. H. Scott silver plated front end.
Tuning meter., Performance matches FCC transmis-
sion specifications. Can receive either monophonic
or stereo multiplex programs. Special circuitry for
perfect stereo tape recording. Dimensions in hand-
some accessory case 151/2"W x 51/4"H x 131/4"D.
Matches styling of all H. H. Scott amplifiers.
;199.95  -, case extra.

see paragraph 36, FCC Report and Order, Docket
no. 13506, 4/19/61. Emphasis ours.
* * slightly higher West of Rockies.

H H. I3. SCOTT
H. H. Scott, Inc. Dept. 140-07
111 Powdermilt Road, Maynard, Mass.

Please rush me full details on your Wide-
Band Multiplex Tuner and Adaptor. In-
clude new 1961 catalog.

Name

Address

City 7one_State
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp.. 458 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Editor's
Memo

It had to happen. I've just learned
about a service utilizing electronics
to help you select the right mate.

The Scientific Introduction Service,
186 E. 73 St., New York City, inter-
views and tests you. The resulting in-
formation on personality pattern, atti-
tudes, preferences, age, race, religion
and similar data are punched into a
card. Then when you look for a wife,
the electronic sorter goes to work and
matches you up with some fair damsel
in search of a husband.

I guess there's nothing wrong with
the idea, except that it seems impos-
sible to catalog all the intangibles
which make for love.

Some people are attracted to similar
personalities, others to opposites.

Did you ever know and like two peo-
ple whom you thought would like each
other? So you introduce them, and it
turns out they can't stand each other.
Interaction between individuals is not
too predictable.

The problem of matching people
brings to mind the story of the fellow
who enters the fancy establishment of
an oh -so -high-class TV dealer. He tells
the saleman that he would like to buy
a set. The salesman starts to pepper
him with questions.

"What is your name, sir? Your wife's
name ? How many children do you
have ? Their ages, please ? What do
you do for a living? What school did
you graduate from? How much money
do you earn ? Do you sleep in a double
bed or twin beds ?"

The exasperated customer says,
"Hold on. What's the third degree for?
All these personal questions. I just
want to buy a TV set."

"Well, explained the salesman, "we
never sell just any old set. Our sets are
custom made to suit just your per-
sonality. The picture tube is selected
in the East on the basis of your back-
ground. The coils are wound in the
Midwest according to your personality.
All the parts are sent Air Express to
the West Coast for special assembly.
Then the chassis is rushed to the South
for insertion in a cabinet that is hand
carved in tune with your psychological
make-up.

"We then get it, and adjust it and
adjust it and adjust it until the audio
and video reflect you-the real you."

"Listen," says the customer, "I want
the set tomorrow for the World Se-
ries."

"Don't worry," replies the salesman,
"you'll have it."

727-1/14"--eitea."--
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What Does F.C.C. Mean To You?
What is the F. C. C.?

F. C. C. stands for Federal Communications
Commission. This is an agency of the Federal
Government, created by Congress to regulate
all wire and radio communication and radio and
television broadcasting in the United States.

What is an F. C.C. Operator License?
The F. C. C. requires that only qualified per-

sons be allowed to install, maintain, and operate
electronic communications equipment, including
radio and television broadcast transmitters. To
determine who is qualified to take on such re-
sponsibility, the F. C. C. gives technical exami-
nations. Operator licenses are awarded to those
who pass these examinations. There are different
types and classes of operator licenses, based on
the type and difficulty of the examination passed.

What are the Different Types
of Operator Licenses?

The F. C. C. grants three different types (or
groups) of operator licenses-commercial radio-
telePHONE, commercial radioteleGRAPH, and
amateur.

COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEPHONE oper-
ator licenses are those required of technicians
and engineers responsible for the proper opera-
tion of electronic equipment involved in the
transmission of voice, music, or pictures. For
example, a person who installs or maintains two-
way mobile radio systems or radio and television
broadcast equipment must hold a radiotele-
PHONE license. (A knowledge of Morse code is
NOT required to obtain such a license.)

COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEGRAPH opera-
tor licenses are those required of the operators
and maintenance men working with communica-
tions equipment which involves the use of Morse
code. For example, a radio operator on board a
merchant ship must hold a radioteleGRAPH
license. (The ability to send and receive Morse
is required to obtain such a license.)

AMATEUR operator licenses are those re-
quired of radio "hams"- people who are radio
hobbyists and experimenters. (A knowledge of
Morse code is necessary to he a "ham".)

What are the Different Classes of
RadiotelePHONE licenses?

Each type (or group) of license is divided into
different classes. There are three classes of radio-
telephone licenses, as follows:

(1) Third Class Radiotelephone License. No
previous license or on-the-job experience is re-
quired to qualify for the examination for this
license. The examination consists of F.C.C. Ele-
ments I and II covering radio laws, F.C.C.
regulations, and basic operating practices.

(2) Second Class Radiotelephone License. No
on-the-job experience is required for this exami-
nation. However, the applicant must have
already passed examination Elements I and II.
The second class radiotelephone examination
consists of F. C. C. Element III. It is mostly
technical and covers basic radiotelephone theory
(including electrical calculations), vacuum tubes,
transistors, amplifiers, oscillators, power supplies,
amplitude modulation, frequency modulation,
measuring instruments, transmitters, receivers,
antennas and transmission lines, etc.

(3) First Class Radiotelephone License. No
on-the-job experience is required to qualify for
this examination. However, the applicant must
have already passed examination Elements I, II,
and III. (If the applicant wishes, he may take
all four elements at the same sitting, but this is

not the general practice.) The first class radio-
telephone examination consists of F. C. C. Ele-
ment IV. It is mostly technical covering ad-
vanced radiotelephone theory and basic tele-
vision theory. This examination covers generally
the same subject matter as the second class ex-
amination, but the questions are more difficult
and involve more mathematics.

Which License Qualifies for Which Jobs?
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is

of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take
the second class examination. The scope of
authority covered by a third class license is
extremely limited.

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license
qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate
most all radiotelephone equipment except com-
mercial broadcast station equipment.

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license
qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate
every type of radiotelephone equipment (except
amateur, of course) including all radio and tele-
vision stations in the United States, and in its
Territories and Possessions. This is the highest
class of radiotelephone license available.

How Long Does it Take to Prepare
for F. C. C. Exams?

The time required to prepare for FCC exami-
nations naturally varies with the individual, de-
pending on his background and aptitude. Grant-
ham training prepares the student to pass FCC
exams in a minimum of time.

In the Grantham correspondence course, the
average beginner should prepare for his second
class radiotelephone license after from 300 to
350 hours of study. This same student should
then prepare for his first class license in approxi-
mately 75 additional hours of study.

In the Grantham resident course, the time
normally required to complete the course and
get your license is as follows:

In the DAY course (5 days a week) you should
get your second class license at the end of the
first 9 weeks of classes, and your first class
license at the end of 3 additional weeks of
classes. This makes a total of 12 weeks (just a
little less than 3 months) required to cover the
whole course, from "scratch" through first class.

In the EVENING course (3 nights a week)
you should get your second class license at the
end of the 15th week of classes and your first
class license at the end of 5 additional weeks of
classes. This makes a total of less than .5 months
required to cover the whole course, from "scratch"
through first class, in the evening course.

The Grantham course is designed specifically
to prepare you to pass FCC examinations. All
the instruction is presented with the FCC exami-
nations in mind. In every lesson test and pre -
examination you are given constant practice in
answering FCC -type questions, presented in the
same manner as the questions you will have to
answer on your FCC examinations.

Why Choose Grantham Training?
The Grantham Communications Electronics

Course is planned primarily to lead to an F.C.C.
license, but it does this by TEACHING elec-
tronics. This course can prepare you quickly to
pass F. C. C. examinations because it presents
the necessary principles of electronics in a
simple "easy to grasp' manner. Each new idea
is tied in with familiar ideas. Each new principle
is presented first in simple, everyday language.
Then after you understand the "what and why"
of a certain principle, you are taught the tech-
nical language associated with that principle.
You learn more electronics in less time, because
we make the subject easy and interesting.

is the Grantham Course a "Memory Course"?
No doubt you've heard rumors about "mem-

ory courses" or "cram courses" offering "all the
exact FCC questions". Ask anyone who has an
FCC license if the necessary material can be
memorized. Even if you had the exact exam
questions and answers, it would be much more
difficult to memorize this "meaningless" mate-
rial than to learn to understand the subject.
Choose the school that teaches you to thoroughly
understand-choose Grantham School of Elec-
tronics.

Is the Grantham Course Merely a
"Coaching Service"?

Some schools and individuals offer a "coach-
ing service" in FCC license preparation. The
weakness of the "coaching service" method is
that it presumes the student already has a know-
ledge of technical radio and approaches the
subject on a "question and answer" basis. On
the other hand, the Grantham course "begins at
the beginning" and progresses in logical order
from one point to another. Every subject is
covered simply and in detail. The emphasis is on
making the subject easy to understand. With
each lesson, you receive an FCC -type test so you
can discover daily just which points you do not
understand and clear them up as you go along.

HERE'S PROOF that Grantham Students prepare for F.C.C. examinations in a minimum of time. Here
is a list of a few of our recent graduates, the class of license they got, and how long it took them:

Richard C. Myers, 8404 Longview Rd., Kansas City, Mo.
Ben L. Hunter, 370 Bielly Road, Lawrencebury, Ind.
Roy D. Barklind, Rt. #1, Box 18, Anacortes, Washington
Keith D. Oyer, 4304 Holmes, Kansas City, Mo.
Robert J. Dill, Box 138, Stoystown, Penna.
David E. Sahadak, Killdeer, N. Dak.
James C. Botkin, RR #1, Prescott, Iowa
Bob Ament, 4088 E. 25th Place, Tulsa, Okla.

License Weeks
1st 20
1st 12
1st 12
1st 13
1st 12
1st 22
1st 20
1st 12

Resident Classes Offered at Four Locations
To better serve our many students throughout the nation, Grantham School of Electronics maintains
four separate schools-located in Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington, D.C.-all offering
the same resident courses in F. C. C. license preparation. (Correspondence courses are conducted
from Hollywood.)

For further details concerning F.C. C. licenses and our training, send for our FREE booklet,
"Careers in Electronics". Clip the coupon below and mail it to the School nearest you.

Get your First Class Commercial F.C.C. License Quickly
by training at

GRANTHAM
SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. Western Ave,
Hollywood 27, Calif.

408 Marion Street
Seattle 4, Wash.

(Phone: HO 7-7727) (Phone: MA 2-7227)

3123 Gillham Road
Kansas City 9, Mo.

(Phone. JE 1-6320)

821 - 19th Street, N.W,
Washington 6, D.C.

(Phone: ST 3-3614)

MAIL COUPON NOW-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL"*

MAIL COUPON TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU

r (Mail in envelope or paste on postal cord)

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. Western 408 Marion 3123 Gillham Rd. 821 -19th, NW

Hellyweed Seattle Kansas City  Washiegten

Please send me your free booklet felling how I can get my com-
mercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there is no obligation
and no salesman will call.

Name Age

Address

City State

I am interested in:  Home Study,  Seattle classes l
I l

E Hollywood classes,  Kansas City classes, E Washington classes

L Inc
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01961 VOLNSWAOEN OF AMERICA. INC. *SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE, EAST COAST P.O.E.; $2,015 WEST COAST. tSUGGESTEO RETAIL PRICE.

Why are so many repairmen looking into the Volkswagen?

We wish it was just our design.
Our big side doors. The extra capacity. The

easy parking.
But it isn't. It's the money.
Our truck costs hundreds of dollars less than

others when you buy it. ($1,895* complete.)
And about $400 less a year to run. Based on

an average of 10,000 miles.
The savings come from gas, tires and service.

Some people get 30 miles a gallon with our
truck. (Almost all owners get over 20. General
Electronics TV Service in St. Paul gets 22, all
stop -and -go in town.) Our average is 24.

Tires last about 35,000 miles. Other trucks
get about 20,000.

Parts? $17.141 for a cylinder with piston and
rings. $22.151 for a rear corner panel. (Plus

labor.) And VW parts are well-nigh perfect.
After all, we've been refining the same basic

truck for 12 years now. Most parts are inter-
changeable from year to year. That's why it's
easy for VW dealers to stock parts for every
model, '51 to '61-and why VW truck service
is almost always finished the same day.

Loading a Volkswagen ís an experience.
Our side doors give you a doorwayalmost4

feet wide in the middle of the truck. If you want
doors on both sides, it's only $85t more.

General Electronics finds the doors on one
side ample. Our low loading height (19.7 inches)
saves lifting on heavy consoles and the door-
way makes big sets easy to get in without
scratching.

If you wish, your Volkswagen dealer can also
arrange to have special racks put on the roof
for ladders (for antenna service) as well as
interior shelves installed for spare parts.

Many owners put tool kits and testing equip-
ment in the rear. We have a rear door, too.
And if you want it, there's a swivel seat for
reaching tools from the front. This is $70.90.1

You can park our truck in 3 feet less space
than other trucks take. And in bad weather, our
engine in the rear gives you extra traction in
mud or snow when other trucks are socked in.

But you'll probably just buy it for
the money you'll save. There's no
warmth left in the world.
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NEW CB VERSATILITY

WITH EICOL7®

New Deluxe Citizens
Band Transceivers
give you everything
you need for fast,
reliable, economi.
cal communication

Model 770: 117 VAC only
Model 771: 117 VAC and 6 VDC*
Model 772: 117 VAC and 12 VDC

770 Series

kit wired
$69.95 $99.95

79.95 109.95
79.95 109.95

*Including Posi-lock 5 Mounting Bracket (Pat. Pend.)

Front panel selection of one of 3 transmit crystals with continuous receiver
tuning over all 23 CB channels, or a fourth transmit crystal with appropri-
ate receiving crystal. Press -to -talk button on microphone; transmit -receive
switching accomplished by high -quality relay with minimum capacity between
contacts to prevent current leakage at RF frequencies. Superhet receiver with
RF stage for high sensitivity & proper signal-to-noise ratio. 1750 KC IF strip
for unequalled image rejection & freedom from oscillator "pulling" on
strong signals. IF strip prealigned so that only "touchup" alignment with-
out instruments is needed. Current metering jack in series in cathode cir-
cuit allows checking of input power to transmitter final & adjusting it to
FCC limit. 13 -tube performance (4 dual function tubes, 4 single function
tubes, plus germanium diode). Adjustable squelch control (in addition to
automatic noise limiter). Optimum adjustment to any popular CB antenna
assured through use of variable pi network in output. AVC. 3" x 5" oval PM
speaker. Supplied complete with 8 tubes & 1 transmit crystal (extra crystals.
$3.95 each).

The entire transmitter oscillator cir-
cuit and RF final in every EICO trans-
ceiver, kit and wired, is premounted,
prewired, pretuned, and sealed at
the factory (about 3 hours of skilled
labor, precision adjustments and
testing), complying with FCC regu-
lations (section 19.71, part d). This
permits you to build the kit and put
it on the air without the supervision
of a commercial radiotelephone li-
censee.

You profit with EICO
Test Equipment & Hi -Fi

DC -5 MC
5" Scope #460
Kit $79.95
Wired $129.50

New Transistorized
Stereo /Mono
4 -Track
Tape Deck
Wired Model
RP100W $395.00

Semi -Kit Model
RP100K,
Electronics in
Kit form.
$289.95

An exclusive EICO product designed and
manufactured in the U.S.A. (Pat. Pend.)

Standard 760 Series
of CB Transceivers

front
Kit $59.95 Wired $89.95

e

NEW FM -AM Stereo Tuner ST96
Kit $89.95 Wired 5129.95 inc. FET

amisammacemdi
.} 0. A" 10

NEW 70 -Watt Integrated
Stereo Amplifier ST70
Kit $94.95 Wired $149.95
New 40 -Watt Integrated
Stereo Amplifier ST40
Kit $79.95 Wired $129.95
Over 80 products to choose
from. Write for free Catalog
ET -7 & name of nearest distribu-
tor. Most EICO distributors offer
budget terms.

e
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N.Y.

ADD 5% IN THE WEST ©1961
Export Dept., Roburn Agencies Inc.. 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N. Y.

For more data, circle 7-8-1 on coupon, p. 50

EICO

LETTERS
To the Editor

Mandatory UHF -TV
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN :

Reference is made to your May 1961 editorial, in which
you discuss the relative cost of mandatory installation by
manufacturers of UHF -TV tuning facilities.

I represent the Associated Police Communications Offi-
cers, Inc., which is an organization established in 1935 to
serve Police and Public Safety interests. Our members are
connected with Public Safety organizations throughout the
U.S. You are, no doubt, aware of the system of priorities
in the communications field. They start with National Se-
curity, Safety at Sea, Safety in the Air, and then Public
Safety which includes Police, Fire, Forestry, Special Emer-
gency, etc.

From your editorial, I gather that you are of the opinion
that there is sufficient spectrum space for all of the services
in the present Federal Communications Commission alloca-
tions, and provided the VHF television band were vacated
in the foreseeable future the FCC would have difficulty
finding services to fill in the extra spectrum. We, in the
Public Safety field, have a very difficult problem in metro-
politan areas due to shortage of spectrum space. Recently,
we were required by the FCC to split our channels into sec-
ondary and tertiary portions. Many areas have already ex-
hausted these additional split channels and will require
more in the near future in order to perform our basic func-
tion of protecting the life and property of people in the U.S.
You state in next to the last paragraph in your editorial
that, "Over-all allocation needs across the entire radio spec-
trum may make this necessary." We in the Public Safety
field feel the need greatly of additional spectrum space and
I am sure the FCC is cognizant of these shortages.

We are in favor of your suggestion of lifting the excise
tax on all channel TV sets and, no doubt, this would offset
some of the cost of the mandatory all channel tuners.

R. J. EVANS, President
Associated Police Communications Officers
East Lansing, Mich.

Fire Dept. Alarm
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

Re your May 1961 editorial comment on Mr. Marshall's
letter, page 8, be advised that the Plectron Alerting Sys-
tem is used throughout the U. S. It is easily the widest used
tone alerting equipment sold to fire departments at the pres-
ent time. "Electralert" is a newcomer and has, at the pres-
ent time, probably only half a dozen experimental installa-
tions in use, while Plectron systems are being used by more
than 500 fire departments.

The Plectron equipment is of about the same sensitivity
as the "Electralert," but is considerably more economical.
In addition the flexibility and choice of tone circuits is much
wider than is offered by "Electralert."

I am sure you are also aware that Motorola and General
Electric have built such equipment for a number of years.

A. H. COLLINS,
Manager

Plectron Corp.,
Overton, Nebraska

(Continued on page 10)
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SPRAGUE

CERAMIC

CAPACITORS

CERA -MITE® CAP
Tiny, tough, dependable.

Silvered flat -plate construction
for high by-pass . efficiency,
high self -resonant frequency.
Available in the following
types to meet specific require-
ments:

General Application, for by-
pass and coupling
High -K, for applications re-
quiring guaranteed mini-
mum capacitance values
Temperature -Stable, for
minimum capacitance
change with temperature

Have multiple leads.
Quick -fix capacitors for on -
the -spot repairs. By using
certain leads for terminals,
connecting certain leads to-
gether, and removing cer-
tain leads, various ratings
may be obtained. Available
in General Application as
well as High -K types.

THE Complete LINE THAT OFFERS

MORE THAN MERE `CAPACITY"
"Rated" capacitance is not

enough ... actual capacitance
during operation is equally im-
portant. Excessively high or low
values as well as capacitance
change with temperature can
foul up a TV or radio set.
Therefore, characteristics such
as Capacitance Stability, Capac-
itance Tolerance, and Tem-
perature Coefficient of Capaci-
tance must be considered in re-
placement applications.

ACITORS
 Temperature -Compensating,

for applications requiring
negative temperature coef-
ficient

 NPO, for use where capaci-
tance change with tempera-
ture is undesirable

 AC, rated at 125 VAC
 Buffer, rated at 2000 WVDC
 Low -voltage, for by-pass and

coupling in transistorized
circuitry

 TV Yoke, rated at 3000 and
5000 WVDC

BULPLATE®
CAPACITORS 1

Rugged multiple -section
units which combine in one
compact assembly all the ca-
pacitors used in one or more
stages of a radio circuit. These
space -saving capacitors are
ideal for miniature sets.

DOORKNOB
CAPACITORS

Available in 20 and 30 KV
ratings. Molded guard rings
lengthen surface creepage
path. Complete with variety
of screw -in terminals to
meet all replacement re-
quirements.

'V.ORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER

That's why the Sprague Ce-
ramic Line is varied and broad
-it includes capacitors with
electrical and mechanical char-
acteristics to meet practically
every replacement requirement.

See complete listings in the
new Sprague Catalog C-614.
Get your copy from any Sprague
Distributor, or write to Sprague
Products Co., 65 Marshall St.,
North Adams, Massachusetts.

(® HYPERCON®
CAPACITORS

Ultra -miniature
discs foruse in transistorized

cir-cuitry.
Pai ndcogned for by
cations in lowling appli-cations

where high ci-tance and lowgh capaci-tance
portan[ power factor

are im-considerations.
Superiorin sizand

n
performance

to com-parably-rated alumin electro-lytic capacitors. ele

BUTTONHEAD
CAPACITORS

Screw -mounting units
with flat disc capacitor ele-
ments seated in hexagon
head. This series includes
feed-thru capacitors for fil-
tering leads through chassis,
as well as standoff capaci-
tors for by-pass applica-
tions.

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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The "Big Picture99

...informative shop talk from
Sylvania Field Service Headquarters

Now,
service
information is built right in!
One glance at the new, service -designed GT-555 chassis by Sylvania
tells you that the information you need for quick and easy service is
clearly marked right on top of the chassis board.
Even the pin numbers for each tube are marked! Now, you can easily
check out the grid and plate of each tube ... without going through
that "upside-down" translation process with the tube manual.
All parts are completely designated, too, and the new, color -keyed
road map makes circuit -trouble -tracing a cinch. A different color
identifies each circuit and its leads. Color -code information is printed
right on the tube layout sticker for handy reference.
Still another great time- and trouble -saver on the GT-555 chassis is'
the "plug-in" feature. New modular design lets you separate and pull
whole assemblies in a second ... chassis, remote receiver, tuner cluster
or speaker.
This new GT-555 chassis is the transformer -powered, modern version
of the famous, performance -proved S-110 chassis. Ask your local
Sylvania TV distributor for time and place of the Service Clinic in
your area so you can see all the big electronic advances from Sylvania.

SERVICE TIP OF THE MONTH
To hold metal screws in nut driver for those hard -to -get -at places, a small
piece of plastic wrap (the type used to package screws, etc.) inserted
between the screw head and nut driver will hold the screw in place. Sylvania
Home Electronics Corp., Batavia, N. Y

SUBS/DIARY OF
GENERAL

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRON/CS^

(Continued from page 8)

. I think Mr. Marshall is overlook-
ing a nice source of revenue. He men-
tions a radio system to alert volunteer
firemen. I have been converting ordi-
nary FM -AM radios to our Fire Fre-
quency 46.10 me for the past several
years, netting myself a nice piece of
change. The ordinary FM radio can be
converted in less than an hour, and
supplying a folded dipole made of 300
ohm line, I get $8 to $10 plus repairing
the set if need be.

I am assistant chief of our depart-
ment and 23 of our 40 men are radio
equipped. On several occasions I have
heard the alarm over the radio and
have been at the scene of the fire
ahead of the trucks. We have a base
station and 3 of our 4 trucks are ra-
dio equipped.

Unless his department is consider-
ably richer than ours, he will find the
cost of supplying each man with radio
quite prohibitive. Also, one word of
warning, the siren or whistle cannot
be dispensed with as the fireman is not
always at home.

LEO ZIMMER
Radio & TV Service
Canisteo, N. Y.

May 1961 Directory Omissions
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

The Technician Association 1961
Roster did not include TELSA of Con-
necticut, Box 444, Meridan, Conn.
President is Peter Lucas. This is the
largest and most active association in
Conn., and perhaps New England.

JEROME CHICHESTER
North Haven, Conn.

. As makers of electrolytic capaci-
tors for the replacement market under
the trade names of UneCap and Super -
Cap for the last 11 years, we would
appreciate being listed in any future
directories.

CHARLES M. WOLF
President

United Electronic Mfg. Corp.
542 Thirty -Ninth St.
Union City, N.J.

... Although we are regular subscrib-
ers to your magazine, we do not find
our name in the May 1961 Roster of
Electronic Schools. Established in
1919, the R. I. Radio & Electronics
School is one of the earliest schools
of this type.

M. R. REYNOLDS
President

R. I. Radio & Electronics School
45 Mathewson St.
Providence, R. I.

... We were somewhat disappointed
to note that your list of schools does
not include us.

C. L. THACKER
Dean of Students

Electronic Technical Institute
4863 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego 15, Calif.

(Continued on page 12)
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ANATOMY CLASS FOR DOCTORS OF RADIO AND rV SERVICE

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION TUBE PROGNOSIS INDICATES
STABLE EMISSION OVER LONG LIFE SPAN
Prolonged observation of Tung -Sol horizontal deflection tubes in-
dicates a consistent behavior pattern: virtual immunity to chronic
deflection tube illnesses. They exhibit a remarkable ability to with-
stand the high temperatures and high pulse voltages encountered
in TV deflection service, which too frequently have a fatal effect on
tubes of less hardy ancestry. Diagnosis shows unusual physical
fortitude. The plate design, with special large area cooling fins plus
high conductivity core aluminum -clad steel material, is a combina-
tion of ingredients that safeguards against "hot-spotitis".

the first name

Tung -Sol "circuit design"* approach has eliminated Barkhausen
oscillations and snivets. Qualified specialists agree that continued
use of Tung -Sol deflection tubes is certain to result in an epidemic
of successful service work of very pleasing proportions.

PRESCRIPTION FOR PROFIT
When diagnosis of your customer's TV set reveals an ailing hori-
zontal deflection tube, it's best to prescribe Tung -Sol. Customer
satisfaction with the results is certain to be contagious. These are
some of the more popular Tung -Sol horizontal deflection tubes:

*Designed by Tung -Sol to fit circuits already in use in the market.

6/12/17/25 BQ6G TB 6/12/17 DQ6B
6/12/17/25 CU6 6/25 DN6
6/12/25 BQ6GA 6CD6GA

25CD6GB

to ask for when ordering

TUNG-SOL
DEFLECTION TUBES

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., NEWARK 4, N. J.
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(Conti )1'red from page 10)

License Effort
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

Again, this year, we are making the
supreme effort to license TV service-
men. We are asking for help-help
from every serviceman, from every as-
sociation, from every member of our
own Society, and from every associate
Society. Ten dollars from every one to
defray the cost of sending men to Al-
bany, to print the necessary bulletins,
to pay for the hundreds of telephone
calls, for the fares and the food. This
money should be sent to Mr. Warren
Baker, 514 Second St., Albany 6, N. Y.

Tarzian offers

Receipts will be furnished upon re-
quest. We must have men in Albany to
contact the legislators directly. We
are all in the same bind, this is the way
out. So let's do it immediately!

I shall not discuss the merits of li-
censing. I believe much has already
been said. There is no doubt that the
majority of the residents of New York
State want licensing. Last year a
flood of cards, telegrams, personal
letters went to Albany. As a result we
came within a hairsbreadth of success,
passed through the Senate with a
clearcut majority and defeated in the
Assembly by a whisper. Because cer-
tain areas in the state were not con-
tacted, it resulted in the defeat of the

FAST, DEPENDABLE

TUNER

REPAIR SERVICE

It just makes sense that a manufacturer of tuners should
be better -qualified, better -equipped to offer the most de-
pendable tuner repair and overhaul service.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., pioneer in the tuner business,
maintains a complete, well-equipped Factory Service Dept.
-assisted by Engineering personnel-and staffed by spe-
cialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner repairs ..
on ALL makes and models.

Tarzian-made tuners received one day will be fixed and
shipped out the next. Cost is only $8.50 and $15 for UV
combinations. That includes ALL parts and labor, and a
6 -month guarantee against defective workmanship and
parts failure due to normal usage. Replacements available
at low cost on tuners beyond practical repair.

Tarzian-made tuners are identified by this stamping.
When inquiring about service on other tuners, always
give tube complement ... shaft length ... filament .. .
voltage ... series or shunt heater ... IF frequency .. .
chassis identification. All tuners repaired on approved,
open accounts. Check with your local distributor for
Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, replacement parts, or
repair service.

SERVICE MANAGER  TUNER DIVISION DEPT. 28

-1- /SARKES TARZIAN INC
east hillside drive  bloomington, indiana

edison 2-7251

MANUFACTURERS OF TUNERS ... SEMICONDUCTORS ... AIR
TRIMMERS ... FM RADIOS ... AM -FM RADIOS ... AUDIO
TAPE ... BROADCAST EQUIPMENT and SHISH -KABOB GRILLES

ALL

MAKES

ONLY

50
INCLUDING

ALL PART

and LABOR

24 -HOUR SERVICE

6 -MONTH WARRANTY

Tuners Repaired on

Approved, Open Accounts

See your distributor. or
use this address for fast,

factory repair service

Cooke -McCloskey Bill. The Attorney
General has indicated his willingness
to reintroduce similar legislation.

I am pleased to announce that Don
Roberts, V.P., Syracuse; Warren Bak-
er, Treas., Albany; O. Capitelli, Cor-
responding Sec'y, Long Island; An-
thony Ferris, Recording Sec'y, Utica;
Ben DeYoung, Sgt at Arms, Ithica;
are the new officers of this organiza-
tion.

DOUGLASS W. COOK,
President

Empire State Federation
of Electronic Technicians Assns.

Kenmore, N. Y.

Welcome Words
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN :

I have yet to get an issue of ET that
isn't full of good reliable readable
service information. I would recom-
mend it to anyone interested or in the
electronics business.

W. K. COCHRAN
Sunset Radio & TV
District Heights, Md.

Japanese Parts
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN :

The chief purpose of this letter is to
get in my word on the use of Japanese
(and other foreign) products and
components. It seems to me that most
of your correspondents are not quite
getting to the main point in this dis-
cussion, which is this: You cannot
service TV's and radios for Japanese
workmen. Leaving out the question of
quality, which I am told has become
quite respectable, whenever you buy
and sell a product which affords a job
to a foreign workman, you are help-
ing to keep unemployed a worker in
this country who might be a potential
customer for you! Any distributor or
dealer who handles such products is in
my opinion, helping to cust his own
throat.

LEO FRUIT
Macks Creek, Mo.

Tough Dogs
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

Your Tough Dog department has al-
ways been interesting and quite often
I meet some of the dogs in person and
occasionally, have met one first. The
best articles always point up the need
for a complete set of symptoms and a
logical trouble -shooting procedure re-
gardless of how much of an oddball the
job may be. In fact, I think that the
crazier the job, the more necessary it is
to keep our own sanity. In this re-
spect, it does something the technical
and theoretical articles do not. It takes
us right on the bench and shows us the
theory applied with all of the compli-
cations found in practice. Please keep
it up.

FRANCIS C. WOLVEN
Saugerties, N.Y.

(Continued on page 16)
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2201,2buz O O

Signal Indicating Alarm Activating
GMT Fuse & HLT Fuseholder

r -
I

I i

i I Actual Size Sub- miniature designl

permits multiple mounting of fuses in
i limited space. Fuseholders can be

mounted on % inch horizontal centers.
01

'O

Another outstanding
development by the
makers of BUSS
Fuses.

AMP

Fuse and holder combin-
ation readily adaptable
for use in equipment oper-
ating at 300 volts or less,
such as: communication
equipment, business ma-
chines, computors, con-
trol equipment or other
multiple circuit appara-
tus where space is at a
premium.

Indicating spring flashes color -coded
flag when fuse opens

to give quick, positive identifi-
cation of faulty circuit.

Indicator spring also makes con-
tact with an alarm circuit so, it
can be used to flash a light-or
sound audible signal on fuse panel
or at a remote location.

Ask for bulletin GMCS on BUSS
GMT fuses and HLT holders.

In the complete BUSS line, there are fuses and fusemountings of
unquestioned high quality to fit every protection need.

That's why it's more profitable to handle
only BUSS fuses.

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co.. UNIVERSITY AT JEFFERSON, ST. LOUIS 7, MO.
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Zurg 7fri the
TV "BAIT" ADVERTISER "catches" Federal Trade
Commissions' Bureau of Litigation. Mars Electronics,
Inc., a Washington, D.C., TV servicer agreed to dis-
continue $1 "service charge" and other misleading
information appearing in their ads.

EDUCATIONAL TV stratovision broadcasts from
a plane flying 23,000 feet over Montpelier, Indiana,
indicate good reception is possible up to 200 miles
on UHF channels 72 and 76. Blonder -Tongue Labo-
ratories, and Jerrold Electronics Corporation say
this is made possible through installation of master
antenna systems and crystal controlled UHF con-
verters. More than 13,000 schools will be served by
the giant educational project which is being
financed primarily by the Ford Foundation.

AUTOMATIC DIAL TELEPHONES

Push-button telephones dial numbers automatically with punched
cards or magnetic tape. (Top) Bell Telephone Systems' card dialer.
(Bottom) "Rapidial" has numbers pre-recorded on magnetic tape.
Up to 290 names and numbers can be handled. Knob is set to name,
receiver lifted and dialing bar pressed. Phones are expected to bene-
fit sales and reservation personnel, brokers, buyers, or any others
who make frequent same -number calls.

CBS DROPS TUBES from its line; entertainment -type
receiving tubes, that is. Raytheon will purchase a
major part of its receiving tube inventory and plans
to offer salts and service to present CBS distributors
and dealers. CBS Electronics will concentrate future
efforts on semiconductors, microelectronics, and other
electronic products.

ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT UNIT
SALES showed substantial upturns in March.
But year-to-date totals remained well below those
for the same 3 -month period in 1960, with the ex-
ception of radio sales which were slightly above
last year. Some electronic component sales in-
creased over last year. For example, for the first
three months of this year, 40,583,632 transistors
were sold at the factory, compared with 31,155,798
units in 1960. Year-to-date totals for picture tubes
rose above last year's 3 -month totals, acording to
recent figures released by EIA.

GLOBAL TV RECEPTION is possible within two
years if uniform TV transmission standards are estab-
lished. So states Dr. Erik Esping, a Swedish delegate
to the International Festival of Television Arts &
Sciences, in Montreux, Switzerland. Delegates from
32 countries are participating in the meet. A Soviet
scientist predicted that he will be able to observe
Venus and Mars via color TV soon. Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, RCA Board Chairman, sent a message to the
world's first International Festival predicting a world-
wide color TV audience of one billion within ten years.

14
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Pie ture
ELECTRONIC STOCK QUOTATIONS give sub-
scribing brokers the last price, bid -asked quota-
tions and other data on 800 selected New York
Stock Exchange issues. The subscriber dials a code
number for the desired issue and within a few
seconds the information is displayed on a special
panel. Prices originating at the exchange are proc-
essed and stored on magnetic memory drums at an
electronic data processing center in New York
City. The system, called "Telequote," is operated
by the Teleregister Corp., Stamford, Conn.

TV CUSTOMERS' TROUBLES "BAGGED" by Gen-
eral Electric in a good will promotion for service
technicians. Each No. 4 size paper bag says: " We have
`bagged' your troubles. Your set has been completely
serviced by a qualified technician, and all parts and
tubes found to be defective have been replaced with
first quality material. We appreciate your confidence,
and intend to earn and keep your TV -Radio service
business by providing prompt, reliable service at fair
prices." Space on the defective -parts bag is provided
for name and address of both customer and dealer.

UNBORN BABIES SEND "SOS" signals with
new elecronic medical device developed by a group
of Indian doctors and manufactured by Herma-
thermatrol Corp. The instrument indicates fetal
distress at its onset early enough to alert hospital
delivery teams and the obstetrician to use indi-
cated medical means, such as oxygen, therapy,
forceps, or a Caesarian delivery. Engineering dif-
ficulties during development were solved by Rob-
ert J. Braunlin, MD, a resident at the Indiana
University Medical Center who is also a graduate
electronics engineer.

FCC ORDERS TWO TV OWNERS to show cause why
they could not cease and desist from interfering with
a shut-in's radio reception in Maysville, W. Va. This
is the first time FCC has actually instituted formal
proceedings against private owners of TV sets. A
third neighbor's TV set was also causing radio inter-
ference, but he had it corrected when Uncle Sam re-
quested it. The two others did not reply, and were
consequently brought up on charges for their spuri-
ous radiation. (See editorial, "TV Non -Interference
Seal," on page 29 of this issue.)

CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS

Aug. 18-20: National Alliance of Television & Electronic Service
Associations (NATESA) Convention, Pick -Congress
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Aug. 22-25: Western Electronics Show & Conference (WESCON),
Cow Palace, San Francisco, Calif.

Aug. 22 -Sept. 2: British National Radio & Television Show, Earls Court,
London, England.

Aug. 25-27: Tenth Annual Chicago High Fidelity -Home Entertain-
ment Show, International Sight & Sound Exposition,
Inc., Hotel Sherman, Chicago, III.

Sept. 13-17: 1961 New York High Fidelity Music Show, New York
Trade Show Building, New York, N. Y.

Oct. 2-4: IRE Canadian Electronics Conference, Automotive
Bldg., Exhibition Park, Toronto, Canada.

Oct. 9-11: National Electronics Conference, (IRE, AIEE), Inter-
national Amphitheatre, Chicago, Ill .

Nov. 14-16: Northeast Research 6 Engineering Meeting (NEREM),
Somerset Hotel, Bostcn, Mass.

ROBOT COMPOSER

A special-purpose computer designed by RCA scientists helps com-
posers create new music by suggesting tone combinations and varia-
tions based on their original ideas. The experimental unit, known as
a "random probability" system, has circuit arrangements capable of
selecting musical notes in random fashion from among many choices.
Composed of tubes, relay switches etc., the device can also be
used in designing and style.
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Stancor. n.
Synonym for
quality and
dependability
in coils and
transformers

It makes good sense for you to choose replace-
ment parts from the manufacturer who is the
world's largest supplier of electronic transformers
to the original equipment market. The complete
Stancor line includes the unit you need, at the
fine performance level you expect. For quality
and dependability in transformers and coils,
always specify Stancor.

The Stancor TV Guide
gives you always up-to-date replacement infor-
mation - through regular mailings of loose-leaf
pages direct to you from Stancor. Register with
your distributor to get the Stancor TV Guide.

ELECTRONICS, INC.,
formerly Chicago Standard Transformer Corporation

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

(Continued from page 12)
Burn-Up...Maybe

Fire Hazard...Never

Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN :
In the "TV Manufacturers Technical Digest" column in

the May issue of Electronic Technician, I note an item con-
cerning the General Electric M6 Chassis.

I am quite concerned over the statement that the contrast
control may "burn-up" under certain conditions. The infer-
ence of a fire hazard, which results from use of this word-
ing creates a false impression of its seriousness. Actually,
no fire hazard from this condition exists at any time.

I assume your information was taken from our "Service
Talk." I should like to point out that we do not say the con-
trol may "burn up," but that it may be overloaded to the
point of failure, if the unbalance condition is permitted to
continue. Only in the final paragraph is a reference made
to "burned spots," as a means of identifying damage to the
control element.

I am sure that you are as interested as we are in present-
ing the greatest possible amount of helpful and factual in-
formation to service men. Therefore, I would greatly appre-
ciate any steps you can take to correct the false impression
which may have been created.

R. C. HANNUM
Supervisor -Technical Service

General Electric Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.

 We used "burn-up" in the vernacular of technicians. The
meaning is failure due to excessive heat or load. We cer-
tainly did not mean to imply an actual fire hazard. Ed.

Hearing Aid Corrections
Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:

In reading your Feb. 1961 article on Servicing Transis-
torized Hearing Aids, I was intrigued by your statement in
the first column, "there is nothing mysterious about a hear-
ing aid." This may all be very true, except that either the
author or the proofreader got a few of his wires crossed.

(1) There is no ground at the switch for the battery cir-
cuit, so only Ql is operative. (2) In the middle of the 2nd
column, page 30, you say "bias-is AUGMENTED by the
voltage fed to the base from the junction of the voltage di-
vider R1 -R2." The purpose of the junction of R1 -R2 is ex-
actly the opposite. (3) On page 31, 1st column, you say
"Signal voltage . . . is applied to the base of Q3 through
C4." You evidently mean C3 as C4 is in the collector or
output circuit of Q3. (4) Page 31. Top of 2nd column.
". . . and by the loop consisting of R16 and C8." No loop is
shown.

M. G. GOLDBERG
Beacon Radio & TV Service,
St. Paul, Minn.
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CHANNEL MASTER
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CHANNEL MASTER-

to keep your Summer Sales Simmering)
Summertime is "easy living" time. People have more leisure hours in
which to enjoy radio and television. That's why they'll want radios
and TV sets that are in top operating condition... and Channel Master
has everything you need to do the job better.

Replace winter -worn antennas with one of the powerful Super
T -W's. Convert old-fashioned manual rotators to fully automatic opera-
tion with the new Channel Master Automatic Rotator Control Consoles.
Perk up TV set performance by replacing weak or worn out tubes. Show
your customers how their leisure hours can be more enjoyable when
they own Channel Master portable radios.

There aren't any summer sales doldrums when you sell the Channel
Master line because Channel Master has everything you need to keep
summer sales simmering.

CHANNEL MASTER works wonders in sight and sound

4

O

ELLE N V I L L E, NEW YORK
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Now...
Master System
Performance at a
Home
Booster
Price!

Blonder -Tongue signal master, AB -4
(new transistor, mast -mounted TV/FM 4 -set booster).... $29.95 list

 Transistor circuit provides lowest noise, maintenance free operation-no
tubes to burn out or replace-no heat dissipation problems.
 Mast mounting takes advantage of best signal-to-noise ratio-minimizes
snow. (Can also be mounted at any convenient point along the downlead.)
 World's smallest and lightest booster-no additional weight or wind re-sistance for mast to bear.

 Remote power supply at set uses 4 low-cost flashlight batteries for pure d.c.
-eliminates AC power line, and components which may fail.

Converts existing antenna into a powerful amplifier-distribution system-
no need to invest in a new antenna.

 Eliminates costly installation of giant antenna arrays in most fringe areas.
 Provides improved FM reception (gain 12-15 db).'

 Stripless 300 -ohm terminals on booster and remote power supply for fastinstallation, positive contact.

 No separate balun needed-matches
impedance of antennas and TV sets.
ALL THIS PLUS ... 4 set coupler incorporated
in remote control power supply distributes
fully isolated amplified signals for brilliant
reception on up to 4 TV or FM sets.
Improve TV and FM reception today. Add
the new Blonder -Tongue AB -4. Sold thru dis-
tributors. For details write. ET -7

1 set
gain: up to 19 db,

channel 2
Up to 10.5 db,

channel 13

2 sets
gain: up to 14 db,

channel 2
Up to 6 db,
channel 13

3 sets
gain: up to 13 db.

channel 2
Up to 4 db,
channel 13

4 set
gain: LID to 0.5 db,

channe 2
Up to2db,
channel 13

Patent applied far
engineered and manufactured by

BLONDER TONGUE
9 Ailing St., Newark, N. J.

Canadian Div.: Benco Television Assoc., Toronto, Ont. Export: Morhan Export Corp., N. Y. 13, N. Y.home TV accessories  UHF converters  master TV systems closed circuit TV systems

News of the Industry

REGENCY ELECTRONICS, INC.
is the new name for I.D.E.A., INC.

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO.
has moved to larger quarters at 133
W. Jefferson St., Chicago 6, Ill.

UTAH ELECTRONICS CORP. is
the new corporate name of UTAH
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC CORP.

UNITED CATALOG PUBLISH-
ERS reports the appointment of ED
WEISL, as national distributor sales
manager.

RAYTHEON CO. has promoted
ROBERT B. FISK, from division ac-
countant, to controller for the Dis-
tributor Products Division.

SYLVANIA's 1962 line of TV re-
ceivers, currently introduced, includes
new chassis, GT-555, powered by SYL-
VANIA-developed Flexi-core.

PACOTRONICS, INC. announces
the appointment of SIDNEY
FLEISCHMAN, as sales manager of
its subsidiary, PRECISION APPA-
RATUS CO.

TEXTRON ELECTRONICS INC.
reports that production of the GLOBE
ELECTRONICS DIV. is being con-
solidated with that of GC ELEC-
TRONICS, another TE division.

BELDEN MFG. CO. reports they
have issued a license to CHANNEL
MASTER CORP. for the manufacture
of BELDEN twin -lead foamed poly-
ethylene transmission line cable.

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORP.
has elected SIDNEY HARMAN, as
executive vice president. JERROLD
ELECTRONICS CORP. and HAR-
MAN-KARDON merged on February
28th., 1961.

JERSEY SPECIALTY CO.'s exhibit
at the Parts Show included portions of
the following antenna lines: JFD, AN-
TENNA DESIGNS, CLEAR BEAM,
ALL CHANNEL, TACO, SNYDER,
BRACH, WINEGARD, TARGET, RA-
DION, JERROLD, HI -LO and RMS,
thus highlighting JSC's reported posi-
tion as supplier of 300 ohm twin lead
to leading antenna manufacturers.

(Continued on page 20)
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Never before so much performance, versatility
and styling in a speaker as small
in size as it is in price!

NEW
ELECTRO -VOICE

Small enough to be hidden ... with
a voice that can't be missed!
Now, from Electro-Voice-home of
major PA speaker improvements since
World War II - comes the most effective
solution to many sound problems. It's
the exciting new PA15! Features a driver
located right up front-in the horn mouth
itself-to eliminate one of the "bends"
of ordinary reentrant horns.., and to

insure wider range and smoother high
frequency response!
And the PA15 is uniquely easy to install
and service. Special swivel mount permits
installation anywhere ... while the driver's
front location makes field replacement
unusually quick and simple. Installations
are neater, too, when you use the PA15T
with its optional 70.7 -volt transformer
built right in!

11 Write for full specs
on the PAIS today!

!lode! PALS (8 -ohms) $3100 List
"ode, PÁ15-45 (45 -ohms) $3. 25 List

Model PA1.Sr (70.7--'clt transformer) $31.00 List

Better check these other PA15 features:
 Modest size (5" x 9''x 9'/,') to fit anywhere.
 Highest power -handling capacity in its class,
 Smoothly rising response for better penetration,

less feedback.
 Rectangular shape for best dispersion, minimum

wasted power.
 8 -ohm or 45 -ohm impedances available.

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.
Commercial Products Division, Dept. 716T

Buchanan, Michigan

FURTHER PROOF THE SMART MOVE IS TO ELECTRO -VOICE!

For more don], circle 7-19-1 on coupon, p. 50
Eket,07fen



Get ALL Basic Color -TV Test Patterns
From This ONE Low -Cost Generator

colon SAM NOTlcao,vmo.Genewu111111111

.i., _7../

r

RCA WR-64A

COLOR-BAR/DOT/CROSSHATCH GENERATOR
Here is the low-cost, lightweight, high -quality instru-
ment that gives you all essential Color -TV test patterns:

ON LY $18Color -bar signals for checking, adjusting and trouble-
shooting Color -TV circuits; dot and crosshatch pattern signals for
vergence in color receivers and for adjusting linearity and overscan
or black -and -white receivers. Designed for in -the -home or shop servicing.

*User Price

9.5
adjusting con-
in either color

(Optional)

0 '

SIMPLICITY: Only three operating controls!
Provides RF output.,. connects directly to
antenna terminal of receiver. No external sync
leads needed.

STABILITY: Crystal controlled signals as-
sure accuracy and dependability. Patterns are
rock -steady, free from "jitter" and `brawl".

PORTABILITY: Weighs only 13 pounds. The
ideal test instrument for proper in -the -home
color -TV adjustment and servicing.

FLEXIBILITY: Extra wide range on,chroma
control..."standby" position on function switch
.-fixed number of dots and bars...` on -off" con-
trol on sound -carrier.

GENERATES:
barsrof arincluding
bars of color including
R -Y, B -Y, G -Y, I and Q
signals spaced at 30°
phase intervals for
checking phase and
matrixing, and for au -
somatic -frequency and
phase alignment.

Crosshatch Pattern..,
A crosshatch of thin
sharp lines for adjust
in vertical an
zontal I nearityaraster
size, and overscan.
Dot Pattern (not illus-
tratedl permits accu-
rate color convergence.

GET ALL THE FACTS ON THE NEW RCA WR-64A

a.

RCA Electron Tube Division, Dept. ET
Commercial Engineering
Harrison, N. J.

Please send me your folder (101017) on the new RCA WR-64A Color-Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Generator.

Name

Company_

Address

City

Title

Zone State

Or see it at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

(Continued from page 18)

DAYSTROM, INC. announces the
election of ALLAN W. GREENE, as a
corporate vice president. MR.
GREENE will continue as president
of HEATH CO., a subsidiary of
DAYSTROM.

GENERAL ELECTRIC's Television
Receiver Department names: ROB-
ERT F. DAVIS, as manager -sales;
and JOHN S. CHAMBERLIN, as
manager -product planning and mar-
ket research.

CHANNEL MASTER CORP. an-
nounces the following appointments:
HUGH OVERBEY, to the new post of
Southern regional sales manager; and
MARVIN GROSS as Export and Ca-
nadian sales manager.

SYLVANIA's Electronic Tube Divi-
sion has appointed JOHN T. MAL-
LEN to the newly -created position of
equipment sales manager-entertain-
ment products. Formerly equipment
sales manager for the Midwestern Re-
gion, MR. MALLEN will continue his
headquarters in Chicago.

Reps & Distrbutors

SCHROEDER SALES CO., Cleve-
land audio rep firm, has moved to 2554
Fnclid Ave.

.1. MALCOLM FLORA, INC., Michi-
gan rep firm, has added PAUL V.
WALLACE to the sales staff.

JAMES LEE, INC., new rep firm, at
4241 S. Toledo Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn., is headed by W. S. MEYERS
and DONALD E. GIES.

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO.
reports they have prepared a new 204 -
page catalog for STAR ELECTRON-
IC DISTRIBUTORS, 7736 S. Halsted
St., Chicago 20, Ill.

ASTRON SALES CORP. reports
the appointment of rep firm JACK
BROWN ASSOCIATES for Metro-
politan N. Y., Westchester County,
and Northern N. J.

COMPONENT SPECIALTIES an-
nounces the following rep appoint-
ments: JACK BROWN ASSOCI-
ATES, for Metropolitan N. Y., N. Y.
state, and N. J.; RICHARD LEGG
CO., for Oregon and Wash.; JOHN O.
OLSEN CO., for Ohio, Western Pa.,
Ky., and W.Va.; HENNY FELDMAN
CO., for Southern Calif., Ariz., and
West Coast; JOHN MUSTICO CO.,
for Middle Atlantic States; and ROB-
ERT S. REISS ASSOCIATES, for
New England States.

(Continued on page 22)
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N THE BOOMING COMMERCIAL TWO-WAY AND
CITIZENS BAND RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS

HERE'S HOW RAYTHEON WILL HELP YOU -
Now Raytheon can train you and franchise
you as a Certified Raytheon Service Station operator,
qualified to service Raytheon's expanding line of com-
mercial two-way and citizens band radio equipment,
as well as other brands. There are 2.5 million units
in use today, and the number is growing every day!

TRAIN TO SERVICE - Raytheon's Communication
Technician's Correspondence course will give you
a thorough groundwork in the operation, installation
and maintenance of this equipment. On completion
of the course, you will be qualified to take the exam
for the FCC Class II license which is required for
servicing CB and commercial two-way radio. The
cost is $96.00 and it is available either direct or
through your local Raytheon distributor.

PROFIT AS A RAYTHEON CERTIFIED SERVICE
STATION - Then, with Class II license and adequate
test equipment you can become one of a national
network of independent service facility operators
franchised to service Raytheon Ray -Tel CB equip-
ment. Operating a Certified Service Station, you'll be
reimbursed by Raytheon for all authorized parts and
labor required in repair of in -warranty Ray -Tel units.

TH.. COUPQN NO

Mail this coupon n or ful `' ls. Join
hers cashing in on this growing new field.

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Distributor Products Division
411 Providence Turnpike
Westwood, Massachusetts
Box No. xxx

Please send me your brochure describing
the Raytheon Communication Technician's
Course.

0 Please send me details on the Raytheon
Certified Service Station Service Program.

Name

Company Name

Address

City State

Name and Address of Raytheon Distributor

IL. NM Mil EMI WM Ill= NMI NMI MN II= IMO a

RAYTHEON COMPANY
DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION

For more data, circle 7-21-1 on coupon, p. 50



TARZIAN
Silicon rectifiers that mean

fewer call-backs for you

Now 600 piv F Series and H Series units
for stereo... hi fi ...television

Tarzian 600 -volt F and H series units are now available to meet
the popular demand for them for servicing stereo, hi fi, television.
The 600 -volt units reduce failures due to line voltage transients.
400 and 600 volt F and H series rectifiers are available in Doubler
Replacement Kits-also in Ten Packs and in bulk. And remember
-M 150 and M 500 conversion Kits are available for those who
prefer snap -in mounting.

Tarzian Tube Replacement
Silicon Rectifiers
Tarzian's 9 standard models of tube replacement rec-
tifiers are directly interchangeable with over 95 % of
all popular vacuum tube rectifiers. An added plus is
the Full Wave Silicon Rectifier (S5347), replacing 6BW4
or 12BW4 in Citizen's Band radios for maximum per-
formance in reception quality and range.

?S,S

Model 300-500 now
1/2 smaller than before;
only 11/4" wide. Other
models are 50-75,
X00-150, 200-250

Send for Tarzian "Distributor Line" Rectifier Catalog

Tarzian "Condensed -Stack"
Selenium Rectifiers
Tarzian's four "condensed -stack" selenium
rectifiers replace the 20 types that formerly
made up the 50 to 500 -milliampere line.
Their small size eases both your application
and inventory problems. Improved produc-
tion processes have substantially reduced
watt losses by as much as 50 %.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners  Closed Circuit TV Systems  Broadcast

Equipment  Air Trimmers  FM Radios  Magnetic Recording Tape  Semiconductor Devices

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION  BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9  Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York

(Continued from page 20)

KIERULFF ELECTRONICS, INC.,
Los Angeles, reports their merger
with DUCOMMUN METALS & SUP-
PLY CO., a long established metal
supplier with $55 million in annual
sales.

SLATER ELECTRIC, INC. an-
nounces the appointment of the fol-
lowing reps: ANTLE-SMITH-DEL-
ZELL SALES, for Texas, Okla., Ark.,
and La.; SAMUAL K. MACDONALD,
for Dela., Md., Va., D.C., and parts of
N.J. and Pa.; and PAUL R. STUR-
GEON, INC., for Me., N. H., Vt.,
Mass., Conn., and R. I.

SEMITRONICS CORP. announces
the appointment of the following
reps: ART CERF & CO., for Northern
N. J., New York and Va.; LAW-
RENCE B. COLE, for New England
States; WALLACE & WALLACE, for
southern Calif., Ariz. and southern
Nev.; DAVID S. LINZ, for eastern
Pa., Md., and Wash. D.C.; and BER-
THOLD SALES CO., for Ark., La.,
Miss., Okla., western Tenn., and
Texas.

Catalogs & Bulletins

CARTRIDGES: Revised specifications
for phone cartridge ADC -1 are pro-
vided in a colorful brochure. Audio
Dynamics Corp., 1677 Cody Ave.,
Ridgewood 27, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-22-2 on coupon, p. 50

LAMPS: Model 6101 fluorescent il-
luminated magnifier, covered in cur-
rent literature, features 5" double
convex lens for undistorted magnifi-
cation. Flexo International Corp.,
3720 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 41,
Ill.
For more data, circle 7-22-3 on coupon, p. 50

CONVERTERS: Catalog sheet covers
the new "Dynamo," model 50-196.
This little device makes it possible to
use a home table model radio in a car,
by changing d -c car current to 110v
a -c current. Terado Co., 1068 Ray-
mond Ave., St. Paul 8, Minn.
For more data, circle 7-22-4 on coupon, p. 50

VIDEO-RF DISTRIBUTION SYS-
TEM: New Lock-Jax Outlet for
schools is covered in literature. Its
many uses include: supplying signal
from classroom to as many TV re-
ceivers as desired; also from class-
room to direct or projection type mon-
itors and to originate closed-circuit
TV programs. Blonder -Tongue Labs.,
9 Ailing St., Newark, N. J.
For more data, circle 7-22-5 on coupon, p. 50

(Continued on page 24)
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New steels are

born at

Armco

PUT
MORE
PROFITS
IN THE TILL
With TV MASTS and TOWERS
made of ARMCO ZINCGRIP TUBING
You'll hear the happy ring of the
register more often, make more
money when you sell TV masts
and towers made of Armco ZINC -
GRIP® Tubing. They're easier to
sell because they combine outstanding strength with
rust -resistance and good looks. See how they boost your
profits. Mail the coupon for names of manufacturers of
TV masts and towers of special ZINCGRIP Steel Tubing.

This mark
stands for
durability,
economy,

ependabiIity.

r

L

ARMCO DIVISION, Armco Steel Corporation

2281 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio

Send me names of manufacturers who make masts and towers of
Armco ZINCGRIP Tubing.

Name

Firm

Street

City Zone State

ARMCO Armco Divisionv
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(Continued from page 22)
CHIMNEY MOUNTS: Literature cov-
ers new line of strap -less chimney
mounts, designated as catalog #52.
Mounts feature skin packaging. R -Co-
lumbia Products Co., 2008 St. Johns
Ave., Highland Park, Ill.
For more data, circle 7-24-2 on coupon, p. 50

REMOTE CONTROL UNITS: A new
TV and radio remote control unit, cov-
ered in current literature, is designed
to turn the power on or off and/or
regulate volume. Economically priced,
easily installed. CBC Electronics Co.,
2601 N. Howard St., Philadelphia 33,
Pa.
For more data, circle 7-24-3 on coupon, p. 50

SPRAY CLEANERS: Offered in cur-
rent literature are well chosen servic-
ing aid premiums with orders cover-
ing TUN-O-LUB and TROL-AID
cleaning compounds. Premiums include
12" spray aid and choice of small size
screw driver. Chemtronics, 870 E. 2nd
St., Brooklyn 3, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-24-4 on coupon, p 50

SOLDERING IRONS: Form #025, a
new catalog sheet, covers the Magna-
stat soldering iron line. Sheet covers
many changes, especially in the avail-
ability of tips, their new style num-
bers, additional temperature ranges,
etc. Weller Electric Corp., 601 Stone's
Crossing, Easton, Pa.
For more data, circle 7-24-5 on coupon, p. 50

FOR ALL

BLACK & WHITE ar

PICTURE TUBES
2 volt/4 volt /6 volt/8 volt

series or parallel
electrostatic or electromagnetic

7 POWER
RATINGS

964/471144eU
INTRODUCES THE

awpdsiti.t4,
IF THE BASE

IS RIGHT
THE BOOST

IS RIGHT

VOLTS AMPS
2.34 .600
2.68 .450
4.70 .300

6.30 300
6.30 .450

6.30 .600
8.40 .450

A Britener with a slide switch for series or parallel
wiring is nothing new-but those previously
available could only be used on picture tubes
with heater ratings of 6.3 volts, .600 amps. For
all other heater ratings, a single -purpose auto -
former has been necessary.

Now Perma-Power has developed a truly uni-
versal series/parallel Britener-one that can be
used on ANY set without endangering the delicate
filaments through too much boost. Only Perma-
Power-the leader-offers you this convenience.

You can brighten any TV picture with Perma-
Power's 2-Brite. If the base is right, the boost is
right! You don't even have to take the time to
consult a Britener Selector Guide. Just choose the
right base style-and install with confidence.

List Price $3.75

e
PJtfta; OW& COMPANY

3104 N. ELSTON AVE. CHICAGO 18, ILL.

MODEL C202

for duodecal
base sets

MODEL C212

for 110°
button base

sets
(RCA type)

1-5132
- MA% ",

1-1

600
DIA.

MODEL C222

for 110° shell
base sets
(Sylvania -

Dumont type)

TV KNOBS: Literature covers Deal
#49-510 which includes 103 knobs, in
36 types, for Hoffman TV sets. Bal-
anced assortment complete with wall
or counter display rack. GC Electron-
ics Co., 400 S. Wyman St., Rockford,
Ill.
For more data, circle 7-24-6 on coupon, p. 50

FILTER CHOKES: Six new filter
chokes, covered in Bulletin 589, con-
sist of two high current filter chokes,
rated at lv RMS, 60 cycles, with dual
windings for parallel operation; and
four smoothing chokes for d-c power
supplies, rated at 10v RMS, 60 cycles.
Stancor Electronics, Inc., 3501 W.
Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.
For more data, circle 7-24-7 on coupon, p. 50

TUBE TESTER/VOM: Model TC101
combination tube tester and VOM, de-
scribed in current literature, is de-
signed for home and shop use. Checks
Hi -Fi, TV and radio tubes including
five star and foreign import. With a
flip of the function switch, it becomes
a handy VOM for testing the circuits.
Gold Products Inc., 500 S. Westgate
Drive, Addison, Ill.
For more data, circle 7-24-8 on coupon, p. 50

Westinghouse TV RECEIVERS
Two series of 19" portable TV sets,

with Attaché styling, are announced.
The leader series, models P3170,
P3171 and P3173, which has an open
list price, come in burnished charcoal,
turquoise and golden pewter textured
metal finishes. The step up Attaché
series, models P3320, P3321 and
P3322, is available in blue rajah silk,
charcoal and nutmeg brown vinyl
cabinets. $189.95. Improvements incor-
porated in both series include: three -
stage amplifier; turret -type tuner
which can be stripped for UHF recep-
tion; and new automatic gain control
circuitry. Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Metuchen, N. J.
For more data, circle 7-24-9 on coupon, p. 50

HIPN REPNR

"There's your trouble, an overheating
tube . .
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For window -size blowups
of this message, send 10¢
to Sprague to cover han-
dling and mailing costs.

More than 5600 ft. of circuitry ... 590 parts...
and he has to know how to fix 'em all!

TOUR TV SET is the most compli-
cated piece of equipment you've ever owned.
It represents a considerable investment of
money. It provides your family with a wealth
of entertainment pleasure. You value it highly.

Nobody is more aware of these facts than
your neighborhood TV -Radio technician.
And because he stakes his reputation on your
satisfaction, he strives to be worthy of your trust
in him. He achieves this by years of training
and practice in electronic theory and appli-
cation. He equips himself with expensive but
essential test equipment, tools, and service

manuals. He spends countless hours keeping
up-to-date on new developments, new cir-
cuits, new trouble -shooting techniques.

His training and experience qualify him as
a modern, professional expert. As such, he
asks a fair, professional price for his services.
Since he will not use cut-rate methods or cut-
rate parts in your TV set, he cannot offer
cut-rate prices. Remember, you get only your
money's worth in TV -Radio service. When you
are taken in by a "bargain -type" offer, you can
expect to get "bargain -type" service. BEWARE
THE SERVICE BARGAIN!

THIS MESSAGE WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY,
DISTRIBUTORS' SUPPLY SUBSIDIARY OF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., NORTH ADAMS, MASS., FOR

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD TV -RADIO TECHNICIAN
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN July, 1961 For more data, circle 7-25-1 on coupon, p. 50 25



COLOR CODED

NUIDRIIER SEIS
no fumbling...

you reach for

the right one

every time !

No. 17
HANDY

BENCH STAND

7 Most -used sizes- '6" thru ae"

High carbon steel, polished and plated

Precision fit case-hardened sockets

Shockproof plastic handles (UL)

Large, readable size indexes

No. 127 1 ¡y
SPACE -SAVING 1
WAIL RACK (lockable)

OTHER SETS, TOO: hollow -shaft or mixed

PLUS A FULL RANGE OF SEPARATE NUTDRIVERS:
3/32" thru 3/4" - Regular. Stubby, Extra -long,
Midget (Pocket clip)
available through leading electronic distributors

XCELITE, INC. - ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

HAND TOOLS
Quality screwdrivers, nutdrivers, pliers,

wrenches, service kits, and special purpose tools.

For more data, circle 7-26-1 on coupon, p. 50

ATR INVERTERS
Budget -priced inverters, to change

6 or 12v automobile or marine battery
current into 110v a -c current, are:
Mighty Midget model DME and model
RME, designed for use with dictating
machines, record players, and similar
low wattage devices; and ATR Uni-

versal inverter, model RHG, for tape
recorders, small TV sets, PA systems,
and a wide variety of electrical de-
vices. The units also provide a power
source for emergency lighting appli-
cations, civil defense, etc. American
Television & Radio Co., 300 E. 4th
St., St. Paul 1, Minn.
For more data, circle 7-26-3 on coupon, p. 50

1

Semitronics TRANSISTORS &
DIODES

Kit No. 8JP contains 8 American -
made transistors and diodes, designed
to replace more than 95% of the semi-
conductors used in Japanese and other
foreign radios. Supplied with each kit
is a complete replacement and inter-

changeability chart. Semiconductors
in the kit replace Japanese and for-
eign -made audio output, detector di-
ode, oscillator mixer converter, i -f am-
plifier, audio driver detector, AVC
diode and audio power components.
Comes in sturdy, reusable plastic con-
tainer. Semitronics Corp., 370 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-26-4 on coupon, p. 50

easy to install

KIIIIP000
WITH TRUNK

LID MOUNT

NO VISIBLE

HOLES TO

DRILL!

*48' TEL -COIL WHIP

*15 FT. LEAD

Get plenty of easy -to -install
replacement business with
this new 48" Whip Antenna.
For either side or center
of the trunk groove; gives
better signal due to loca-
tion. Continuously loaded,
and complete with cable
and connector.

No. 29-753 Dealer Net Only s11.16

WRITE for free catalog.

GC
ELECTRONICS

=2:25

GC ELECTRONICS CO.
Division of Textron Electronics, Inc.

West Plant: Los Angeles 18, Calif.
Main Plant: Rockford, III., U.S.A.

For more data, circle 7-26-2 on coupon, p. 50
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So Big in Sound...
Strikingly beautiful compact bookshelf sc-Ii.ms-perfect for every

stereo or mono hi-fi need. Recent "blindfold" tests by audio experts
proved a preference for the TF-3 and TF-2 over "rated" systems costing

much more. Make your own careful comparison. You will be delighted
with such big sound in small space.

TF-2 3 -speaker 2 -way
system. Full size Flexair'
woofer for distortion -
free bass response, plus
two special direct radia-
tor tweeters giving ex-

tended smooth highs. 13%" H, 23X," W, 11% D.
In Oiled Walnut $79.50

Unfinished Hardwood $64.50

A startling achievement-an ultra -
compact (7%" H, 13" W, 4%" D)
2 -speaker system capable of sound
you'd expect from a much larger
unit. Volume control on front. Per-
fect for FM Multiplex, very low
cost stereo, other -room extensions.

X-10 2 -speaker 2-
way system for
use with amplifier

having 4, 8, or 16 ohm output. Power
rating 6 watts. Adequate room sound
with 1 watt to speaker.
In Oiled Walnut $29.75

._11z321
J

Jenáen
LOUDSPEAKERS J=13

TF-3 4 -speaker 3 -way system. Covers full frequency range with
Flexair' woofer in Bass-Superflex enclosure, two coloration -free
midrange units, and the sensational Sono -Dome' Ultra -Tweeter.
13'/," H, 23%," W, 11%" D.
In Oiled Walnut $99.50

Decorator Styling $109.50

Unfinished Hardwood

J
Je^^
i

ensen MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DIVISION OF THE MUTER CO.

6601 S. Laramie Avenue, Chicago 38, Illinois

In Canada: Renfrew Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto
In Mexico: Universal De Mexico, S.A., Mexico, D.F.

o
$79.50

T.M. Reg.
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You can buy that boat
with a Signet Sound catalog

If you are looking for a spare -time income that will provide
those extra pleasures in life that always seem just beyond
reach, all you need is a Signet Sound Catalog and a
sharp eye.
Take a good look around your neighborhood. There are
hundreds of profit opportunities right there - in meeting
halls, churches, sports and social clubs, fraternities, taverns,
restaurants ... all ready to be sold on the convenience,
effectiveness and comparatively low cost of good sound
equipment.

Take along a Signet Sound Catalog and you will have all

you need to make a sale. Without major time involvement,
risk or investment, you can offer a complete choice .. .
size and price -wise ... of pre -planned, easy -to -install Signet
Sound Packages backed by the greatest name in sound-
STROMBERG-CARLSON®. In addition to a good profit on the
equipment, you can earn a good service fee for installing it.
For detailed information and your copy of the Signet Sound
Catalog write:

Commercial Products Division
Dept. H, 1407 North Goodman Street

Rochester :3, New York

GENERAL DYNAMICS I ELECTRONICS
In modern package sound...THERE IS NOTHING FINER THAN A STROMBERG-CARLSON®
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Two Tube Makers Quit
We are distressed to learn that two major man-

ufacturers are getting out of the receiving tube
business. CBS has already stopped production,
and Philco will discontinue this year. Both com-
panies will concentrate on semiconductor manu-
facturing, and CBS will also stick with special
electron tubes.

Why? Obviously both companies found receiv-
ing tubes to be presently or potentially unprofit-
able. But there are more fundamental underly-
ing reasons.

There's overcapacity. Bitter competition be-
tween tube makers grows out of this ability to
overproduce. Thin profit margins result.

There's the long term trend toward transistors.
Fortunately for tube companies, there are many
circuit functions in which tubes can presently
outperform transistors.

There's the disappointing sales picture in TV
sets this past year. Were it not for the important
and continuing replacement tube market, the
tube industry would be in a fine fix.

There's import competition. However, imported
tubes account for only a tiny fraction of all
sales.

There's the squeeze some major distributors
put on the manufacturers. Special concessions
and extended payment periods are not unknown.

We hope that the drastic measures taken by
Philco and CBS will at least have the byproduct
effect of taking some of the pressure off the other
tube makers. TV service dealers must have com-
peting, yet reliable, sources of tubes. To be reli-
able a supplier must be making a profit. We hope
remaining tube producers will now be in a stronger
position to serve the electronic service industry.

TV Non -Interference Seal
The Federal Communications Commission has

issued the following public notice:
"Purchasers of new TV and FM receivers

should look for the seal or label on the set which
indicates that it complies with the radiation re-
quirements of the Federal Communications Com-
mission."

Since receivers radiate signals which could in-

terfere with other radio services, FCC has set
standards to limit such radiation. The rules pro-
hibit the use of a set made after Dec. 31, 1957
if it does not have a seal showing compliance.
Sets made prior to this date do not need a seal,
but they must still conform with radiation re-
qu irements.

If a customer's set is "on the air" when it
should not be, TV service dealers can use the
usual suppression methods of shielding and r -f
bypass to help the owner comply with the law.

Dealers Kick at
Extended Warranty

A few months ago Magnavox abruptly extend-
ed its free labor -and -parts warranty on certain
TV sets and phonos from 90 days to one year.
It was done without any substantial consulta-
tion with the dealers.

Previously the company had allowed $10 for
TV and $15 for TV-phono combinations for the
90 -day warranty. For one year the ante is raised
to a total of $20 and $25. When some dealers
complained that this was not enough to cover
costs, Magnavox Pres. Frank Freimann is re-
ported to have stated : "Most dealers don't know
enough about their own service costs to argue
with the allowances we're giving." Papa knows
best.

To make matters worse, consumers will no
doubt be confused. The Gold Seal extended war-
ranty program covers only part of the line. It
doesn't help the dealer to have to tell a customer
that the warranty advertised does not apply to
the particular model desired.

As sets become more reliable, it is not unrea-
sonable to expect longer warranties. However, we
doubt that there has been a recent design break-
through which justifies quadrupling the war-
ranty period all at once.

And certainly dealers should be consulted first
to learn about practical field experience with war-
ranties.
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DELCO

1961 Cadillac Auto Radio-
Antenna Plug Causes Dead or Noisy Radio

In early production Cadillac auto radios the an-
tenna socket's pin may short to the tuner, especially
if the production tuner coil strip is replaced. Heads
of the self -tapping screws used to mount a replace -

ANTENNA LEAD

FIBER WASHER
32 INSERTED

WRAPAROUND

ANTENNA SOCKET

SCREWHEAD

TAPE

TUNER FRAME

A fiber washer inserted at the antenna socket, or friction tape
placed over screw heads, can prevent a dead or noisy Cadillac
auto radio.

ment coil strip extend further out than the rivet
heads securing the original coil strip.

To prevent the antenna from shorting out, place a
%2 fiber washer on the antenna pin before inserting
it into the antenna socket. If radio is removed for
service, place 2 or 3 layers of friction tape over the
screw head nearest the antenna socket. This will
prevent the antenna from shorting out even if the
fiber washers are not used.

MAGNAVOX
62 Series-Radio Interference

Interference which appears on the AM band may
be caused by the set's neon type pilot bulb. Careful
selection of neon bulbs should prevent this condition.
However, addition of a 0.1 µf capacitor across the neon
bulb will eliminate this interference and allow any
bulb to be used. Mount this capacitor to the leads on
the terminal board that are connected to the pilot
light. This capacitor is being added to production.

MOTOROLA

Chassis TS-432-Production Changes
See ET Circuit Digest #558, 9/60)

.. . code C-04. For better sound at low levels:
Change R312 (resistor feeding push-pull transistor

audio output circuit) from 56 ohms to 68 ohms. This
change will protect the audio output transistors too.

To protect the first video amplifier's transistor in-
corporate the following circuit change : Between the
collector and L112 (resonant choke) install a .01 µf
capacitor and a 680 ohms resistor designated as C134
and R140. For chassis coded C-00 to C-03 use the
open lug on the terminal strip directly opposite TR-11
as the tiepoint for L112, C134 & R140. Sync stability
is improved by changing R402 from 56K to 33K and
C114 in the base circuit of the age amplifier is re-
moved.

PHILCO

Measuring Current Drain of Transistor Radios

Transistor radio troubleshooting can be speeded
up by measuring current drain on its battery.

To facilitate this operation, use a pen -knife to cut
through a portion of the battery's cardboard jacket,
exposing a small part of the battery case.

Transistor radio current drain can be measured by inserting a piece
of paper between ground contacts of a radio's battery. Place test
leads across paper, as shown.

With the set first turned off, test can be made as
follows : (1) Insert a piece of paper between bat-
tery's ground contacts. (2) Place a VOM's probes
(with VOM set on milliammeter scale) from battery
to ground, across paper. This test often reveals de-
fective battery holders, shorts, and leaky switches.
Set is now turned on and regular current drain
checks are made under no -signal or normal signal
levels as specified by manufacturer. Abnormal cur-
rent drain will indicate defective transistor, shorted
capacitor, etc.
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Color TV-Purity and Performance
Whenever color shading is detected on the CRT

during reproduction of a black -and -white picture,
precautions should be taken to insure that the metal
parts located around the tube are not magnetized.
Magnetization may occur when the color TV has been

ROTATING PURITY
MAGNET MOVES
DOTS IN

CIRCULAR PATH
SPREADING TABS
INCREASES STRENGTH
OF PURITY MAGNET

Iii AND MOVES DOTS
IN RADIAL
DIRECTION.

LOW -POWER
MICROSCOPE

Purity adjustments at center of CRT are made by adjusting purity
magnet tabs. A low power microscope is used to check beam's
centering on its proper color phosphor dot.

transported from one location to another or when the
receiver is subjected to a magnetic field. A receiver
should be degaussed whenever it has been moved
from one location to another or even when it has
been faced to serve in a different direction in the
room.

When degaussing a color CRT, subject the tube's
entire face plate area to an alternating field devel-
oped by a degaussing coil. Move the coil about the
CRT's face plate and forward sides in a uniform
circular motion for about 30 seconds. Gradually with-
draw it from the tube until it has no further effect.

Purity adjustments required in the CRT's center
area are accomplished by manipulating the purity
magnet on the tube's neck. Purity around the outer
edges of the screen is obtained by careful reposition-
ing of the deflection yoke.

A small microscope can be employed to observe
beam -dot matching on the CRT screen. It is recom-
mended that the video signal be removed to prevent
beam intensity variations while centering beams in

their appropriate dots. Make purity adjustments for
center of screen first before adjusting for edge areas.

WEBCOR
Model 140, 141, 151, & 152 Record Changers-

Cam Gear Renewal Kit

Because of a parts shortage, it is recommended
that you repair, rather than attempt to obtain, a
cam gear assembly (#11X1297) on these models.
This gear is also used on models 157, 158, 159, 1631,
1632, 1831, 1841, 1842.

To renew a cam gear assembly, order part number
SD -11X1953. This rebuilding kit consists of one
11X1953 slide plate assembly, and two 27P320 shoul-
der pins which secure the slide plate to the cam
casting. The old shoulder pins are easily removed
by grasping the heads with a pair of pliers and
pulling the pins from the cam casting.

Proper record cycling is obtained by adjusting tabs A & B after re-
pairing cam gear in a Webcor diskcharger.

The replacement slide should be secured to the
cam with the new pins. Old pins may become burred
during removal and prevent free travel of the slide
assembly. After the new slide assembly has been
secured to the cam, the linkage should fall freely
through the entire length of its stroke when the cam
gear is tipped 35 degrees from horizontal.

The renewed cam gear assembly should be adjust-
ed when it is installed in a Diskchanger and when
properly adjusted the changer will trip and begin
cycle at the end of 45 RPM record.

000
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EMC Model 210-$30.00 G -C Model 36-560-$19.95

ET Staff Examines
Low -Priced

Transistor Testers
Test Capabilities of

Instruments Below $30 Are Evaluated

SECO Model 100-$19.95

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
EDITORIAL STAFF

 Any technician worth his salt
will purchase a transistor tester (if
he already hasn't). The increasing
number of sets using transistorized
circuits demand it! As a result, it's
important to know what is checked
by transistor test instruments. Al-
so, the basic accuracy of these tests.
Otherwise, how can a technician
buy a test instrument to fit his
needs?

Transistor Evaluations
Most technicians were raised on

vacuum tube theory and practice.
Consequently, they are, compara-
tively speaking, unfamiliar with
transistors. Transistors do fail.
Vacuum tube testing and transistor
testing are dissimilar. Therefore,
technicians should acquaint them-

SENCORE Model TRC-4-$19.95



MERCURY Model 700-$24.25

mormarotATtNfibTpt 7RtT1
MOTORLA Model

67865-$17.95

selves with transistor evaluation
methods.

Two basic tests can give a fairly
good indication of a transistor's
quality. They are: (1) Gain and (2)
Leakage current.

A transistor's gain is generally
expressed as "Beta." This is broad-
ly analagous to a vacuum tube's
amplification factor. Like a vacuum
tube emission test, though, it is not
infallible. However, it is fairly re-
liable in most instances when ap-
praised together with a separate
leakage test. A -c, d -c, or both Beta
test methods may be used.

Beta is expressed as a ratio of
collector current change to base cur-
rent change, with collector voltage
held constant. Other gain tests can
be employed, but the Beta test is

the most popular one for service -
type instruments.

An Alpha gain factor test, for in-
stance, could also be employed. This
refers to the ratio of collector cur-
rent change to emitter current
change. The base would be ground-
ed in this case, just as a vacuum
tube's grid may be grounded. All of
the electrons leaving the emitter do
not reach the collector ; some go to
the base. Thus, there is a current
loss in the collector. Alpha readings
for junction transistors are there-
fore, always less than one. Perhaps
a reading will be 0.9 as contrasted
to typical Beta readings like 30 or
40.

Alpha tests are not employed by
service -type instruments because it
is difficult to determine a transis-

tor's gain quality when faced with a
0.95 reading when it should be about
0.98. A Beta reading, on the other
hand, offers easier analysis. For ex-
ample, a 50 Beta reading when the
component should be 90 Beta gives
a technician some breathing space.

Leakage cut-off current is a
measurement of current flowing be-
tween two elements. For example,
between the collector and the base.
This is often referred to as Icbo
(sometimes called Ico). That is, the
current (I) flowing between the col-
lector (c) and base (b). The "o" at
the end of the nomenclature indi-
cates an omitted element or ele-
ments. In this instance, the element
out of the measuring circuit is the
emitter. If the leakage symbol is
Iceo, it indicates the base has been

SIMPSON Model 650-$26.95

Used with Model 260 or 270 VOM

TRIPLETT Model 690-$29.50



Fig. 1-Pressing a push -switch (left) tests a
signal transistor's gain. Pulling down a slide.
switch button of another tester (right) checks
a power transistor's gain.

omitted.
Notwithstanding the fairly re-

liable quality indications of these
two tests, other tests are sometimes
employed. These other tests can, all
things being equal, permit an even
better appraisal of a transistor's
quality. Such additional tests may
include a leakage test between an-
other pair of elements, shorting an
element to the base, and other tests.
The letter "s" substituted for "o"
at the end of the symbol indicates
that the omitted element is shorted
instead of open -circuited.

Some instruments have separate
short tests which protect their par-
ticular meter movement. Other me-
ter circuits may not be damaged by
testing shorted transistors, how-
ever, and a shorted one would be
detected in leakage and gain tests.

Aside from price, physical ap-
pearance, and size, what should a
technician look for when purchas-
ing a transistor tester? A cursory
glance at the instruments chart ac-
companying this article will indi-

Fig. 2-Basic test circuit employed to measure
a transistor's Icbo leakage.

cate that there are many different
features available. Each technician
will have to decide for himself which
ones are especially appealing. Next
month, ET will examine six tran-
sistor testers with additional fea-
tures. Perhaps a technician will
find one of these more desirable be-
cause he wants a signal generator
in addition to a transistor meter
tester. Or, maybe he prefers a more
elaborate tester because he does a
lot of transistor work and wants
maximum test flexibility. Then
again, a technician might prefer an
inexpensive tester covered here to
test popular type transistors with
fair reliability. A low-cost unit is
all that is needed by many techni-
cians.

Whatever the preference, certain
guide posts will help him make a
choice based on knowledge instead
of speculation.

Instrument Buying Factors
Every tester should indicate cur-

rent gain and cut-off leakage. A
good transistor has a high Beta cur-
rent gain and a very low leakage
current. These measurements must
be equated with the ratings of the
particular transistor being tested,
of course. Sometimes a question-
able transistor can be satisfactory
in one circuit application and un-
satisfactory in another application.
However, if gain is decidedly low
or leakage decidedly high it should
be rejected. Some defective transis-
tor conditions and their gain and
leakage indications are shown in
Chart I.

 Two different gain measure-
ments are utilized : d -c Beta and
a -c Beta. Ideally, a transistor tester
should be able to measure both
quantities. Most units, however,
measure one or the other. Which
is the best is debatable. For exam-
ple, if a transistor is being used in
a low-level preamp stage, an a -c
test will be more realistic. If a tran-
sistor is used in a high -signal stage,
such as an audio output, a d -c test
is more realistic. Normally, the dif-
ference between the results is small.

A -c Beta tests generally utilize a
small signal 1000 cps a -c current
for the input stage of a transistor.
D -c Beta tests employ a large d -c in-
put current. Fig. 1 shows two in-
struments testing transistor gain.

Some units utilize insertion of a
transistor into an oscillator circuit,

CHART I

TRANSISTOR

CONDITION INDICATION
Emitter to Base

SHORT
Zero Leakage

Zero Gain
Base to Collector

SHORT
Maximum Leakage

Maximum Gain
Emitter to Collector

SHORT
Maximum Leakage

Maximum Gain

Emitter OPEN
Zero Leakage

Zero Gain

Base OPEN
Normal Leakage

Zero Gain

Collector OPEN
Zero Leakage

Zero Gain

using a meter, neon, or speaker to
indicate its quality.

An important feature should be
mentioned here : Transistors should,
ideally, be tested at specified volt-
ages and currents. Thus, the more
accurate (and more expensive)
transistor testers have numerous
potentiometers to change operating
conditions as specified by the manu-
facturer.

 Testing all transistors at the
same operating conditions cannot
give absolutely accurate readings,
though most "good" or "bad" indi-
cations can be fairly reliable.

Some transistors tested under
these conditions may read "good"
when they are really "bad." An ex-
cellent example of this is indicated
by gain tests made on power tran-
sistors. Many testers purport to
check power transistors. However,
most units cannot always determine
the status of a power transistor's
condition because of their power
supply limitations. For example,
many power transistors operate
with one to three amps Ic. Flashlight
batteries simply cannot supply
enough base current to cause this
much collector circuit current.
Thus, high power transistors are
not being tested under actual oper-
ating conditions. This may be com-
pared to testing a vacuum tube
with 75 volts applied to the plate
when it normally operates with 500
volts. True, many such defective
tubes will check out "bad" with the
75 volt application, but some will
only break down under a 500 volt
load.

A few transistor testers do apply
higher base current for power tran-
sistors. For instance, this may re-
sult in testing small -medium power
transistors with collector circuit
currents of 5 milliamperes, while
high power output transistor gain
may be tested with 50 milliamperes
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Models
& Prices

TRANSISTOR TEST INSTRUMENTS

Test Functions Test Indications Semiconductor Tests

O
Indicator Readings

v
5 7,

C

o .º'
S 
º'óS a

-a
o
o

Notes

EMC

Model 210
$10.95

Icer d -c ma meter "gd-bad" Lkge
relative Gain

1. no test leads

2. use math to
calculate gain

G -C

Model 36-560
$19.95

Iceo d -c ma meter
"gd-bad" Lkge
direct value,

Gain

1. has separate
short test

MERCURY

Model 700
$24.25

Icer d -c ma meter,
cal. dial

"gd-bad" both
direct value,

Gain
V

MOTOROLA

Model 67B65
$17.95

oscillator circuit speaker
cal. dial

relative vol.
& tone

V 1. no direct readings

SEGO

Model 100
$19.95

oscillator circuit neon,
cal. dial

relative Go-
No Go Lamp

V
1. has separate
open -short test
2. has in -circuit tests
3. no direct readings

SENCORE

Model TRC-4
$19.95

Iceo d -c ma meter "gd-bad" both V 1. up-to-date set-up
charts available

SIMPSON

Model 650
$26.95

Icbo d -c µa meter
(260/270 VOM)

direct value,
both

V
1. has batt. adj.
2. unit plugs into
models 260 & 270

TRIPLETT

Model 690-A
$29.50

Icbo d -c µa meter
"gd-bad" both
direct value,

both

The TESTERS The CHALLENGE

Fig. 3-Here's a "family" group picture of the transistor testers Fig. 4-The ET Editorial Staff used 52 low -medium -high power transis-
studied by ET. Each one is described at the end of this article. tors and two transistor radios to evaluate testers' operation.
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Ic. This is certainly a step in the
right directions, but its limitations
should be clearly understood.

Gain measurement setups vary.
Transistor manufacturers normally
recommend that the base input cur-
rent be adjusted to obtain a stand-
ard collector current. Some of the
eight testers use this method. Oth-
ers, however, obtain satisfactory re-
sults with fixed base input current.

 Leakage tests are, in a sense,
a measure of a transistor's cleanli-
ness during manufacture. If it is
not sealed properly or otherwise
contaminated, leakage value will be
high.

Various current cut-off leakage
tests are employed by transistor test
instruments. The most popular man-
ufacturers' leakage test is the Icbo
test shown in Fig. 2. Here, the semi-
conductor is reverse -biased with an
open emitter. You may think that
current should not flow, but a small
amount always does due to semicon-
ductor thermal action. Leakage val-
ues in this configuration are very
low. Values are measured in micro -
amps for low power germanium
transistors. (High power audio out-
put transistors often exhibit milli -
amp leakage.) Consequently, a mi-
croammeter is needed to measure
this leakage.

Another popular leakage test is
that of Iceo. Here, current leakage
is measured between collector and
emitter, with the base open. Leakage
is much higher when utilizing this
configuration. Essentially, the Icbo
leakage current is multiplied by the
transistor's gain. Thus, if the Icbo
is 10 microamps and the Beta is 100,
Iceo is 1 milliamp. A milliammeter
indicator easily suffices here. And
it's cheaper, too, than a microamme-
ter. However, manufacturers main-
tain that the Icbo test is more indi-
cative of a transistor's quality than
an Iceo test. Many units with milli -
ammeters test power transistors in
the Icbo configuration due to their
high leakage. Others change meter
sensitivity.

Another leakage test, roughly
comparable to an Iceo test, is an
Icer test. Here, the base is connect-
ed to the emitter through a resistor
instead of being open.

 All testers have PNP switches
to simplify polarity switching. All
units have transistor sockets, too.
However, some units do not have
socket accommodations for four -

lead transistors (tetrodes). Though
not popularly used when compared
to three lead transistors, four -lead
types may become more popular in
the future. At least one tester does
not provide clip lead jacks or exten-
sions. This makes it physically dif-
ficult to test transistors. It has been
our experience that most transis-
tors are more easily tested with clip
leads as opposed to twisting and

Fig. 5-An Electro Products Labs. Model PS -2
power supply was used to substitute for a
transistor radio's battery. The supply provided
us with low -current (0-75 ma) and variable
voltage. It can also provide high current for
6 or 12 volt auto radios.

turning a transistor to maneuver
its wire leads into a miniature sock-
et, and removing solder from
leads. Also, the heat of a hand may
adversely affect transistors, and the
leads are more susceptible to break-
age when twisted. Heat, by the
way, influences test results, too.
Leakage current doubles in value
for every 10°C rise in junction tem-
perature. Beta increases roughly
10% for each 8°C rise.

 Another decidedly important
factor to consider when buying a
transistor tester is the provisions
for testing newly introduced tran-
sistors. Some testers do not need
new test data info because they can
be operated by using specifications
listed in transistor manuals. (This
can be inconvenient at times.)
Many testers, however, require con-
tinual updating of transistor spec
charts because their control settings
have nothing to do with actual
manufacturers' ratings. In these
cases, new test information should
be obtainable from the instrument
manufacturers. Some manufactur-
ers offer new test charts at nominal
charges. Thus, a buyer is assured
of an instrument that will not be
obsolete in a short period of time.

 Ease of operation is another
consideration to note. Naturally,
when an instrument makes addi-
tional tests, operational complexity
is increased. However, even this fac-
tor can be weighed against unnec-
essary (from the human use view-
point) test operator movements.
Other operation points are: Is it
necessary to mathematically calcu-
late results? Is there any difficulty
reading the indicator? Are results
dependent upon learning the indi-
cations of known -to -be -good transis-
tors? Can the power supply (if bat-
tery -powered) be checked without
taking the unit apart?

Special features, as mentioned
previously, are offered by some test-
ers. These include tests like bat-
tery current checks, in -circuit tests
(most portable transistor radios,
you know, are soldered -in types), ad-
ditional test facilities of component
parameters, testing of silicon tran-
sistors (most units test germanium
types), and others.

Perhaps our greatest disappoint-
ment with the eight transistor in-
struments employed by the ET Edi-
torial Staff was the obvious lack of
quality control. Fully 50% of the
instruments we obtained and tested
did not operate properly at first.
This was due to broken internal con-
nections, weak batteries, etc. This
sad commentary, though it may not
be typical, is mentioned to forewarn
the buyer.

Conclusions

Gain is not absolute for standard
stock transistors. A manufacturer's
transistor characteristics manual
may indicate a particular transis-
tor's Beta gain as : 50 minimum,
100 maximum. Thus a transistor
with a gain of 50 is considered good.
Another manual may indicate an
average gain of 70. Most service -
type transistor testers emphasize
that if a transistor's gain is within
50% of a typical gain factor it
should be considered "good." Of
course, a technician may wish to be
more selective when replacing tran-
sistors in some portables. Perhaps
he wants to enable a touchy customer
to achieve louder volume by select-
ing a stocked transistor with higher
than "typical" gain.

Since gain varies considerably
between good transistors, a reason -

(Continued on page 56)
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Remedy Fo:

Noisy 1960 Mercury

Auto Radios

CONSTANT
TURN SIGNAL VOLTAGE

INDICATOR LAMP REGULATOR

HIGH BEAM
INDICATOR LAMP

TURN
SIGNAL

FLASHER

Fig. 1-Constant voltage regulator, mounted on 1960 Mercury cars, can interfere with radio
reception due to poor electrical contact or lack of a filter choke.

HERB CARRIER

 A periodic "clicking" sound,
much like the noise made by the
turn signal indicator lamp flashing
"on" and "off," is sometimes ex-
perienced from radios installed in
1960 Mercury cars. It can be caused
by the operation of the constant
voltage regulator, which is mount-
ed on the instrument panel printed
circuit board (see Fig. 1).

The regulator is used to limit
input voltage to the fuel and tem-
perature indicator units to a con-
stant average value of five (5) volts
to insure accurate readings. Opera-
tion of the regulator sets up radio
interference if it is defective. The
defect is due to not making good
electrical contact with its socket,
or if a filter choke is not installed

on the board in series with the
regulator power supply.

The printed circuit board, with
the integral filter choke, entered
production on 1960 Mercury cars
built after Feb. 8, 1960. See Fig. 2.

To pinpoint the cause of this type
interference, disconnect the plug-
in wire connectors at the regula-
tor, remove the mounting screw
that holds the regulator to the
printed circuit board and unplug
the regulator from the circuit board
(which is much like a radio tube
socket). Operate the radio without
the regulator installed to see if the
interference has been eliminated.

A word of caution though. Avoid
short circuiting the regulator. Even
a flash short can cause complete
regulator damage. It's a good idea
to disconnect the battery negative

"Clicking" Sound
Can Be Caused

By Defective Printed
Circuit Regulator

cable while removing the regulator
to avoid the possibility of a short
circuit. It can be reconnected once
the regulator is unplugged.

If the radio noise disappears
when the regulator is unplugged,
check the circuit board visually to
see if a filter choke coil is used in
series with the regulator. The choke
coil is a plastic block 1 inch long
by 3/8 inch square.

If the choke coil is used, make
sure the constant voltage regulator
and the electrical contact points on
the printed circuit board are mak-
ing satisfactory contact. This can
be determined by looking carefully
at the regulator contact points.
They should show signs of metal -
to -metal contact with the socket. If
they are dull and tarnished, dress
them carefully with an ordinary
ink eraser. Once cleaned, test the fit
of the regulator to the socket. It
should be firm and snug. If not,
bend the points slightly and care-
fully until a good fit is obtained.

If the radio interference is traced
to the lack of a filter choke coil or
if the coil is defective, the entire
printed circuit board must be re-
placed. If the regulator is defec-
tive, it can be replaced with a new
one.

Fig. 2-PC board with filter choke entered
auto production after February 8, 1960. Plug-
in wire connectors ore employed.

PRINTED CIRCUIT 8OARD

COMPONENT CHOKE COIL ASSEMBLY
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Fig. 1-Typical completed double -window home air conditioner in-
stallation showing inside flush -mounted Remington conditioner unit.

Installing & Servicing

Home Air -Conditioners
Added Income Can Take The "Heat" Out Of Summer TV Service Slump

ARNOLD MANDON

 TV shops generally ignore the re-
warding air conditioning service -
installation field. I'm not referring
to major repairs. Rather, my com-
ment refers to minor repairs and
installations. Compressor overhauls

Fig. 2-If a cradle is used, center it on win-
dow sill with bearing -bar against outside
wall. Hold firmly and drive three or four
one -inch long screws through sill -bar into the
window sill.

and the like can be farmed out to
specialists in your area.

It may surprise you to learn that
standard TV hand tools are ade-
quate for most minor repairs and
installations. Add a little muscle
and common sense and you're set
for a high paying service field offer-
ing a summer profit "lift."

Since the manufacturer usually
includes all needed hardware and
other accessories in the conditioner
package, all you contribute besides
time and muscle is a carpenter's lev-
el and some caulking compound.
New business arises from a variety
of sources. For example, regular TV
customers may inquire if you do
this work, or local appliance stores
can be approached for installation
jobs.

If a prospective customer ap-
proaches you for a unit, the normal
procedure in my area is to refer the
customer to photos and specifica-
tions in brochures, and suggest a
unit be selected. Cost and list price
sheets are available from the local

air -conditioner distributor. This in-
formation is sufficient to allow you
to quote competitive prices.

After the deal has been consum-
mated, contact the distributor, or-
der the instrument, and then install
the unit. But do not forget to in-
quire if electrical power provisions
in the customer's home is adequate
for the machine selected. If you are
not in a highly competitive price -
slashing discount area, you can
make a reasonable profit on the sale
and also receive about $25 for an
efficient window installation job. A
typical completed installation is
shown in Fig. 1.

The procedure here does not tres-
pass upon the distributor. And you
are not cutting -in on the local ap-
pliance dealer since the customer
approaches you for the merchandise
-frequently desiring only your ad-
vice regarding the equipment and
installation. The customer will usu-
ally purchase one of the many popu-
lar name units, for example, Fed-
ders, Carrier, G -E, RCA, etc.
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Some installations require a cra-
dle (see Fig. 2) to support the unit
(all parts are generally included in
the installation kit).

Other units are split and the cas-
ing is installed first with the condi-
tioner being slipped into the mount-
ed casing. Note that manufacturers
include a handy list of step-by-step
instructions with each unit. After a
few units are installed the proce-
dure becomes automatic. Units are
generally installed in double hung
windows ranging in width from
283/4 to 39 inches. Information on
narrow and wide -window installa-
tions are usually included in the
package.

Typical Installation

It may be helpful to go through
the actual steps necessary to install
a typical conditioner. Let's install
one in the upstairs bedroom of a
home. A two -man team is normally
required. Average time for the in-
stallation is about one hour.

If you did not sell and deliver the
unit, it is usually found in the own-
er's garage or the delivery agent
may have left it on the bedroom
floor.

First, ask the owner exactly how
he wishes the conditioner mounted.
Is it to be flush with the inside or
extending into the room six or eight
inches? The owner's choice natural-
ly determines mounting procedure
to a certain extent.

After the unit is unpacked, the
shell or casing is removed from the
chassis as outlined in the four easy -
to -follow steps shown in Fig. 3. The
chassis contains the compressor,
fan, cooling coils, and other com-
ponents. If a mounting cradle is re-
quired, of course, the unit is not sep-
arated from the shell.

Now inspect the compressor to
determine if external spring mount-
ings are used. If the compressor has
external springs, loosen the hold-
down nuts until the compressor
floats freely on its springs. Do not
loosen hold-down nuts completely.
If the compressor is rubber mount-
ed it is not necessary to loosen the
hold-down nuts.

Measure the window's width, de-
termine the center point and mark
this point on the window sill. Install
the rubber cabinet side seals, as
shown in Fig. 4. Ends of the steel
prongs inside the seals are placed in

slots provided in the clips on the
cabinet's top and bottom. These
seals are left and right handed and
the correct one must be selected for
the proper side. The square cut end
must be on top and the rubber ex-
tension of the bottom should be to-
wards the unit's rear. The beaded
lip of the rubber seal is toward the
cabinet front.

Now place the cabinet assembly
into the window, aligning the cen-
ter hole in the bottom tie angle with
the center line previously marked on
the sill. Pull the window's bottom
sash down tightly behind the top
bar spacers. Secure this arrange -

Fig. 3-Four easy steps for removing shell
from air -conditioner chassis.

I Remove PLASTIC FRONT by removing the
ATTACHMENT KNOBS on both sides of
the unit

PLASTIC
FRONT

ATTACHMENT KNOB

2 Remove SLOTTED HEX -HEAD BOLT and
CLAMP on rear of SKID with a SCREW
DRIVER. .%I!

CLAMP

SLOTTED
HEX -HEAD

BOLT

3. Grasp CABINET at back, and slide it off the
CHASSIS by lifting the cabinet enough to
clear the rear skid member and pulling the
CABINET back

CABINET j

4. Remove the two screws securing the front skid
clamps (one each) to the chassis base pan.
Slide CHASSIS off SKID by grasping rear cor-
ners of CHASSIS firmly, lift approximately 8
inches, and slide CHASSIS back off SKID.

CHASSIS \\

SKID

SCREW CLAMP

ment temporarily so the sash will
not be accidently raised. Now drive
three one -inch long flat -head self-
starting wood screws through holes
in the bottom tie angle into the win-
dow sill.

After the casing has been mount-
ed the back supporting brackets
should be attached as shown in Fig.
5. Use the level here and tilt the cab-
inet slightly to the rear (outward)
so that condensation can drain off
to the rear.

The next step is to measure, cut,
and mount the filler panels. The

(Continued on page 68)

Fig. 4-Details of rubber side seal installation.
Beaded lip of seal must be toward the cab-
inet front.

Fig. 5-Attach support brackets to the cab-
inet tracks and tighten the carriage bolts.
Make sure the cabinet is tilted slightly down-
ward to the outside.
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An omnidirectional mike's sound pattern.

PA Microphone Ratings
Mike Specifications Will Guide Your Selections

ARNOLD HABER

 The microphone is probably the
least familiar part of a public ad-
dress system to a service techni-
cian. This unfamiliarity handicaps
him if he's active (or interested in
becoming active) in the PA sales -
installation -service field.

For example, consider three
specifications that invariably ap-
pear in a microphone spec sheet :
impedance, output level, and polar
pattern. A technician should
understand the meaning and sig-
nificance of these ratings. This
knowledge will enable him to
select the correct microphone type
for his customer's use.

Some typical specifications listed
in manufacturers' catalogs are as
follows: (1) Astatic model-High
Impedance, -54 db Output Level,
Omnidirectional. (2) Shure model
-High Impedance, -53 db Output
Level, Cardioid. (3) Electro -Voice
model-Low Impedance (50, 150,
250), -55 db Output Level, Cardi-
oid.

As you can see, each model sel-
ected here has at least one major
specification difference (we've pur-
posely ignored other specs such
as type and frequency response,

though they are certainly equally
important). What is the signif-
icance of each rating?

Let's consider impedance first.
The impedance of a microphone
should match the input impedance
of the PA amplifier to obtain the
best transfer of power. If a PA
amplifier has a high impedance
microphone input, a high Z mike
must be used (unless a matching
input transformer is used). If the
amplifier has a low impedance in-
put, a low Z mike should be used.
Most amplifiers specifically de-
signed for PA work provide both
low and high impedance micro-
phone inputs.

The advantage of a low imped-
ance mike is in its ability to be
used at long cable distances from
the amplifier without picking up
hum. High Z mikes tend to pick up
hum past 15 feet of cable length.
Consequently, if a PA system is
to be used in a nightclub or ban-
quet hall where the speaker may
move to the center of a dance floor,
or from table to table, a low im-
pedance mike should be selected.
If a microphone is to be employed
at a stationary position, say an
office desk, a high impedance mike
may be used.

It should be pointed out here

that many microphones have multi -
impedance taps that permit switch-
ing from low to high impedance
and vice versa. Also, some mikes
are strictly low impedance units
but provide different low Z choices
(for example, 50, 150, or 250). Dif-
ferent amplifier matching choices
are thus available. The lowest im-
pedance permits the longest hum-
free cable lengths. Low Z mikes
are generally priced higher than
high Z mikes (crystal and ceramic
mikes are natural high impedance
devices). They often incorporate
miniature step-up transformers to
raise their otherwise low output
levels, whereas crystal or ceramic
mikes have high outputs.

This second rating, output level,
is the open -circuit voltage gener-
ated by the mike for a stated sound
pressure at its diaphragm. The
sound pressure is in dynes per
square centimeter (sometimes
called, microbar). The result is
usually correlated to decibels.
High impedance mikes, like two
of the examples mentioned, are
usually rated for output level by
referring the negative db figure
to: 0 db equals 1 volt per micro-
bar. Another method is usually
used for low impedance mikes. The

(Continued on page 55)
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Don't Murder
Your Business

A Study Of Why Small Businesses Fail

IRVING ELBAUM
CPA, Los Angeles Area

 Most businesses do not die nat-
ural deaths. Their managements
kill them! Whether they are a sole
proprietorship, partnership or cor-
poration doesn't seem to matter.
The blunt, inescapable fact is that
homicide, accidental though it may
be, is committed. And there are
various murder techniques.

Today, there seems to be a popu-
lar misconception regarding the
ease with which the life of a TV
service company can be sustained.
Sustaining life in any business, be
it large or small, is a tough job.
Superimposed on this general busi-
ness difficulty is the hardship faced
by the small operator. After all,
consider his position. His business
is usually not too well capitalized,
is not as well controlled as a larger
operation, generally faces short-
ages of working capital, and re-
ceives a tighter credit line than its
larger competitors. What it really
comes down to in the final analysis
is this: the advantage of having
everything under the thumb of the
owner is more than offset by the
disadvantages which are concomi-
tant with smallness-inadequate
financial reserves and difficulty
in decentralizing responsibilities
among subordinates.

Failure Survey

Let's delve into some figures con-
cerning business failures. A survey
made by Dun & Bradstreet indi-
cated that only 78 out of every
10,000 businesses fail. This is truly
amazing since many new business-
men have had little or no prior
business experience. Naturally,
there have been wide variations de-

pending on the particular stage
through which the economy was
passing. Still, this very low mor-
tality rate should encourage every
small TV service organization.
Another Dun & Bradstreet survey
showed that two out of every three
concerns that failed had been in
business for five years or less.

Just what are the basic, and
broad reasons that businesses die?
A study of 9,162 failures came up
with the following reasons :

Incompetence 42%
Lack of business experience 31%
Lack of rounded experience 14%
Neglect 6%
Fraud of the owners 4%
Miscellaneous 3%

100%

Let us examine each group and ex-
plore some of the controllable fac-
tors.

Incompetence: Generally speak-
ing, this group can be broken down
into three categories: physical,
emotional and economic.

Physical incompetence is self
explanatory. Either you cannot
adjust to the hours or you are not
suited for the type of work. Anti-
dotes would be: (1) sell the busi-
ness before it dies, (2) transfer
labor duties to someone else, (3)
rent or buy labor-saving devices
(if available).

Emotional incompetence is a
very common reason for the fail-
ure of many businesses. Many men
are excellent workers, but cannot
assume responsibility. Therefore
ask yourself the following ques-
tions before going into business.
You alone know the answers.
 Do I realize that I may lose mon-

CLOSED
BY

SHERI

ey and that I'll be in a rough spot
pretty often?
 Can I take the responsibility of
paying my creditors and my work-
ers on time?
 Will I mind working long hours?
 Do I care for this type of busi-
ness?
 Am I ingenious enough to get
myself out of a tight financial spot
quickly?

With economic incompetence the
largest factor is inadequate initial
capital. The wise man thinking of
going into a small operation should
take time to accurately calculate
his financial needs to keep the busi-
ness going for at least a year. Un-
fortunately, far too many people
start on the proverbial shoestring.
They feel that once the initial out-
lay for machinery, furniture, fix-
tures, deposits, licenses, merchan-
dise, supplies, etc. is made, things
will take care of themselves. Such
could not be further from the truth.

Lack of business experience:
Can be termed as a lack of general
business experience as well as spe-
cializing in the particular line.
Here is a list of typical symptoms
originated by this: (1) No, or in-
adequate, records. (2) Overexten-
sion of credit. (3) Poor receivable
collections. (4) Taking on too
large a fixed overhead. (5) Not
reducing the variable overhead
when the going gets rough. (6)
Overbuying or underbuying. (7)
Poor location. (8) Not knowing
how to combat competition. (9)
Not "knowing" this business.

Lack of rounded experience:
This defect stems from favoring
one department to almost complete
exclusion of all others. Former
salesmen generally are the great-

(Continued on page 63)
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Alpha CORDS
Announced is a complete line of

neoprene jacketed, retractile coil cords
-electric cords that are permanently
coiled into a spring shape. Reported
to offer an extra degree of safety in
many electrical applications. Availa-
ble are: Power cords, in 48" retracted
length with maximum extension to
appx. 25'. Communication coil cords,
4' long, retracted, with extended length
of 25'. Retractile test lead wire, ex-
tended length of 6', retracts to 12"
Alpha Wire Corp., 200 Varick St.,
New York, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-42-1 on coupon, p. 50

Switchcraft FLAT PLUGS
Introduced are two new flat plugs,

with .206" diameter finger, to mate
with small hole phone jacks. They are
commercially interchangeable with
MIL type plug PJ-068 (Switchcraft
No. 480). They are designed to solve
connection problems where the MIL
spec is not applicable. Construction
features nylon insulation between tip,
ring and sleeve circuits of the finger
assembly. Part No. S-230, $1.75, with
black plastic handle. Part No. S-235,
$1.75, with red plastic handle. Switch -
craft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chi-
cago 30, III.
For more data, circle 7-42-2 on coupon, p. 50

Triplett VOM
Model 800 has 70 ranges and also

maximum reading accuracy as a re-
sult of longer mirrored scales (6.95"
top arc). Other features include: fre-
quency compensation from 40 cps to
20 kc for more accurate reading at
audio frequencies; overload protection
for greater meter safety; 20,000 ohms
per volt d -c sensitivity and 10,000
ohms per volt a -c sensitivity. The large
meter has a crystal-clear, shatter-
proof plastic front; and incorporates
a self -shielded high flux Bar -Ring
magnet for increased ruggedness.
Modern design black molded case,
completely insulated, 71/2" x 61/x" x
3'iá". Movable handle serves as a
stand. Triplett Electrical Instrument
Co., Bluffton, Ohio.
For more data, circle 7-42-3 on coupon, p. 50

Centralab AUTO RADIO CONTROLS
ACK-100 kit contains 24 most fre-

quently used replacement auto radio
controls. They are exact replacements
and are contained in a sturdy steel
shelved cabinet that is supplied with-
out charge. The cost of the kit is the
same as the cost of the individual con-
trols. Included are controls for Chev-
rolet, Ford, and Plymouth radios.
Also replacements for Automatic
Universal radios, used in many Amer-
ican and Foreign cars. Centralab, 900
E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.
For more data, circle 7-42-4 on coupon, p. 50

New Products For

1WWWWW

Xcelite HAND TOOLS
A new forged alloy steel utility

plier, in 7" and 10" lengths, featuring
double -strong box joint construction
and flush -ground rivit pin, is reported
to be 30% thinner than conventional
models. For use on flat, square, hex, or
round -shaped objects. Produces pow-

erful leverage in each of 4 gripping
positions. Simple, lever -action move-
ment of the handle adjusts serrated
jaws. Mirror finish plate is rust re-
sisting. Measuring only 942" at its
thickest point, 7" model adjusts to
1%e opening. Large 10" model, 1/2"
thick, max. jaw opening, 11/2". Xcelite,
Inc., Thorne Ave. & Bank St., Orchard
Park, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-42-5 on coupon, p. 50

Stancor TRANSFORMERS
Three new exact replacement trans-

formers are: Stancor flyback HO -331,
for Magnavox parts 320055-1, 320061-
1 and 320061-3, used in 384 chassis.
HO -334 replaces part 320811-1 used in

20 models and chassis of both Sentinel
and Magnavox chassis. HO -335 re-
places Magnavox part 360779-1 in 51
chassis. Stancor Electronics, Inc. 3501
W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.
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Electronic Technicians
Jensen SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Shelf model TF-2, 3 -speaker 2 -way
system, uses a new special 10" Flexair
high -compliance, low distortion woofer
for full bass and two direct radiator
tweeters for precise, clear highs. Fre-
quency range, 25-14,000 cps. Cross-
over, 2,000 cps. Power rating, 20
watts. Input impedance, 8 ohms. Con-
trol, H -F balance, mountedq on rear
panel. 131/1" H x 23-g/4" W x 11-%" D.
Oiled walnut cabinet shown, $79.50.
Also in unfinished, $64.50. Jensen
Mfg. Co., 6601 S. Laramie, Chicago
38, Ill.
For more data, circle 7-43-1 on coupon, p. 50

Sonotone MICROPHONES
Model CM -30 ceramic citizens band

microphone is reported capable of ab-
sorbing the punishment and continu-
ous service anywhere a rugged com-
munication mike is desired. Frequency
range, 100-6,000 cps. Sensitivity,
-49 db. Made of lightweight shatter-
proof plastic. Equipped with 6 feet of
four -conductor shielded coil cable, a
push -to -talk switch and dashboard
mounting brackets. $14.00. Sonotone
Corp., Elmsford, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-43-2 on coupon, p. 50

Fisher
STEREO CONTROL -AMPLIFIER

Model X-1000 stereo control -ampli-
fier, a combination of master audio
control and dual -channel power am-
plifier with a combined music power
output of 110 watts, employs: 22 con-
trols and switches; 18 inputs; 11 out-
puts; 14 tubes; and 7 diodes. Features
include: stereo dimension control; cen-
ter channel facilities for speaker; tape
deck; remote monophonic system;
new -design tape monitoring system;
and built-in exclusive Spacexpander
control. 16154" wide x 51/4" high x
133h," deep. Weight, 50 lbs. Fisher
Radio Corp., 21-21 44th Drive, Long
Island City 1, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-43-3 on coupon, p. 50

E -V PA SPEAKERS
Model LR-4 line radiator public ad-

dress speaker, an entirely new concept
in commercial sound, is said to have a
well-defined polar pattern with maxi-
mum radiated energy in a horizontal
plane with vertical dispersion. Its
small size permits mounting in almost
any location. Special mounting fix-
tures or complicated installation ac-
cessories are not needed since the unit
is unusually light in weight. Power -
handling capacity, 30 watts. Electro -
Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.
For more data, circle 7-43-4 on coupon, p. 50
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Atlas MIKE MOUNT
Announced is a new language lab

mike mount, a multi -purpose micro-
phone support with "floating action"
capable of a wide variety of applica-
tions. The boom arm and all moving
parts of the new model US -2 are
spring friction loaded to float in any
desired position without locking ad-

justment. Base swivel rotates 350°. A
stop prevents twisting of mike cable.
The cable, concealed in the boom, feeds
through the swivel assembly and
mounting flange. These features make
it ideal for language lab installations,
switchboards, dispatcher desks, etc.
Atlas Sound Corp., 1449 39th St.,
Brooklyn 18, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-43-5 on coupon, p 50

Scott
FM MULTIPLEX TUNERS

Model 350 wide -band FM multiplex
stereo tuner is reported to have wide -
band circuitry throughout its design.
The 2 me wide -band detector provides
superior rejection of interference and
complete freedom from drift. The
wideband design of the i-f's and de-

tector give the new model a remark-
able usable sensitivity of 2.5 /IN, meas-
ured by stringent IHFM standards. It
has 10 tubes and 11 diodes. Can re-
ceive either monophonic FM or stereo
FM multiplex programs. Special cir-
cuitry for stereo tape recording is in-
cluded. $199.95, east of the Rockies.
H. H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Rd.,
Maynard, Mass.
For more data, circle 7-43-6 on coupon, p. 50
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TV Low Voltage

Power Supply Problems
Minimizing Call-backs With Careful

Troubleshooting & Repair Techniques

JOHN HASKELL

 Did you ever think of trying to in-
vestigate a few hundred complete
records of TV failures extending
over a period of years? It may be
found that low voltage TV power
supplies cause more call-backs per
repair job than any other TV sec-

tion. This may appear especially
true if break -downs occur under
conditions specified within three
broad categories, as follows:

(1) Sets that owners have oper-
ated over long periods of time while
low voltage rectifiers are weak.
(2) Sets that owners have not used
over a period of time-usually

Fig. 1 (A)-By checking the a -c ripple content of a TV's low voltage supply with a calibrated
scope, condition of filter capacitors can be determined. (8)-A similar check should be made
at the audio output tube's cathode on sets having this voltage supply.
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while on extended vacations during
hot and humid summer months.
(3) Sets that received minimum
shop repairs on their low voltage
power supplies.

Many technicians have replaced
5U4's or solid-state type rectifiers
while on regular house calls-only
to find it necessary to pull the set a
few days later because of a similar
symptom -complaint. Or, worse still,
the technician arrives and finds an
excited customer nursing a smok-
ing TV. In many cases the custom-
er has reason to be excited. A little
foresight by the technician can
minimize, and often completely
eliminate, many of these trying
customer problems.

The primary reason for failures
in this category is obvious. When a
TV is allowed to run for months
with low B-{-, a filter capacitor's
oxide dielectric on its positive plate
may "reform" to a louder voltage
break -down thickness, allowing lit-
tle or no overload tolerance. Nat-
urally, when a new rectifier re-
stores normal higher -than -usual
voltage, an electrolytic capacitor
frequently "pops".

When a weak or dead rectifier is
replaced in a customer's TV while
making a regular house call, the
technician would do well to explain
tactfully that the set may not stand
up. Nothing to worry about, of
course, but the set may require
further repairs-and such repairs
may require shop work. It should
be explained that nothing can be
done now to prevent a break -down
-should it occur. Thus, the cus-
tomer would not become unusually

(Continued on page 60)
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ICorner
Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers

"Error" Feedback Upsets
Horizontal Range

A Magnavox Model CT 297 TV
chassis was brought into the shop
for troubleshooting, and repair of
an unstable horizontal condition.
The customer complained it was
necessary to reset the rear oscil-
lator adjustment several times while
using the set. Tube substitution did
not correct the condition.

With the chassis on the bench, I
proceeded to check for a drifting
component. A hot soldering iron
was held close to each resistor and
capacitor in the afc circuit, but
nothing conclusive showed up.

Suspecting the horizontal oscil-
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Fig. 1-Wiring error caused feedback of sine
wave voltage to control tube's cathode. A -c
voltage resulted in poor horizontal hold
range.

lator pull -in range was not up to
par, I decided to check this with the
scope. Waveforms seemed proper
until I touched the scope's probe to
the reactance tube cathode. I ob-
tained a small sine wave at 15,750

cycles ! Temporarily bridging the
cathode with a 40µf capacitor, the
sine -wave disappeared. Horizontal
oscillator stability immediately im-
proved with considerable increase
in range. The next step was to find
out how this horizontal sweep volt-
age was getting to the reactance
tube cathode.

I started tracing back from the
cathode to the tap in the power sup-
ply and there I found it! One of the
voltage divider resistors in the B+
had been replaced some time before,
and someone made an error. As
shown in Fig. 1, the resistor had
been soldered to the wrong terminal
lug. Although it was a very low volt-
age point and caused no obvious ef-
fect in other areas of the receiver,
it completely upset the afc circuit.

Soldering this lead to its proper
place restored normal operation,
after the horizontal frequency coil
was properly set.-Frank A. Sa-
lerno, Long Island City, N.Y.

Open Filter Kills
Vertical Sweep

A Crosley 404 TV chassis was
brought to the shop with no vertical
sweep. At the customer's home the
12BH7 vertical oscillator/output
tube was replaced to no avail. After
placing the chassis on the bench a
VTVM check at the 12BH7's socket
revealed a most unusual set of read-
ings:

Pin 1: 400 volts
Pin 2 & 6: -150 volts
Pin 3: 14 volts
Pin 7: -1 volt

Comparing these voltages with
those on the schematic, I immedi-
ately noted the negative voltage at
pins 2 & 6 was very high. I then
proceeded to check voltages at the
height control and found that lugs
1 & 2 were at 400 volts. But lug 3
indicated -150 volts. Using an

10K--NVV ~-
-22V

VERT.
HOLD

'/z 12 B H 7

.0061

000 Y +}l0ov
6

.047

.047

2

4.7K

HEIGHT
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I MEG
STOP

I I +500 V

2
+100 V

3

IOO
5

L 11/2 12BH7

C141
+125V 20yf

.-)f+-.
s*.;

cl4o`,
R 153`. 30yii
7.5K '"*.

A

YOKE

TO FLYBACK
( BOOST)

Fig. 2-Open 30 pf vertical decoupling ca-
pacitor "killed" vertical sweep in a Crosley
404 TV chassis.

ohmmeter, I varied the control and
it checked out as good, including its
1 megohms tap.

My attention was then directed to
the tube's output triode section. The
normal cathode voltage is + 125, as
indicated in Fig. 2. The reading at
this point was 14 volts. At this
time I noticed the resistor in series
with the linearity control was "cook-
ing." Switching my meter to the a -c
test scale, revealed 110 volts a -c on
the 7.5 K ohms cathode resistor.

Rechecking the schematic, I noted
the 30 µf filter capacitor from the
linearity control center arm to
ground. A check showed this com-
ponent was open. A scope check at
the cathode showed a husky hori-
zontal saw -tooth which the open de -
coupling filter allowed to pass. Re-
placing the capacitor restored nor-
mal operation and eliminated a real
headache.-Lambert C. Huneault,
Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
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NOW...A Complete Line of
Built-in Amplifier clears up snow, improves

ELECTRONIC
FM

MODEL PF -T FM POWERTRON TURNSTILE Non -directional FM
antenna with 16 DB gain in all directions over a folded
dipole. Has unique offset mount and comes complete with
built-in transistorized amplifier and TV -FM coupler.

NEW, POWERFUL TRANSISTORIZED FM

POWERTRONS WITH FM -TV COUPLERS
For the first time, FM antennas with built-in transistor-
ized amplifiers are available for long range FM reception.
Winegard offers two models - FM Powertron Turnstile (omni-
directional) and the FM Powertron Yagi (directional). Both
models have two 300 ohm terminals on the amplifier: one for
down -lead connection to the set and one for connection to a
TV Powertron antenna.

MODEL PF -8 FM POWERTRON YAGI This is the world's most
powerful FM antenna. Makes weak signals come in like
"locals". Has 25 DB gain over folded dipole. Eight elements
with exclusive Winegard "tapered T" driven element. Built-in
TV -FM coupler allows you to couple into TV Powertron with
only one power supply. Complete with built-in transistorized
amplifier.

ELECTRONIC
FM

In addition to three all -channel (VHF) Powertron antennas,
Winegard now offers you 14 cut -channel and broad band
Powertron yagis and two FM Powertrons. Each of these high
gain antennas has the following important features:

1. Electronic amplifier for unprecedented antenna gain.
2. Amplifier connected directly to the yagi "Tapered -T"

driven elements for best possible signal-to-noise ratio.
3. Linear frequency response for crisp, clear black and

white and brilliant, true color reception.

ELECTRONIC ALL - CHANNEL YAGIS
.. , will greatly improve every channel. Weak, faded pic-
tures become crisp and clear. "Good" channels will be
even better. In many areas you'll watch channels you
couldn't possibly see before. Because Powertrons are
powerful enough to drive up to 10 TV sets, you can have
plug-in outlets in every room ... and in many locations
you can install a Powertron lower than other antennas.

POWERTRON POWERTRON POWERTRON
MODEL P-44 MODEL P -44X MODEL SP -44X
14 -Elements 21 -Elements 30 -Elements



Winegard Electronic Antennas
contrast... gives you greater

4. Gold Anodized finish for permanent corrosion protec-
tion and fine appearance.

5. Deluxe quality materials and workmanship.
Try a Powertron and see for yourself. Take a field strength
meter reading with your present antenna and then take a
Powertron reading. When you see the meter jump 5 to 10
times ... and see the sharp, contrasty reception you get,
you'll be convinced ... and so will your customers.

"Amplifies the Signal
at the point

of Interception"

MODEL SP -44X
"By FAR world's moat powerful all -channel antenna"

WINEGARD "SIX -SET"

TV COUPLER

With the Powertron,
hook up 3, 4, 5, or 6
sets by adding a
Winegard 'Six -
Set". Here's the only
6 tap coupler on the
market. Six no -strip
terminals give you
instantaneous taps
with complete elec-
tronic isolation.
Model LS -63.

reception distance!

ELECTRONIC
Cut -Channel

TV

Each channel
amplified
individually.
No antenna couplers
needed!

NEW, TRANSISTORIZED CUT -CHANNEL YAGI

POWERTRONS FOR THE FINEST INSTALLATIONS

Here are the highest gain (28 db) TV antennas ever made! Each is
powered by a built-in transistorized amplifier. Because TV signals
are amplified right at the point of interception, you get the best
possible signal-to-noise ratio . . . resulting in the ultimate in
reception!

Each Powertron yagi amplifier has two 75 ohm coaxial connec-
tors: one for the down -lead to the power supply and one from the
built-in coupler for connection to another Powertron yagi.

Because of the built-in mixing coupler, they can be connected
directly to each other without interaction. The negligible power
consumption of these transistorized antennas (.05 watt each) means
you can tie as many as 8 Powertron yagis together and run them
all from one power supply on one down -lead.

There are six (8 -element) cut -channel and broad low band models
-eight (12 -element) cut -channel and broad high band models.
Ideal for hotels, motels, apartment buildings or wherever the finest
installation is needed.

Win egard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Winegard Co., 3019-7 Kirkwood Ave., Burlington, Iowa

Write today for technical bulletin on Winegard's complete
©1961 line of Powertron antennas. Ask your distributor for details.

For more data, circle 7-47-1 on coupon, p. 50 47



Wire Reel Tool Holder
A discarded wire spool or reel

may be converted into a useful shop
aid. This is accomplished in an easy
and simple manner.

One end of the reel is removed
leaving the other end and the center
section in place. When the reel is
placed as shown in Fig. 1, the cen-

Fig. 1-Handy tool holder is made from dis-
carded wire spool by removing one end.

ter area can be used to hold tools.
The base provides a resting place for
a hot soldering iron and roll of sol-
der.

Reel end -flanges and tool -holding
center sections vary in size depend-
ing upon the type wire reel em-
ployed.-H. Leeper, Canton, Ohio.

Plastic Box Isolates HV Lead
TV receivers are frequently serv-

Fig. 2-High voltage lead is safely isolated
when snapped into a "V" notched discarded
capacitor box.

"V"- CUT
IN END OF
PLASTIC

BOX

"HOT" END
OF CRT

CONNECTOR

CLOSE COVER FOR
COMPLETE

ISOLATION

iced without a CRT attached. This
creates a psychological hazard-
keeping an eye on the HV lead. The
high voltage anode lead can be eas-
ily isolated with a modified plastic
box.

A "V" notch is filed or cut in the
box at one side. The HV lead's end
is placed in the box, as shown in
Fig. 2, and the lid is closed. A handy
"isolator" can be made from an
empty capacitor box. The box not
only offers protection to the techni-
cian, but prevents arcing to exposed
grounds or electronic equipment on
the bench. Bill Varn, Lynnwood,
Washington.

Soldering Aid Tames
Tuner Spring

Ever have a turret tuner's drum
retaining spring sail across the
room when releasing it with

Fig. 3-Slightly spread forked soldering aid
holds on to "jumpy" turret tuner retaining
springs.

screwdriver? I experienced this on
many occasions, until I began using
a soldering aid, instead of a screw-
driver (see Fig. 3).

The tuner's retaining spring can
be easily removed by using the
forked end of a soldering aid. De-
pressing the spring until it's out of
the tuner chassis prong, I find that
the solder aid enables me to keep

the spring under control at all
times. The forked end of some sol-
dering aids may require slight
spreading.-Louis Lasch, Jr., Del-
ray Beach, Florida.

Hand Cleaner Helps
Service Image

We've mounted a waterless -type
hand cleaner on each service truck,
as shown in Fig. 4, to permit tech-
nicians to wash their hands before
greeting customers in their homes.
This creates a better company
image by keeping smudge marks

Fig. 4-Vehicle-mounted waterless hand clean-
er helps techs maintain clean appearance
without using customer's washroom.

away from a customer's furniture
and, of course, improving the per-
sonal appearance of our techni-
cians. Also we save unproductive
service time since technicians don't
have to ask the customer to use
their washroom facilities, or stop
and chat somewhere while cleaning
up. Harry J. Miller, Sarasota,
Fla.

SHOP HINTS WANTED!

$3 to $10 for acceptable items. Use drawings to
illustrate whenever necessary. A rough sketch will
do. Photos are desirable. Unacceptable items will
be returned if accompanied by a stamped envel-
ope. Send your entries to "Shop Hints" Editor,
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, 480 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.
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There's a Belden Lead-in Cable
for every requirement

200 rv,rs

STANDARD 300 -OHM LINE -
Offers low losses at high fre-
quencies. For use with TV
and FM receiving antennas.

CELLULINE t 300 -OHM LINE-
Resists abrasion, sun, and
wind. Provides strong UHF
and VHF TV pictures.

STANDARD 72 -OHM LNE-
Can be used with all types
of receiving antennas a'. high
frequencies.

WELDOHM t 300 -OHM LINE-
Provides 21/2 times the
breaking strength of ordi-
nary lead-in cable.

r`-
DECORATOR LEAD-IN 300 -
OHM LINE-For interiors only.
Replaces unsightly cables.
Neutral color blends into
room's decor.

STANDARD 150 -OHM LINE-
For receiving antennas,
matching transformers, and
experimental applications.

I Belden -radernark-Reg. U.S. Par. Off.

For stronger... clearer
TV reception

Permohm conductors are encapsulated in cellular poly-
ethylene. This exclusive 300 -ohm line design provides
clearer TV reception in all areas, including areas where
conditions of extreme salt spray, industrial contamination,
ice, rain, or snow are experienced. It further improves
fringe area pictures on all channels, as well as strengthening
UHF and color TV transmission. Ask your Belden Dis-
tributor about this improved 300 -ohm cable. Permohm is
available in packaged lengths of 50, 75, and 100 feet, and
in 500- and 1000 -foot spools.

*Belden Trademark and Patent .. U.S. Patent No. 2782251

Belden
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY

SINCE 1902 - CHICAGO

Belden Cable is Packaged
in Standard Lengths for
Display and Handling.

Power Supply Cords  Cord Sets 
Portable Cordage  Electrical
Household Cords  Magnet Wire
Lead Wire  Automotive Wire
and Cab e Aircraft Wires 
Welding Cable
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FREE LITERATURE
To receive the literature below without charge, simply circle the numbers on the coupon.

Cut out and mail to ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

1
TV Controls: Literature covers the
new Uni-Tite line. Allows assembly

of over 200 different replacement con-
trols for TV, radio and car radio from
an assortment of 35 rear units, 30 front
units, 3 switches and a selection of
shafts. Clarostat Mfg. Co.

For more dato, circle 7-50-1 on coupon

2 Tuner -Shafts: Literature de-
scribes a new kit assortment of

popular tuner -shafts to service hun-
dreds of tuners used in major TV lines.
Kit includes cross-reference guide for
tuner shafts and antenna coils. Colman
Electronic Products.

For more data, circle 7-50-2 on coupon

3 Loudspeakers: Colorful 18 -page
brochure covers a full line of hi-fi

loudspeakers, including new ultra -thin
design. Illustrations, specifications, and
prices are included. Jensen Mfg. Co.

For more data, circle 7-50-3 on coupon

4 Audio Distribution: Audio-Trol
Model AT, described in catalog

sheet, utilizes an unused TV channel
to transmit music, voice, radio etc., to
every TV receiver on the distribution
system. Jerrold Electronics Corp.

For more data, circle 7-50-4 on coupon

5 2 -Way Radio: Poly -Comm 62,
featuring conversion superhetero-

dyne receiver, VFO or crystal control-
led transmitter, and built-in mobile and
fixed power supply, is covered in lit-
erature. Polytronics Lab. Inc.

For more data, circle 7-50-5 on coupon

6 VOMS: Models 267 and 268, fea-
turing easy -to -read 7" meter, is

covered in literature. Other features
include: low microamp ranges, less
circuit loading, popular DBM ranges
and improved frequency response in
a -c measurements. Simpson Electric
Co.

For more data, circle 7-504 on coupon

7 Chassis Sliders: Literature covers
model PS ball bearing record

player and hi-fi chassis slides. May be
mounted on side or underneath phone
shelf; requires only 3k" space for either
mounting. South River Metal Products
Co.

For more data, circle 7-50-7 on coupon

8 TV KNOBS: 36 -page, 2 -color,
catalog provides a cross reference

guide with knob list, color, description
and manufacturer's part number. In-
cludes exact replacement knob illus-
trations. TV Development Corp.

For more data, circle 7-50-8 on coupon

CUT HERE

9 Terminals: Literature covers cur-
rent promotion of a solderless

terminal electrical repair kit, at a re-
duced price. Contains complete assort-
ment of 10 popular terminals, #1900
all-purpose crimping tool, and pop-up
display card in an 11 -compartment
plastic box. Vaco Products Co.

For more data, circle 7-50-9 on coupon

l O Saws: Illustrated circular covers
model 909 heavy duty power saw.

Offered complete with 7 blades, rip
guide, circle cutter, and 45° tilting base
plate. Saw table model 9-T-2 also cov-
ered. Wen Products, Inc.

For more data, circle 7-50-10 on coupon

TV -FM Signal Amplifier: Litera-
turel covers the new "Booster -

Pack," reported as the first home TV -
FM amplifier with a gain control
switch that permits the TV set owner
to vary the power of the signal re-
ceived. Winegard Co.

For more data, circle 7-50-11 on coupon

12 Tools: Literature covers new
Twirl -Con twirl connection tool,

for use in condenser and resistor re-
placement. Makes quick, neat, secure
connections in difficult places on
printed and conventional wired chas-
sis. Twirl -Con Tools.

For more data, circle 7-68-1 on coupon

Use this coupon, or your letterhead, before August 20, 1961
Please send me literature of companies whose code numbers I have circled

Note: Code 7-3-1 means July issue, Page
7-3-1 7-21-1 7-24-7 7-42-4 7-50-5
7-4-1 7-22-1 7-24-8 7-42-5 7-50-6
7-5-1 7-22-2 7-24-9 7-43-1 7-50-7
7-7-1 7-22-3 7-25-1 7-43-2 7-50-8
7-8-1 7-22-4 7-26-1 7-43-3 7-50-9
7-9-1 7-22-5 7-26-2 7-43-4 7-50-10
7-11-1 7-23-1 7-26-3 7-43-5 7-50-11
7-12-1 7-24-1 7-26-4 7-43-6 7-51-1
7-13-1 7-24-2 7-27-1 7-47-1 7-53-1
7-16-1 7-24-3 7-28-1 7-50-1 7-54-1
7-17-1 7-24-4 7-42-1 7-50-2 7-56-1
7-18-1 7-24-5 7-42-2 7-50-3 7-57-1
7-19-1 7-24-6 7-42-3 7-50-4 7-58-1

below (includes editorial and advertised items):

3, 1st item on page.
7-59-1 7-65-2 7-70-3
7-60-1 7-66-1 7-71-1
7-61-1 7-66-2 7-71-2
7-61-2 7-67-1 7-C2-1
7-62-1 7-67-2 7-C3-1
7-62-2 7-67-3
7-62-3 7-68-1
7-62-4 7-68-2
7-62-5 7-69-1
7-63-1 7-69-2
7-64-1 7-69-3
7-64-2 7-70-1
7-65-1 7-70-2
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NEW FROM G. E. ... A TOUGH PLASTIC
SERVICE CAST

THAT CAN REALLY
TAKE IT!

,r:'" 4' II).nrl'I,°!,ñ

r

The first real innovation in service cases
makes this the most durable case you

can own. It's built like fine luggage
-from tough Royalite* plastic, with
aluminum binding, and luggage -
type fasteners. Rugged! Bump it,
bang it, drop it-this case can take
it. Resists scarring or splintering.
It's waterproof, won't stain, even

resists acids, wipes clean.
Large Capacity-Here's plenty of

space to carry a practical tube replace-
ment inventory and tools (22%" long,

8%" wide, 15" high). Two top sections
with egg -crate separators hold 152 miniature

and 90 GT-type tubes. Snap -down curtains
have extra pockets for job tickets, characteristics

booklet and service tools. Carry 65 large glass tubes
or volt-ohm-milliammeter and other tools in the
big base section.
Lightweight-It weighs just 8 lbs. -4 lbs. less
than most cases of comparable capacity.
Get this newest G -E Service Aid from your General
Electric tube distributor, or mail coupon to Chicago
warehouse address given. Distributor Sales, Elec-
tronic Components Division, General Electric Com-
pany, Owensboro, Kentucky. *TA., U.S. Rubber Ca

Progress /s Our Most /mportant Product

GENERAL ( ELECTRIC

L

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Room 7189A
3800 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 41, Illinois
Please ship prepaid:

ETR-2700 Service Case, $24.95 each.
My check or money order is enclosed for the required amount
plus any sales or use tax applicable in my area.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE
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Cash In On Summer

Portable TV Antennas

SCOTT TURNER

 Summer weather is luring people
out to patios and yards. In many
cases, an outdoor electrical outlet or
long extension cord is providing
power for lights, rotisserie or elec-
tric garden tools. Why not TV too?

Though those popular "portable"
TV sets are too heavy to carry great
distances, they certainly can be
toted out to the back of the house.
In strong signal areas, an indoor an-
tenna will provide a picture that's
very satisfactory. In medium
strength areas, a somewhat de-
graded picture may be a small
enough price to pay for the pleasure
of outdoor viewing.

Some TV sets have decent built-in
indoor antennas; others are hardly
worth the bits and pieces that went
into making the antennas. In either
case, there's an antenna market for
service dealers.

In the case of good built-ins,
there is a solid replacement market.
Trucking the set in and out of the
house, sliding antenna rods up and
down, and locating a set outdoors
where there is more physical activ-
ity means more antenna wear and
breakage. Replacing built-in or

hide -away antennas is not much of a
problem since distributors carry
such replacements for virtually ev-
ery set in use.

In the case of inadequate built-
in antennas, there is real oppor-
tunity to sell high quality indoor
antennas. Except in weak signal
areas, such an antenna should pro-
duce an outdoor picture that is any-
where from very good to passable.

Certain locations may be better
suited for an extension from the
main antenna line than a separate
indoor type antenna. That's not a
lost sale. Serve your customer by
installing a multi -set coupler and
transmission line extension.

For viewer convenience, it may
be desirable to eliminate the need to
screw and unscrew terminals every
time the TV set is taken outdoors.
This may be done simply by termi-
nating the antenna lines and a short
line from the set terminals with
polarized twin lead connectors.

The technical aspects are not gen-
erally a problem. The real task is
promotional. How to inform people
that they can enjoy their TV re-
ceivers outdoors at modest cost?

More Viewers Move

Their Sets Around

In Warm Weather.

Here's How To Sell

Them Indoor And

Replacement

Antennas.

Flyers, newspaper ads, and win-
dow displays can promote such
themes as :

"RELAX OUTDOORS WITH
YOUR TV"

"THIS ANTENNA FREES YOUR
TV FOR OPEN AIR VIEW-
ING"

"YOU CAN HAVE TV ON YOUR
PATIO-ONLY $13.95"

"HEADQUARTERS FOR OUT-
DOOR TV"

"SUMMERTIME IS OUTDOOR-
TV TIME"

You will want to provide more
details and your own variations.
Your window can be fixed up to
simulate outdoor summer living.

In addition to antenna sales, folks
moving their portable TV sets out-
side may want to buy a sturdy, mo-
bile TV table. They are also good
prospects for batteries, transistor
radios, patio speakers, and even
portable TV sets.

To paraphrase an old chestnut,
strike while the weather is warm.
Offer your customers another varia-
tion on TV pleasure-outdoor TV
with indoor antennas. 
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EX ACT REPLA r.E.sT T' ."AVTETiPgA

New show-case

skin -pack sells

JFD
EXACT REPLACEMENTS

ON SIGHT!

YES... THAT'S THE
ANTENNA I NEED !

1,1,Berianan

Promote more sales with this FREE J F D Self -Merchandiser Display-included with
new J F D Dealer Kit PA 530 consisting of two each of 13 best selling portable TV
Exact Replacement Antennas. Now available from your .1F distributor.

New from JFD... Sparkling, protective skin-
packaging that puts instant sell in your exact
replacement portable TV antenna business.

JFD now brings you the extra quality, attention
and product protection of skin-pa_,{aging-at no
extra cost. Crisply colorful a _11 prat ical, new
JFt' transparen , -packaging qui Wkly identifies each
model on sig`-ltt-by appearance, as well as by
co_ aplete brand and par: nurnDcr- information.

And JFD folic rws thr)ug_-1 wit:Z fr3e self -mer-
chandising dis-plays that ffcus attent on on you
as the local heaagaarte:s far enact antenna re-
placements for portable TV Sets. Compact in size,
versatile in use, the JFD set_ =lterckandisers fit

anywhere-on floor, wall or counter, in your
window or showcase.

See your JFD distributor for your free JFD
exact replacement self -merchandiser display and
promotion-pak containing your wall reference
charts, selling tips, streamers, newspaper mats
and mailers.

513urnúun^r"
YES. WE REPLACE

ANTENNAS FOR PORTABLE

AND TOTE -ABLE TV SETS

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
1DEwey 1-10.0 6 Cl tialeen-h Avenue, Brooklyn 4, New York

JFD Inernatianal, 15 Mqs Street, New York Nev to k JFD Canada, Ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada

THE BF AND THAT PUTS YOU

IN COMMAND OR THE MARKET
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Easy Adjustment of
Hidden Controls

With Cell ab Twist -Tab Radiohms
You'll get a big bang out of CENTRALAB
tab -mounted Radiohm Controls-
because they're easy to install and
easy to adjust. These Twist -Tabs are
tailored to the minimum shaft length
needed for TV hidden controls.
When a longer shaft is needed, it's
simple to use the 2" polyethylene
extension packed with each unit.
Nothing to saw -a snip of the scis-
sors gives the needed length, and the
adjustment slot is still there, and
still easy to get at.

CENTRALAB Twist -Tabs are available in 25 values from 200
ohms to 7.5 megohms ... rated at % watt, 1%6" diameter, -í "
deep. Shoot over to your CENTRALAB distributor for full details.

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBEUNION INC.

902G EAST KEEFE AVENUE  MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN

CENTRALAB CANADA LIMITED-AJAX, ONTARIO

ELECTRONIC SWITCHES  VARIABLE RESISTORS  CERAMIC CAPACITORS
PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS  ENGINEERED CERAMICS

to1L

AU,e,U1.
_

NEWS LETTER

1961 NEW YORK HIGH FIDELITY
SHOW dates: Sept. 13-17, N.Y. Trade
Show Bldg.

DUOTONE issues 1961 supplement
to its needle replacement guide.

AMERICAN MICROPHONE an-
nounces 2 dynamic mikes: P-55
$195 & D-55 (ci) $89.50.

ELECTRO -VOICE has instituted a new
needle kit plan made up to each dis-
tributor's specific requirements. New
sales aids are being made available.

HEATH introduces the AA -151 stereo
amplifier, 14 watts/channel, $59.95
kit; AA -31 20 -watt pa amplifier @
$59.95, AN -11 input matching trans-
former (cv $11.95.

FANON acquires MARK SIMPSON.
Masco founder Miryam Simpson Shan-
non has disposed of her holdings.
Fanon Pres. Salo Nachtigall was once
employed by Masco as chief engineer.

BOGEN-PRESTO is expanding with
line of recorders, background music,
and commercial tape programmed
electronics. Decentralized promotion
program gives local reps complete re-
sponsibility for co-op ad funds.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING an-
nounces the TF-2 3 -speaker system
with 10" woofer (á. $64.50 unfinished,
$79.50 oiled walnut. Model X-10 2 -

way system @ $29.75 measures 7'6 x
13 x 45/e". Ratings are 20 and 6 watts,
respectively.

AUDIO DYNAMICS reports revised
specifications for their ADC 1 cartridge
as: frequency response, 10-20,000 cps
±2 db; channel separation 30 db from
50-7,000 cps; sensitivity, 7 millivolts;
tracking force, 0.75-1.5 grams; com-
pliance, 20 x 10-6 cms/dyne.

ASTATIC announces new Cantata
model 45D stereo cartridge. Designed
for use with amplifiers having magnetic
inputs or high impedance ceramic in-
puts. Frequency response, 20-20,000
cycles. Channel separation, 30-35 db.
Channel balance within 2 db at 1000
cycles. Tracking force, 1 gram. Needle,
single 0.7 mil replaceable diamond.
$44.50.
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PAMicrophone Ratings

(Continued froni page 40)

-db rating is referenced to: 0 db
equals 1 milliwatt per 10 micro -
bars. Therefore, output levels of
competitive microphones should be
compared within their impedance
types.

With today's high gain ampli-
fiers, output level is not nearly as
important as it once was. However,
it should be remembered that a
mike's volume range is limited to
the difference between self -gener-
ated noise and its signal. In effect,
this is a signal to self -noise ratio.

The higher output level, inci-
dently, is indicated by a lower
negative db rating. For instance,
a -50 db rating indicates higher
output than a -60 db rating.

A particular polar pattern is
shown in the illustration accom-
panying this article. This indicates
the directivity of a microphone. In
other words, the mike's pickup pat-
tern. The pattern shown here is an
omnidirectional one that becomes
directional with increased fre-
quency. At all but high frequen-
cies, it picks up sound well from
all directions. This type pickup is
undesirable if the speaker is in a
noisy area.

Another type pickup pattern is
the bi-directional pattern. Con-
trasted to an omnidirectional pick-
up, a bi-directional pickup is basic-
ally dead at the sides. It picks up
front and back, like a figure eight.

One of the most popular type PA
pickup patterns is the unidirec-
tional or cardioid pattern. This
type sound pickup pattern indi-
cates that most of the sound ar-
riving at the mike's back is reject-
ed. Thus, undesirable extraneous
noise is minimized. Also, acoustic
feedback problems are lessened.

Other microphone rating factors
must be considered, of course. Fre-
quency response is an important
consideration. So is the effect of
humidity, fragility, anticipated
useful life, price, etc. Realizing
this, a technician will understand
why the term "consultant" is fre-
quently applied to techs in PA
work. 

NEW RCA

ALKALINE
BATTERIES

increase your profit opportunities

Now, you can increase your profit while reducing the number of
battery types you have to stock. What makes this possible? The
new RCA Alkaline Battery! This new type of cell outlasts compara-
ble zinc -carbon batteries yet sells at a lower price than premium
mercury types.

here's how you benefit...
 MORE PROFIT PER SALE Provides perfect opportunity to "sell up".

 SIMPLIFIED INVENTORY NEEDS: The RCA Alkaline multi -purpose
type is designed for use in radios, flashlights, photoflash, toys and
electronic instruments. A few types cover a wide range of applications.

LONGER SHELF AND OPERATING LIFE: A useful life of 2 -to -8
times that of zinc -carbon types, depending on application.

 NO REST PERIOD NEEDED: A big advantage in portable radios.
Four of these money -making new Alkaline types are now available
from your Authorized RCA Distributor. These include: VS1334,
a 1.5 -volt penlite cell; VS1335, a 1.5 -volt "C" cell; and VS1073, a
1.5 -volt "N" cell. Each of these is a multi -purpose type. The VS1149,
a 4.5 -volt battery, is specifically designed for transistor radios.

RCA Batteries... Zinc -Carbon, Mercury, and the new Alkaline types ... mean
more opportunities for dealer profit right down the line. See your RCA Distributor
now for full details.

d?Pki
Wre

RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Transistor Testers

(Continued from page 36)

able approximation of its worth is
all that many service technicians
need. Thus, the "good -bad" type
gain scales are fine for everyday
service work in many instances.

An especially accurate tester with
actual gain values may be desirable,
of course. Here, the technician is not
given a speedy "good" or "bad" in-

dication. He must evaluate a tran-
sistor's worth from a manual's rat-
ings. This gives him an opportunity
to personally pinpoint the transis-
tor's actual rating and judge wheth-
er it's good or not for a particular
application.

Consequently, it's really a choice
of whether the technician wishes a
speedy, broad indication of transis-
tor gain or a slower (because he
must judge good or bad for him-
self) , potentially more accurate
tester.

More elaborate testers, with vari-

fithAMIN
TRANSISTOR TESTER

GC
MODEL
36-560

LO wNS. N,Q,t

,e4.
.._...._ce te¢uxoaaex ^111 rw

rxt 7s turn/sots, "

MADE IN AMERICA
all three transistor BY AMERICANS
tests in one unit...
TESTS: SHORTS -LEAKAGE -GAIN

1995
GC

ELECTRONICS

4111140,
For more

TEST l'NI', NI'N, POWER TRANSISTORS, DIODES
AND RECTIFIERS with this High Styled but rugged,
compact transistor tester Only 5" x 5" x 1 :é" to overall size
and weighing only 1?í pounds, this unit operates on two
penlite batteries which under normal operating conditions
last a lifetime. An ON -OFF switch eliminates possible meter
or battery damage through accidental shorts. The body is
finisher' in "Anti -Scratch" case with stylized chrome handle
for easy carrying The high visibility recessed panel is in a
two-tone classic finish of pale gold and copper brown Foreign
cyuiv;d,nls liard in : .ccnmt,unying FItI?E MANUAL

W1á Nov TP_x 400 p9p, CataN,

GC ELECTRONICS CO.
Division of Textron Electronics, Inc.

Western Plant: 3225 Exposition Place, Los Angeles 18, Calif
Main Plant 400 S. Wyman St., Rockford, Ill., U.S.A

data, circle 7-56-1 on coupon, p. 50

ous voltage and amperage settings,
come closer to simulating actual
transistor operation. Test results
are more definitive here. Testing
may be a bit slower and instrument
cost higher, but the percentage of
questionable transistors is smaller
than with simpler testers.

The same foregoing comments
apply to leakage test indicators. It
should be mentioned that some os-
cillator type testers, which employ
neon lamps or speakers as indica-
tors, permit fast observations also.
In fact, the fastest observations.
However, unless a transistor has a
bad short or open, evaluation de-
pends on technician experience with
the particular instrument's past in-
dications of other transistors.

The eight transistor testers ex-
amined here all have one limitation
in common : they cannot test high
power transistors' gain under typi-
cal high current operating condi-
tions. Some can give fairly reliable
indications at lower amperages.
None of the eight units tested can
check many of the other transistor
types under actual operating condi-
tion voltages and amperages either.
However, they do ordinarily indi-
cate transistor quality with reason-
able certainty.

All of the instruments, with the
possible exception of one, are out -of -
circuit testers. In other words,
transistors must be disconnected
for testing component quality. One
of the eight units provides a signal
injection test and, under some cir-
cumstances, checks transistors di-
rectly in the set. In many instances,
however, the emitter must be un-
soldered to check the component.
Impedances vary from circuit to cir-
cuit, of course, and direct check of a
component completely in the circuit
may be hampered here by impe-
dance loading. A relatively expen-
sive unit (which we will examine
next month) does accurately test
transistors without disconnecting
them from the circuit. It uses a
variable null bridge to counteract
impedance loading.

The ET staff employed 52 transis-
tors, both known good and known
bad, in their tests. The transistor
types included : audio output (in-
cluding high -power auto radio
types) , i -f, converter, and oscillator.
Two transistor portables were also
used : An American seven -transis-
tor set and a Japanese six-transis-
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tor set. See Figs. 3 and 4. We also
utilized a variable power supply to
substitute for a radio battery when
checking transistor operation in a
portable set. See Fig. 5.

Though all units accurately iden-
tified good and bad low -medium
power transistors, the eight instru-
ments' gain readings did not coin-
cide. For example, testing a 2N94
i -f transistor, readings varied from
23 to 47. All were in the "good"
area, however. This transistor's d -c

current gain is rated as 10 mini-
mum and 80 maximum by one
manufacturer. We double-checked
readings with a very expensive and
proved -accurate tester which indi-
cated the actual Beta of this tran-
sistor as 38.

All instruments indicated if leak-
age was good, too. Once again, indi-
cations varied, though they were
broadly correct.

The final test of a component test
instrument is: can it increase a
service technician's knowledge of a
component's quality? And to what
extent?

In answer to the first question,
all instruments examined definitely
increased our knowledge of a tran-
sistor's quality (excluding, in some
instances, high power transistors).

Concerning the second question,
some instruments were more accu-
rate than others. Also, some instru-
ments gave more meaningful re-
sults due to the type of tests offered.
Bearing in mind that these instru-
ments are not infallible, most tran-
sistors will yield good service -type
information to techs. Familiariza-
tion with the idiosyncrasies of a
particular tester will, of course, fur-
ther usefulness of test results.

The following descriptions and
comments should enable technicians
to balance individual tester attri-
butes against their shop require-
ments and "pocket books." Next
month we will conclude our examina-
tion of transistor test instruments
by focusing our attention on six
other testers.
EMC, Model 210 @ $10.95 wired-
Battery-powered (6 -volts) unit tests
leakage and gain quality of low -me-
dium power transistors and diodes.
Has 2 ma meter. Leakage is read on
"good -bad" type scale. Gain is indi-
rectly measured by employing tester's
calibrated meter scale and using sim-
ple math based on typical gain fac-
tors. Gain switch has three ranges.
Includes transistor chart with typical
gain readings. Can use transistor
manual.

Quality you can count on

EVERY SjNLE lIME

DISK

"CARTWHEELS"

PLATE ASSEMBLIES

AEROVOX

CERAMIC

CAPACITORS
 Bypass -Coupling

General Purpose

 Hi -Voltage
Temperature Compensating

Top quality components to assure top quality
performance every single time! That's the
whole story "in a nut shell" when it comes to
Aerovox ceramic capacitors.
Your Aerovox Distributor offers you a complete
line of rugged, dependable ceramic capacitors
in every case style for your every replacement
need. Choose from a wide selection of disk
types for bypass -coupling, general purpose,
hi -voltage, and temperature compensating
applications.
Top quality Aerovox tubular types are avail-
able from general purpose to hi -voltage to
temperature compensating units. Vibrator -
buffer capacitors are also available for use as
replacements where original equipment uses
ceramic buffers. And for those special applica-
tions you have feedthru, standoff, and high -
voltage cartwheels, as well as plate assem-
blies, in all sizes and values.

save time... boost profits...
BUY 'EM BY THE KIT

Disk ceramic kits AK -200 and AK -201 HS, con-
taining fastest moving values in special metal
drawers, are available now. The drawers may
be stacked when additional kits are purchased.
Pay only for the capacitors and the handy file
drawers are yours free.
Yes, your local Aerovox Distributor is your
one -stop source of supply. Call on him for all
your capacitor needs... it pays to use Aerovox!

AEROVOX CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Years! Any Sonotone "Ceramike"" stands up to all
kinds of mistreatment ... yet stays "fidelity" itself.
Until a few years ago, mikes were variable. If they were "hi-fi," chances
were they were delicate. If they were sturdy, they didn't reproduce as well
as they could. Then came the Sonotone "Ceramike" series.
All "Ceramikes" are shock -proof, impact -proof, shatter -proof, heat -proof
and "bad -treatment" -proof. They will work even if you immerse them in
water. The ceramic transducer at the heart is immune to changes of tem-
perature and humidity. Extensive factory tests insure you that every
"Ceramike" will keep on performing at its peak no matter what!
And fidelity? Look below, for specifications that would do anybody proud.
Sell trouble -free, dependable performance and an installation that lasts
for years. Be sure and stock the full line of "Ceramikes".

Specifications for Complete "Ceramike" Line
CM-10A-For tape recorders, etc.
Frequency response 50 to 11,000 cps
Sensitivity -56 decibels ±2db
CM-11A-Where greater sensitivity is desired
Frequency response 80 to 9,000 cps
Sensitivity -53 decibels ±2db
CM-TI0A-For stereo taping
Frequency response 50 to 11,000 cps
Sensitivity -56 decibels ±2db
CM-T11A-For stereo taping, also greater sensitivity
Frequency response 80 to 9,000 cps
Sensitivity -53 decibels ±2db
CM-12A-For long lead installations-PA systems, etc.
with push -to -talk switch

Frequency response 200 to 8,000 cps
Sensitivity -63.5 decibels ±2db
CM-17A-"Flex-Mike". For audio-visual labs, etc.
Frequency response 50 to 11,000 cps
Sensitivity -56 decibels ±2db
CM-30-Coiled Cord, Switch. For citizen's band use-
Frequency response 100 to 6,000 cps
Sensitivity -49 decibels ±2db
CM-31-Coiled Cord. For communication use-
Frequency response 100 to 6,000 cps
Sensitivity -49 decibels ±2db
CM-32-Standard Cord & Plug. For tape recordings-
Frequency response 80 to 9,500 cps
Sensitivity -49 decibels ±2db

®c

SonotoneP. ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION,

DEPT. P9-71, ELMSFORD, N. Y.

Leading Makers of Cartridges  Speakers  Tape Heads Mikes  Electronic Tubes  Batterie9

Comments: Doesn't provide test leads
or jacks in the event tester's transistor
socket is inconvenient to use (and it
usually is). No provisions for high
power transistor tests. Fair accuracy.
Easy to operate except for inserting
transistors into socket, which often
requires removing solder from leads.
Available in kit -form for $7.95.

G -C, Model 36-560 @ $19.95-Bat-
tery-powered (6 -volts) unit tests leak-
age and gain quality of low -medium -
high power transistors and diodes.
Leakage is read on "good -bad" type -

scales. Gain is read directly on scale.
Has separate short test; low and high
power switch position. Includes tran-
sistor chart with average gain read-
ings and leakage. Can use manual for
gain comparison, but need chart for
leakage readings.

Comments: Fair accuracy. Maximum
gain reading is 100. Some transistors
exceed this. Has stationary carrying
handle.

MERCURY, Model 700 @ $24.25-
Battery-powered (6 -volts) unit tests
leakage and gain quality of low -me-
dium -high power transistors and di-
odes. Has 5 ma meter. Leakage is
read on "good -bad" type scale. Gain is
read directly on gain control dial set-
ting after adjusting meter pointer to
calibration point. If gain is known,
control, which adjusts base current,
can be set and gain read on "good -
bad" type scale. High power transis-
tor leakage is read with gain control
fully clockwise to open emitter.
Power transistor gain is measured as
before after calibration at another
point. Can use manual for gain rat-
ings. Otherwise, relative gain can be
used.

Comments: "Test" switch is the
spring -return type, returning to "off"
when not depressed. Weak meter bat-
teries can be detected with test switch.
Internal calibration pot permits com-
pensation for run down batteries.
Easy to operate. Fair accuracy when
checking gain in manual. Has carry-
ing handle which can be used as a con-
venient tilt rest.

MOTOROLA, Model 67B65 @ $17.95
-Battery -powered (12 -volts) unit
tests low -medium -high power transis-
tors. Uses transistor under test in an
audio oscillator circuit with a speaker.
A variable 0 to 10 control adjusts
feedback amount. If audio tone is not
detected, transistor is defective. The
higher the control setting before a
tone ceases, the higher the transistor
gain. No direct gain or leakage read-
ings are made.

Comments: Though it supplies only a
rough check of a transistor's quality,
it is the fastest -checking test unit ex-
amined. Obviously, it has no "measur-
ing" accuracy. However, it will quick-
ly indicate a transistor that is com-
pletely shorted, open, or has very high
leakage. In addition, it permits the
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user to determine relative gain, based
on his own judgement, and to match
gains of transistors. Has no on -off
switch.

SECO, Model 100 @ $19.95-Bat-
tery-powered (11/2 -volts) unit tests
low -medium -high power transistors.
Uses transistor under test in an os-
cillator circuit. An operating transis-
tor develops enough signal to fire a
neon indicating lamp. A variable 0 to
100 control adjusts both feedback and
base current. With control at "0" a
fast check of short or open can be
made (if the lamp doesn't light, the
transistor isn't operating). Relative
gain is checked by adjusting the con-
trol toward 100 until the lamp goes
out. No direct gain or leakage read-
ings are made. In -circuit tests can be
made. The tester also acts as a signal
generator.

Comments: Same as Motorola tester,
plus: Seco's speed -checking ability is
only an eyelash away from Motorola's,
which means it's especially fast. High
power transistors are tested with col-
lector currents up to 50 ma (instead
of 5 ma) by adjusting the base -feed-
back control past zero. Impedance
loading of certain circuits sometimes
disallows use for in -circuit tests. The
tester has two output jacks for VTVM
connection so that some low -current
i -f and converter transistors that
don't fire the neon can be tested.

NEXT MONTH!
ET Staff concludes examination of
transistor testers, including.

B8K model 160
Eico model 680
Hickok model 870
Hickok model 890
Precision model 960
Sencore model TR-110
Superior model 88

SENCORE, Model TRC-4 @ $19.95-
Battery-powered (6 -volts) unit tests
leakage and gain quality of low -me-
dium -high power transistors and di-
odes. Has 3 ma meter. Gain and Leak-
age are read on "good -bad" type
scales. Has a low and high power
switch position. Gain set control sets
each transistor's base current to ob-
tain a standard collector current.
Includes a transistor booklet with
gain set readings. Up-to-date booklets
(25¢) available from factory.

Comments: Low power transistors
tested with 1.5 ma collector current;
high power with 50 ma. Latest tran-
sistor info plan offers six mailings
annually for $1.00 per year. Easy to
operate. Fair accuracy. Has carrying
handle.

SIMPSON, Model 650 @ $26.95-Bat-
tery-powered "Add -A -Tester" adapt-
er, for use with Simpson's 260 or 270

VOM's, tests low -medium -high power
transistors. Uses two flashlight bat-
teries plus VOM batteries. Actual
Beta and leakage (Icbo) values are
read directly on VOM. Meter is 50µa.
Has battery adjust control, zero con-
trol to maintain 1 ma collector current
for Beta tests, and a switch to permit
use of VOM without detaching tran-
sistor tester. Can use transistor man-
ual for ratings.

Comments: High power transistors'
Beta and Icbo must be checked indi-
rectly because of their high leakage
currents. Consequently, high power
transistor checks are awkward. Oper-

ation is easy for low -medium power
transistor tests. Also measures silicon
transistors (primarily used in indus-
trial products) by multiplying Beta
readings by 1.16. Unit is highly accu-
rate. Instrument is high quality
throughout; majority of resistors, for
example, have 1% tolerance. Adapter
fits into VOM in a manner that makes
it one solid unit, rather than a wobbly
addition.

TRIPLETT, Model 690-A @ $29.50-
Battery-powered (6 volts and 30
volts) unit tests low -medium power
transistors and power transistors with
Icbo leakage under 600 µamps. Also

AL SWEEP TROUBLES

The missing link in TV service ..

SENCO tE SS105 SWEEP CIRCUIT TROUBLE SHOOTER
IT'S A
UNIVERSAL HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. For direct sub-
stitution. No wires to disconnect in most cases. Traces trouble right
down to the defective component. Variable output from 0-200 volts.
peak -to -peak. Oscillator will sync to TV sync signal giving check on
sync circuits.
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT CATHODE CURRENT
CHECKER. A proven method that quickly checks the condition of
the horizontal output tube and associated components. Adaptor socket
prevents breaking wires. Easily replaceable Roll Chart gives all necessary
pin, current and voltage data. New Roll Charts are Free.
UNIVERSAL DEFLECTION YOKE. A new, simple way to deter-
mine yoke failure accurately-without removing yoke from picture tube.
Merely disconnect one yoke lead and substitute. If high voltage (also
bright vertical line) is restored, TV yoke is defective.
DYNAMIC FLYBACK TRANSFORMER CHECKER. Merely
flip switch to "Flyback Check" ana meter will indicate condition of
flyback transformer, in degrees of horizontal deflection. Extremely sensi-
tive and accurate; even shows up one shorted turn on flyback.
VOLTMETER. For testing bootstrap, screen and other voltages.
Direct -reading voltmeter, 0-1000 volts.
UNIVERSAL VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. Checks oscillator,
output transformer and yoke. Merely touch lead to component and
check picture on screen.

SS 1 05 is completely self-contained, noth-
ing else is needed. New Improved Circuit... DEALER NET 4295

HORIZ
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HORIZ0
STAGE

HORIZ
FLYBACK
XFORMER

HORIZ
DEFLEC
YOKE

VERT
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ALL PARTS

SENCORE

MADE IN AMERICA

SENCORE
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS
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tests diodes. Beta and leakage (Icbo)
values are read directly on 600 µa
meter scale or "good -bad" type scale.
A calibration adjust control is em-
ployed to adjust base current. Can use
transistor manual for ratings.

Comments: Easy to operate. Good ac-
curacy on Beta and leakage "good -
bad" type scales. Two bonus features,
direct value scales for both, are fine
guides. However, large gaps in numer-
ical scale divisions limit accuracy.

Illustration credits: Chart I, Sen-
core, Inc., Addison, Ill; Fig. 2, Pre-
cision Apparatus Co., Inc., Glendale,
N.Y.

Transistor credits: Delco Radio
Div., GM Corp., Kokomo, Ill.; Ray-
theon Co., Westwood, Mass.; Semi-
tronics Corp., New York, N.Y.;
Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc.,
Woburn, Mass.; Workman TV Prod-
ucts, Inc., Sarasota, Fla.

-
TWO-WAY RADIO

Communicafiond ecuipmen!
VHF -FM FOR: VHF -AM FOR: VHF

MOSILE

AIRCRAFT

MARINE
MOTORCYCLE

PORTABLE

BASE

AIRPORT VEHICLES

GROUND STATIONS
POINTTO.POINT

ANTENNAS

REMOTE CONTROLS

ACCESSORIES

NEW! "COO BASECOM
FOR VHF -FM TWO WAY

MOBILE RADIO

the new 680 series offers

HIGH PERFORMANCE at
MODERATE COST with
LOW MAINTENANCE!

II

"68'O? FEATURES AND OPTIONS:
* PROVEN PERFORMANCE ... oil the out-

standing features of the popular "580" series,
plus the following.

* HIGH POWER ...100 watts output 25 to
50 mc, 75 watts 144 to 174 mc, both base
and mobile.

* TONE SQUELCH ... two way tone squelch
compatible with other systems to EIA stand-
ards.

* Meets all FCC and OCDM requirements.

"680 FLEETCOM"
COMBINATION

 MOBILE CONTROL HEAD
 SPEAKER
 TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY

ATTENTION DEALERS!
Write for available

territories.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 1111.

* SIMULTANEOUS RECEPTION...duel front
end receiver for monitoring two frequencies
anywhere in the band.

* TRANSMITTER FILAMENT SWITCH ... re-
duces battery drain when on "stand-by"

* MONITORS REMOTE CONTROL .. base
station monitors remote transmissions. Inter
cant provided. All functions available at
remote position.

COMMUNICATIONS
FOUNDED 1938 CORAL GABLES, MIAM

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

COMPANY, Inc.
134, FLORIDA

Power Supply Problems

(Continued from page .4.4)
upset if the set should fail later.

The second category includes
component break -downs occurring
shortly after the owner returns
from vacation. When the set is first
switched on, a component shorts
because of abnormal moisture ab-
sorption, dust accumulation, or be-
cause of dormant -state chemical
reactions, and a heavy load is
placed on the power supply. Dam-
age usually occurs to the power
transformer, high wattage voltage-
divider resistor, or to some other
component directly or indirectly
associated with the power supply.
In any event, before an estimate is
given for repairs in such cases, it
is advisable to check all power sup-
ply components thoroughly.

Even if electrolytic filter capaci-
tors appear good, a scope check to
determine the power supply's a -c
ripple content is advisable. Since
ripple content may vary widely at
different voltage divider points, in
different models, and in different
manufacturers' sets, individual
specifications should be followed
carefully.

Scope Tests

Ripple content of a power sup-
ply's output or outputs can be
checked with a calibrated oscillo-
scope, as shown in Fig. lA. This
test will provide a reasonably good
indication of a capacitor's condi-
tion. If ripple content exceeds that
specified at various B+ points, fil-
ter capacitors should be replaced or
cost of replacement included in
customer's repair estimate.

Many problems arise in the third
category. When a filter breaks
down because of dielectric reform-
ing, for example, all power supply
filters, especially in sets more than
a year old, should be replaced.
Piece -meal replacements cost the
customer more in the long run, and
cuts into the technician's over-all
profit because of wasted calls. It
frequently results in a lost cus-
tomer.

When a power transformer has
become overheated and smokes be-
cause of an overload created by a
shorted tube, capacitor, or other
component, but appears to work
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normal after repairs have elimi-
nated abnormal load, this fact
should be noted in writing on the
customer's estimate or bill. The
transformer may stand up for
years, and it may fail quickly. The
customer can have it replaced now
or take a chance with it. If the
transformer does break down, of
course, another shop job is neces-
sary-and this fact should be ex-
plained to the customer.

If a power transformer is bad
and requires a replacement, cus-
tomer estimate should include cost
of installing a fuse barrel or other
type holder for a 3, 4, or 5 amp fuse
in one of the set's a -c input lines.
This will not only protect the cus-
tomer's new transformer from fu-
ture overload, but will insure the
technician's repair job during the
warranty period.

When one rectifier in a two -recti-
fier power supply fails, whether
tube or solid state, replace both
rectifiers. And it may be advisable
to "age in" new solid state rectifier
replacements. This is done by al-
ternately turning the set on for
five minutes and off for five min-
utes-over a period of at least two
hours before the set is allowed to
run continuously.

In the event germanium or sili-
on rectifiers are substituted for
regular selenium types, a voltage
increase of 8 to 10% may be ex-
pected, and filter capacitors should
be in top condition to withstand
this additional voltage.

If a series string set employs one
or more center tapped parallel con-
nected tubes, carefully inspect the
solder joints on the heaters' paral-
lel jumper wire before returning
the set to its owner. A poor joint
here can result in an intermittent
open, with periodic burn -out of this
tube's heater.

Globar type resistors occasional-
ly go "hay -wire" and cause consid-
erable confusion. Tubes will appear
to be operating normal, but with a
slightly higher -than -normal globar
resistance, average over-all opera-
tion of the set will be subnormal
because of slightly lower heater
voltages. Globars should be meas-
ured carefully with a VTVM when
the resistor is cold.

Finally, we must not forget a
particularly troublesome B+ point
frequently overlooked by many
technicians-the 135 volt supply de-

veloped at the audio output tube
cathode, as shown in Fig. 1B. A
shorted audio tube or defective
electrolytic can upset this source.
The capacitors here should be
treated in the same manner as
those across the regular power sup-
ply. 

Robins RECORDING HEADS
A complete kit of M/M tape record-

ing replacement heads (record/play-
back and erase) is reported to provide

heads which fit over 75% of U.S. tape
recorders. Packed as one unit, the
DD -6-1 kit contains a variety of 1/4

and 1/2 track heads, both in stereo and
mono types. All of the 16 different
heads in the kit are replacement heads
requiring no electrical or mechanical
modification, and may be used to re-
place original equipment heads in at
least 189 models of tape recorders pro -
ducted by 31 U.S. manufacturers.
Housed in 20 drawer see-through met-
al and plastic cabinet, 9" x 10" x 6".
$309.00. Robins Industries Corp., 36-27
Prince St., Flushing, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-61-2 on coupon, p. 50

1'1.49 TOOL
1 HOLDER

WITH PURCHASE OF THESE 10 MOST OFTEN USED TOOLS
Here's a special opportu-
nity to do yourself a big
favor while equipping your
shop with the 10 essential
tools you need. Just order
these 10 tools and you get
this handy GC Tool Kaddy
all -metal rack absolutely
free. It's regularly $1.49
Dealer Net. Hurry-Offer
Expires October 1, 1961.

SEE YOUR GC PARTS
DISTRIBUTOR NOW !

WRITE for free 400 -Page GC
Electronics Catalog.

GC
ELECTRONICS

<2:1==.

HERE'S WHAT YOU BUY: DEALER NET

STRIP -ER -CLIP No. 760 $1.38

ALIGNMENT SCREW DRIVER No. 5000 .42

INSPECTION MIRROR No. 5090 .42

K-TRAN TOOL No. 5097 .78

DELRIN HEX WRENCH

(ZENITH -ADMIRAL) No. 8606 .48

SOLDER AID PROBE No. 9093 ... 1.00

MINI -HOLD SCREW DRIVER No. 9346 1.72

SHORTY TOOL No. 9298 . .48

TV DUPLEX ALIGNER No. 8276 .52

HOT TUBE PULLER No. 5098 1.73

ASK FOR TOOL KIT No. 9525-X

GC ELECTRONICS CO. (Formerly General Cement Mfg. Co.)
Division of Textron Electronics, Inc.

West Plant: Los Angeles 18, Calif. Main Plant: Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.
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Fanon MEGAPHONES
Announced is a new line of low-

priced, portable self -powered mega-
phones, designed for many uses such
as school functions, sports events,
construction and plant use, on boats,
etc. Model MV -8, the Megavox, shown,
is an all transistorized instrument
with a range of over 600 yards. Alum-
inum construction, baked enamel fin-
ish. Operates on flashlight batteries.
Magnetic microphone is waterproof.
Equipped with variable volume con-
trol and carrying case. $99.95. MV -1,
smaller version, range 300 yards,
$39.95. Fanon Electronic Industries,
439 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 12,
N. J.
For more data, circle 7-62-2 on coupon, p. 50

GC TUBE CHECKER
Dynamic Super Tester, Catalog No.

36-512, is reported as a highly com-
pact portable instrument that will test
over 99% of all radio -TV receiving
tubes dynamically with just 6 sockets.
It also tests picture tubes, transistors
(for leakage and power gain) and ra-
dio batteries under full load. New
tubes are accommodated without add-
ing or changing sockets, requiring
only a simple chart addition. New
charts are issued as needed. $109.00,
complete with free picture tube
adapter. GC Electronics Co., 400 S.
Wyman St., Rockford, Ill.
For more data, circle 7-62-3 on coupon, p. 50

TRU-VAC
Each tube SPECIAL OFFERcosts you
only I71/2t Buy I Tube at the Regular
each, and Price and Get Every Second Tubein puaoti- for Just It
ties of 100
tubes only
16'/zt
each!

It SALE ONLY
ON TUBES

LISTED BELOW!

For 'every tube you buy at 350each, YOU GET A SECOND TUBE
FOR JUST ONE PENNY!
GET 100 EXTRA f 1003 TUBESh FOR
JUST $1! Take your pick . . . tubetypes may be mixed!
1R5 6608

86AC7
6AL5 616
6AU6 6SC7
6CS6 7N7
6CG7 I2AD6

I2AF6
12AU7
12BL6
I2D4
I7AX4
I7D4

LOOK! 1,000 USED TV'S
soleCostly,

`elows make cob

69
f2, models withelittle or

no y
a

eadjuust-

W
quiree only or

as

Perfect tosecondresale,
sett

]t+ your own
screens

16 none damallerl Seta
As Is

shipped FOB. Harrison, N.J.

Heath AM/FM TUNER
Model AJ-11 features include: sepa-

rate "magic -eye" tuning indicators to
"zero in" on both AM and FM sta-
tions; 3 -position AFC switch; AM
fidelity switch; and individual fly-
wheel tuning for both AM and FM.
Multiplex output jack provides sig-
nal source for multiplex adapters.
Front panel -mounted selector switch
allows instant selection of FM or
stereo. The output level controls are
adjustable to fit any preamplifier. Kit
AJ-11, $69.95. Assembled model AJW-
11, $129.95. Heath Co., Benton Har-
bor, Mich.
For more data, circle 7-62-4 on coupon, p. 50

Raytheon TUBES
Seven new space -saving TV receiv-

ing tubes are: 6EA7, heater -cathode,
doubletriode with dissimilar units, one
unit is a high -mu triode, the other, a
low mu. Four miniature tubes, 8GN8,
6EB8, 8EB8 and 6GH8, heater -cath-
ode, triode -pentode. 3AW3, cathode -
type diode, electrically similar to 3A3
but 1/15'7 shorter. 3DG4, directly -heated
cathode, full -wave high -vacuum recti-
fier. Industrial Components Div., Ray-
theon Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton 58,
Mass.
For more data, circle 7-62-5 on coupon, p. 50

1-yr. guaranteed
Radio &TV Tubes--'. Per

will Used or Factory Second cubes! TRU -VAn J
use

ratline FREE any tube that becomes detective in %00 U/(Y'{J
use within I year from date of purchase!

ALL TUBES INDIVIDUALLY BOXED!
esCODE DATED & BRANDED "TRU-VAC" North

rné Types

Partial Listing Only ... Thousands More Tubes in Stock! Jt
Sáló¡d Jn

SPECIAL! 6SN7GT ... 30y' 6W4GT e e . 30yá

0Y4 313 NC SU8 6AU5GT
OZ1 3 5V4G 6AU8

A7GT 3CB6 SV6GT 6AV5GT
B3GT 3Q4 5X8 6AV6
H5GT 3S4 5Y3 6AW8
L4 3V4 6A6 6AX4GT
Lr, 4BQ7A 6AB4 64X5GT
N5GT 4858 6AF4 668
SS 4BZ7 6AH4GT 6RA6
T4 4CB6 6AH6 6865
U4 5AM8 6AK5 6668
US 5AN8 6AL5 6806
V2 5AT8 6AM8 613E6
X2 5AV8 6AN8 6BF5

2AF4 5AZ4 6AQ5 6BG6G
2BN4 5BR8 SAGS 6BH6
2CY5 5CG8 6AQ7 6816
3A5 516 6A R5 6BK5
SALO 5R4 6AS5 6BK7
3AU6 578 6AT6 68L7GT
3BC5 5U4 6AU4GT 6B N6

Sensational Offer!
"Self Service"

TUBE CHECKERS

$379 FOB Our
Warehouse

Let your customers test
their n tubes: These

liable, reconditioned
22 -socket tube .hacker,
will return your invest-
ment ino week Cr
es wih little o o

Hsort
your part!

andsome. geld-trated
console models CO M
PLETE WITH KEY
FOR BOTTOM DOOR
AND NEON -LIGHTED
HEAD'

6606GT 6CU6 6SF7 7A7
6007 606 6SG7 7A8
1,006 60E6 6SH7 7B4
GBSe 6DG6GT 6S17 7B5
6SY5G 60 F6 6SK7 786
6826 6E5 6SL7 7B7
6077 6F5 6607 788
6C4 6F6 6SR7 7C4
6CA8 6H6 6T4 7C5
6CD6G 614 678 7C6
6CF6 617 6115 767
6CG8 6K6GT 6U8 7E5
6CH8 6K7 6V6GT 7E6
6CL6 6N7 6W6GT 7E7
6CM6 607 6X4 7F7
6CM7 6S4 6X5GT 7F8
6CN7 637 6X8 7G7
6CR6 6S8GT 6Y6G 7H7
6CS6 6SA7 7A4/XXL 707
6CS7 6SD7GT 7A5 7S7
6CU5 6SF5 7A6 7X6

7X7 121366 1406 5085
704 126 R7 14Q7 5005
7Z4 12807 19AU4GT 50L6
12A8 12CA5 198G6G 56
12AB5 I2CN5 1916 80
12AQ5 12F5 1978 84/624
12AT6 I2F8 24A 117Z3
12AT7 12K5 25Z6GT
12AU6 12K7 27
12AV6 12L6 35A5
I2AV7 1207 3585
I2AX4GT 1205 35C5
I2AX7 12SA7 35W4
12AZ7 12317 35Z5
1204 1231(7 36
12BA6 12SN7GT 38
12BA7 12307 39/44
12806 12060* 41
1213E6 12W6GT 42
12E1E6 12X4
12BH7 14A7/1287 50A5

Any Tube Not Listed Also Available el 35e Each!
BRAND NEW 1 -YEAR GUARANTEED TY PICTURE TUSES

Haar Lhba vrlem do ne tlud
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wPI^d
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TRU-VAC
Harrison Avenue  Box 107  Harrison, N. J. HUmboldt 4-9770
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Don't MurderYour Business

(Continued from page 41)
est violators. They have become so
accustomed to seeing business
through sales lenses that they find
it very hard to place purchasing,
credits, collections, etc., in their
proper position on the business
scale.

Where a partnership exists the
problem of rounded experience is
usually not as acute as it is in the
case of many sole proprietorships.
It is also a wise idea to make use
of the firm's accountant. His var-
ied experience can prove invalua-
ble in showing the owner(s) the
forest rather than the individual
trees.

Neglect: This is generally due
to: (1) Poor personal habits. (2)
Poor health. (3) Domestic difficul-
ties. Some of these foibles are diffi-
cult, others are impossible to
eradicate. A logical view com-
mands the owner to decide whether
the difficulty is surmountable or
not.

Fraud of the owners: Included
are false financial statements, il-
legal disposition of assets, delib-
erate overbuying. Luckily for the
business community th's group
represents only a small percentage
of the total failures.

Miscellaneous: Covers such
items as employee frauds, disas-
ters and unknown reasons for fail-
ure. Employee frauds and such
disasters as fire, burglary, boiler
explosion, etc., can be protected
against at reasonable cost. The ad-
vice of an insurance broker should
be sought not only at the inception
of a business but on a continuing
basis. Obviously, business is dy-
namic and it therefore follows that
an insurance program covering its
risks should change from time to
time.

Conclusions

Awareness of the causes of fail-
ure can go a long way toward pre-
venting it. Action goes a longer
way. The following list, by no
means exhaustive, should give you
action ideas sufficient to prevent
you from killing the source of your
income.
(1) Join a trade association.
(2) Read as many trade journals

as you can.
(3) Question suppliers and their

salesmen about new develop-
ments.

(4) Talk to your attorney, account -
and, banker and insurance
man about those phases of
your business which come
within their jurisdiction.

(5) If you have a partner, discuss
all phases of the business with
him regularly. Remember,
you're married to him commer-
cially.

(6) See your doctor if you're
chronically tired. If you're not,
have an annual checkup any-
way.

(7) Keep accurate, up-to-the-min-
ute records.

(8) Review your list of receivables
regularly and often. Keep after
the slow ones. Be polite but
firm.

(9) Digest your financial, state-
ments. Remember, they are not
novel to skim through.

TV TIPS
FROM TRIAD

NO. 13 IN A SERIES,
PART 1

"This 'orphan' came in the basket of a 'borrowed' supermarket cart,"
began Joe, "and when I had laid out the chassis, yoke, flyback, picture
tube, miscellaneous parts and leads, I knew it had finally happened
to me.
"The character said his 'fixit' book called for replacing the flyback when
he had no light on the picture tube so he carefully unsoldered everything
in the cage, took the flyback down to Public Wholesale where he was told
he would have to give them the model or chassis number, plus the part
number before they could look it up. Since this job had no numbers that
made any sense he was stuck.
"At this point he lost interest and dumped the mess on me."
"Sucker," said Bill. "No disconnect chart either, I suppose?"
"Right. I think I found the original trouble which was an open 5 mfd
electrolytic on the cathode of the horizontal output, so I reinstalled the
flyback as far as I could go. I can get a raster at normal plate and screen
current, but the video overloads. I have no horizontal or vertical hold
and it looks like this job used horizontal blanking. The flyback has a
separate winding which is tapped, so my problem is to recover AFC, AGC,
and blanking, without having to try the eight wrong combinations first.
Is there anyway I can connect them correctly, the first time?"
"If you take care of the obvious first," said Bill, "and then clear the cir-
cuits based on what 'you know for sure' you should be able to cut down
on the experimental part.
"The first step is to gain control of your video system because you cannot
check your AFC or AGC unless you have incoming sync available.
"Therefore," continued Bill as he rapidly traced the circuit layout, "since
you have a single -CB6 video stage driving the cathode of the CRT you
adjust your bias box to show about four volts peak to peak of video with
negative going sync at your video detector output."
"I knew the scope would get into the act some place," said Joe with a grin.
"Well, the video detector measurement is probably the most valuable
scope measurement in servicing," answered Bill. "It's one of the 'for
sure' factors and it's much more accurate than attempting to gauge
video levels on a CRT where hold and blanking are out. As a final touch
see that video represents at least 25% of the total signal at all levels of
picture information. You are then ready to solve the AGC, AFC, and
blanking in the proper sequence."

* * *

MORAL: More next month; but in the meantime PTM #4, to be pub-
lished soon, will show an inexpensive circuit and parts list for a bias box.
In addition, other devices and service procedures to make possible more
accurate correction of "Multiple Trouble" problems will be discussed.
You will receive PTM #4 if you have ever registered for the Triad PTM
mailing list. If not, a request to Renewal Division, Triad Transformer Corp.,
4055 Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif., will bring you a copy.
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only 5
semitron

kits replace

more than

Now-from the leader in packaged -
semiconductor replacements -
5 pocket -sized new kits that fill
95% of your service needs. Semitron'PopulartJck'kits end costly an: in:al-
venient duplications. Only 37 transistors, dice; and re:ti lers do the jot 3f
more than 1000. You slash non-profitable, sAw noving rlv9ItorJ that t -e; up
your purchasing dollar. You can always carry in stock all the replacements you
need for better than 9 out of 10 semiconductor service calls. Comprehensive
replacement and interchangeability guide included.

 Finest quality American -made components.  Furn Elt warranty.
 Manufactured and fully tested to meet the  Complete Replacement and Interchange -

strictest standards for radio -tv ability chart with each tit.
replacements.  Packed in reusable clear plastic boars.

Kit No. 8JP-A complete assortment of 8 top quality semiconductors for re-
placing components in Japanese and other foreign -made sets  Kit No 5Pr
-5 power transistors for auto radio service  Kit No. 9TK-9 transistors and
diodes for replacing nearly all PNP transistors and diodes  Kit No. 105P-10
replacement silicon rectifiers for half -wave and voltage -double TV and radio
circuits  Kit No. 5GP-5 germanium glass diodes.

circle on coupon, p.

Write for
Free 16 prge
Catalog arc
Replacement
Guide

SOLD THRO 1,1H
DISTRIBUTORS

ONLY

Type "CTC" . . . cardboard tube electroly-
tics especially designed f. exact replacement
in television sets . cre end dcsed .

long insulated leads out other end . .. seated
with high melting joint dvac guaranteed
for one year individually packaged.

Write today for romplebe infer naAio,-'.

PLANET SALES CORPORATION
225 Belleville Avenue B1oom:Ield, New Jersey

ASSOCIATION
NEWS

California

$3 Hr. Pay Endorsed
CSEA, Fresno, Santa Clara Val-

ley & Santa Cruz Chapter, has en-
dorsed the three dollar an hour min-
imum pay for radio and TV jour-
neyman technicians. The three dol-
lar wage is to become effective July
1, 1961. The state organization also
reported it has received pledges of
$5,000 toward its campaign to col-
lect $12,000 for support of the state
licensing bill. The bill has come out
of the Government Economy and
Efficiency Committee with a "Do
Pass" request. The Committee de-
cided not to certify technicians at
this time. Provisions are made for
licensing of all technicians. The
measure now goes to the Ways and
Means Committee.

Illinois

All -Industry Advisory Group
NATESA, Chicago, announced

that a call has been sent out for an
all -industry conference to be at-
tended by top-level representatives
of all segments of electronics: pro-
duction, distribution, and servicing.
Invitations were extended to twen-
tyfive industry leaders, without ref-
erence to any industry organization
affiliation, by Frank J. Moch, Exec-
utive Director of NATESA, and
Mauro E. Schifino, President of the
National Electronic Distributors
Association. This first national con-
ference of various segments of the
electronics industry is aimed at es-
tablishing a permanent all -industry
advisory group to consider common
problems.

Indiana
ITTA, Indianapolis, has elected

the following officers: Pres., Harold
Joergens; V.P., Robert Shuck;
Corr. -Sec., Bernie Lynch; Rec.-Sec.,
Dick Glass; Treas., Delbert Wil-
liams; Sgt. -at -Arms, Ralph Perry.

IESA, Indianapolis, announced
the following officers were elected:
Chairman, LaMar Zimmerman, Jr.;
Vice Chairman, Robert Luecke;
Sec'y, Clyde Smeltzer; Treas., Jay
Schupbach.
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Kansas
TESA, Leavenworth, elected the

following officers : Pres., Jim Con-
nelly ; V. P., Dean Maxwell; Sec'y,
Ralph Moore.

Michigan
TSA, Detroit, reports that over

100 dealers and their service techni-
cians attended a recent color TV
clinic held at Radio Specialties Co.
The clinic was arranged for mem-
bers in Oakland and Macomb Coun-
ties. Set-up procedures in color TV
receivers was presented by Jim
Kelly, RCA sales engineer.

Missouri

Technicians' Booth Attracts Public
TEAM, St. Louis, said that the

Bildors Home Show booth, spon-
sored jointly by TEAM, TESA, the
BBB, and the Electronics Club, at-
tracted wide interest during the
two day show. Included in the
booth's many attractions was a
tube -test demonstration. The tube
tested good on a tube checker but
would not function properly in a re-
ceiver. Literature explaining the
many costs involved in operating a
service business was distributed by
the Better Business Bureau. The
Electronics Club is an organization
of distributors and manufacturers
representatives. TEAM also an-
nounced new officers elected were
(St. Louis) : Pres., Robert C. Lucas;
V.P., Stanley L. Siegel; Sec.-Treas.,
Herman J. Wolf ; Rec.-Sec., Thomas
L. Dooly; Sgt. -at -Arms, Frank Pe-
ricic. (Kansas City) : Pres., Ralph
McClellan; V.P., Jay Johnson, Sec.-
Treas., P. C. Brink; Rec.-Sec.,
Richard Lagle; Sgt. -at -Arms, Fred
Loeb.

New Jersey
TSC, Pennsauken, Tri-State

Council reports a bill has been in-
troduced in the State Assembly,
Trenton, to regulate the Radio &
TV Serviceman. Sponsored by As-
semblyman Maurice V. Brady, the
measure requires service techni-
cian's to register with the State
Labor Department and pay an an-
nual fee of $10. The bill, as pres-
ently designed, attempts to "cor-
rect" common abuses prevalent in
the industry and does not contain
licensing provisions or penalties. It
was said the measure, if approved,
may lead to state licensing at some
future time.

Professional Technicians Use CASTLE'S Complete

TV ..TUNER OVERHAUL

ALL MAKES
ONE PRICE

$9 95

SAME DAY SERVICE!
on Popular Types

48 Hours most Others

VHF TUNERS  UHF TUNERS  UV Combinations*
Castle overhaul charge includes all labor and
minor parts and written 90 day warranty.
Tubes and major parts are extra at net prices.
Tuner to be overhauled should be shipped
complete; include tubes, shield cover and any
damaged parts. Write down model number
and state complaint. Pack well and insure.

NOW ALSO 1N THE EAST
Castle pioneered TV Tuner *One piece construction.
Service almost a decade ago. Separate UHFand VHF
Overhauling TV Tuners is our tuners must be dis-
only business. mantled.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
NEW! 653 PALISADE AVE., CLIFFSIDE PARK, NEW JERSEY

5710 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: 136 MAIN ST., TORONTO 13, ONTARIO

For more data, circle 7-65-1 on coupon, p. 50

NOW! Superior TV for problem areas.

the VHF TRANSLATOR
for simplest installation and maximum performance! FCC TYPE ACCEPTED!

ELEVATED SITE

ORDINARY OUTDOOR
RECEIVING ANTENNAS

GRADE B CONTOUR-
GOOD CLEARANCE REQUIRED

Pattern shape vanes with transmltt Ing antenna selected

 CONVERSION FLEXIBILITY ... any input channel to
any non -adjacent output channel.

 FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE...no internal sig-
nals which coincide with input to any other
translators.

 EASY OPERATION UNDER FCC RULES ... simple
control and identification unit minimizes mainten-
ance and reduces cost ... no operator required.

 EASY -INSTALLATION... available for cabinet/rack
mounting or in weatherproof housing.

TRANSLATORS MAY BE RUN IN TANDEM TOO!

Here's the new VHF Translator with
outstanding advantages for all instal-
lations. EMCEE Translators are the
result of long experience in quality
design and trouble -free construction
by some of America's leading experts.
Now fill in troublesome areas with the
advanced EMCEE VHF Translator.

®LECTRONICS,
MISSILES AND

OMMUNICATIONS, INC.
268 E. Third Street  Mount Vernon, New York

GET FULL FACTS ON 10VANCED DESIGN ANO LOW COST... TODAY!

rELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS, INC
1268 E Third Street Mount Vernon, New York

Gentlemen:
_Please rush free planning package

including data sheet, complete
installation check list, coverage
calculation form.

_Please send free reprint of FCC
rules covering translators.

I NAME

ADDRESS

LCITY_ STATE
J.
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CHEMTRONICS
ALL NEW
ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS

TUN -O -TUBE
MIRACLE ACTIVATED

TUNER CLEANER

 Non -drift  Non -inflammable
 Non-toxic  Activated with
TC-3 - for all types of tuners.
8 oz. can Net $1.98
3 oz. caddy size Net .98

TROL-AID
CONTROL & ELECTRICAL

CONTACT CLEANER

Cleans as well as lubricates.
Will not alter electrical prop-
erties nor harm insulation.
8 oz. can Net $1.98
3 oz. caddy size Net .98

NO -ARC
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATOR

20,000 V Dielectric with the
NEW "JET -STREAM" action.
For HV transformers, Yokes,
HV leads, etc. Waterproofs and
protects. MIL -C 12599
8 oz. can Net $2.79

FROST -AID
For locating THERMAL INTER-
MITTENT Components by in-
stantly cooling suspected re-
sistors, condensers., coils, etc.
6 oz. Net $1.98

MASK-N-GLAS
GLASS & PLASTIC

CLEANER & POLISHER
 Anti -static  Non -staining
 Non-abrasive  Removes dirt
& grime  Ideal for TV masks;
safety glass, plastic cabinets,
picture tube, etc.
6 oz. Net $1.79

WIPE -A -WAY
A NEW WATERLESS

HAND CLEANER

Exclusive formulation of acti-
vated lanolin and germ -killing
trichlorphenate and mild in-
gredients. Ideal for every type
of hand cleaning problem.
8 oz. can Net $1.49

CHEM-OIL
A revolutionary new concept
of combining penetrating and
lubricating oils into one ex-
clusive formula, Ideal for
changers, recorders and instru-
ments. Excellent FROZEN YOKE
REMOVER.
8 oz. can Net $1.79

Bottled versions of Chem-
tronics' fine products re-
main availableand in stock.
 TROL-AID  TUN -O -LUKE
 NO -ARC  CEMENT
 ALL-PURPOSE GLUE

 TAPE RECORDER
CLEANER

available in the handy
caddy size 2 oz. bottles.

CHEMTRONICS bee.
810 East 52nd Street, Brooklyn,3New York

in Canada Contact. Active Radio & TV Distributors

431 King Street W. Toronto 2B, Canada

For more data, circle 7-66-1 on coupon, p. 50

Montana
ESA, Butte, showed two twenty-

minute films entitled "Intermittent
Operation In Home Radios," and
"Elimination of Microphonics in
Home Radios," at a recent associa-
tion meeting.

North Carolina
NCFEA, Durham, announced it

has collected more than $1,000 to
support the Certification Bill now in
the state legislature. Association
officials are requesting local organ-
izations to honor the financial
pledges they made in support of the
Certification measure at a meeting,
held in Greensboro some time ago.

Pennsylvania

Refuses Records To FTC
TSADV, Philadelphia, said that

the association has refused to pro-
duce its record before a special
"investigative procedure" instituted
by the Federal Trade Commission.
Counsel for the TV -radio techni-
cian's organization, Sidney H.
Black, said he felt the subpoena de-
manding the records was "invalid"
and that it should be directed to in-

dividuals of the association. The
Federal Trade Commission's inves-
tigation is understood to be con-
cerned with an alleged "boycotting"
of certain radio -television parts
jobbers by independent service
technicians. The FTC had subpoe-
naed the charter, membership list,
copies of the association's monthly
publication, and all other memo-
randa and correspondence relating
to disputes with certain distribu-
tors.

Washington
TSA, Seattle, has elected the fol-

lowing officers: Pres. George
Brown; V.P., Doyle Gudgel; Sec.-
Treas., James Humphrey.

\believe they
do have a point!

,

Introducing an alligator clip
with a "microscopic tip"!

aemz MICRO-GATOR
Here is the alligator clip you can now
use where no other clip will do! On
printed circuits, in tight spots and on
tiny terminals too crowded for any-
thing but its "microscopic" tip. Fully
insulated right down to the nose. It
offers all the speed, free-handed ease
and convenience associated with other
Mueller alligator clips.

Strong new type "keyed in"
hinge. Traditionally snappy
Mueller spring. Clinching
ears for gripping wire

Tough, Vinyl, skin-tight in-
sulator. Lip -action tip -slot.
A ringer for the popular
"Mini Bator" insulator.

INSULATORS SOLD SEPARATELY. (Standard Red and
Black colors. White, Blue, Yellow and Green also available.)

FREE SAMPLE of clip and insulator,
on request to factory

15754 East 31st Street, Cleveland 14, Ohio

For more data, circle 7-66-2 on coupon, p. 50
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Background Music Franchise
for TV Service Dealers

A former management consultant
to a service association has em-
barked on a program to offer serv-
ice dealers a profitable sideline.
Lawrence Kanover, president of
Musi-Pak, Inc., is franchising local
dealers to sell and install back-
ground music cartridge tape play-
ers. In addition to the sales commis-
sion on the original equipment, the
dealer earns a continuing monthly
fee for the rental of the tapes and
maintenance of the equipment.

Among the advantages reported
for this on -location music system
for offices, stores, plants and public
places is lower cost compared to
central systems which transmit mu-
sic to the location. Further, the mu-
sic selection is completely controlled
by the user and the equipment may
be used as a public address system.

After purchasing the demonstra-
tion unit, franchised dealers need
not tie up any capital in an inven-
tory of machines. Quality dealers
who qualify for franchise receive an
exclusive territory and support of
the company's promotional cam-
paign.

Additional information on this
factory -to -dealer program is avail-
able from Musi-Pak, Inc., subsidiary
of Electronic Transmission Corp.,
103 E. Hawthorne Ave., Valley
Stream, N.Y.

Saxton TV ANTENNA WIRE
A new self -dispensing, self -measur-

ing package of TV antenna wire,
called Lifeline, is reported to end the
problems of waste, dirt, tangling, and

breakage. The wire is specially treated
to protect against weather damage
and built to withstand the push-pull
stress of outdoor installations. Saxton
Products, Inc., 4320 Park Ave., New
York, N. Y.
For more data, circle 7-67-3 on coupon, p. 50

CITIZEN'S
BAND RADIO

CEID-v
5 Channel,
crystal
controlled -
Dual voltage

12 Volts DC/ 115 Volts AC ... 3.2 Amps full standby current
... Transistor power supply ... Highly sensitive, selective, su-
perheterodye receiver with RF stage ...2 IF stages...Auto-
matic noise limiter ...Adjustable quieting squelch ...Full 5
watt transmitter ...Dual tuned pi -network output circuit ..
Universal mounting bracket included.

Five Channel  CBD-5 w/ 1 pair crystals .$179.50
ALSO AVAILABLE

Single Channel CBD-1 w."1 pair crystals $159.50

PEARCE-SIMPSON, INC.
A Leader in Creative Electronics

2295 N. W. 14th ST., MIAMI 35, FLORIDA

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

For more data, circle 7-67-1 on coupon, p. 50

Piteeidtki-ivhand tools
The line of tools that "fit -the -job" to save you time and money

'Roma' Swedtsh
PLIERS

Tempered Swedish Steel. Box -
joint assures perfect jaw align-
ment. Scientifically hardened
and tempered in all three key
areas (1) Jaws, (2) Box Joint,
(3) Handles. Also available with
plastic cushion -grip handles.

A

55E

No. 54E-Long nose, side
cutting. Length 43/4" $4.00
No. 55E-Diagonal cutting.
Length 4'/a" $3.50
No. 56E-Flat nose. Length
43/4" $3.25
No. 57E-Snipe-nose.
length 43/4" $3.25
No. 58E-Combination
nose. Length 43/4". $3.25
No. 59E-Long-nose. Length
43/4" $3.50

X -acto Products are available through leading indus-
trial and mill supply outlets. Send for free catalog illus-
trating complete line of X -acto Precision Hand Tools.

HANDICRAFT TOOLS Inc.
Division of X -ACTO, Inc.

48-423 Van Dam Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Nearly a Half -Century experience in precision manufacturing
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WI!?! -CON
A New Approach to

CONDENSER and RESISTOR

REPLACEMENT
TWIRL -CON ENABLES YOU TO:

Make QUICK, NEAT, SECURE
CONNECTIONS in those difficult
places on printed and conventional
wired chassis.
Turn a dreaded replacement into
a pleasure.
Make chassis removal unnecessary
in many cases.
Help eliminate bad solder connec-
tions, broken -off socket lugs, short
circuits, and burned and peeled
Printed Circuit boards.
Make connections to extremely
short leads on transformers, coils,
condensers, etc.

No need to disturb multiple con-
nection junctions or original solder
joints on Printed Circuit boards. So
easy to use, a great advantage even
on small AC -DC sets.
Very helpful in making rapid emer-
gency repairs. Heavy iron unneces-
sary when replacing component
grounded to chassis.

The Twirl -Con tool is well con-
structed to give lasting service.
Will pay for itself on one job.
In use frpm coast to coast.
Designed and made by a service-
man, who knows the value of your
time.
A real asset to your service bench
or Ham Shack Let Twirl -Con start
saving you time TODAY.

Distributor inquiries invited
$2.00 ea. Ppd. U.S.A.

Instructions Incl.

TWIRL -CON TOOLS
1101 N. East St. Edna, Texas

For more data, circle 7-68-1 on coupon, p. 50

BUY STANDARD BRAND TUBES

AT LOWEST PRICES

4 .

% OFF
LIST!

RCA * GE * SYLVANIA * WESTINGHOUSE
 ALL PREMIUM QUALITY TUBES, ALL BRAND NEW
 ALL TYPES IN STOCK. ALL FRESH STOCKS
 FULL ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE, excepting only

burned out or broken tubes.
Tree Net web Tope N.t sea Type Net ~de Tree Net ...k
OZ4 .96 6A05 1.04 OCBBA .90 12AT7 1.221113GT 1.16 OAH4GT L32 6CDSOA 2.32 12AU7A .98IRS 1.02 OARS 1.86 6C07 .98 12AV6 .06
1154 .94 SALE .74 °COSA 1.20 12AX4OTB 1.08IU6 .82 SAMOA 1.30 SOLO 1.60 12.1X7 1.021X2A/B 1.22 SAMOA 1.40 6CM7 1.10 12B4A 1.08aN4 1.02 OAQ 6A .88 6Cg8 1.32 12BA6 .802CY6 1.12 6AU4GTA 1.34 0056 1.74 12BE6 .86
3A1.5 .74 6AUOGT 1.72 6CY6 1.12 12B000A 1.783AU6 .86 6AUBA .84 ODES .98 12BY7A 1.2239C6 .94 OAV6 .66 6DQOB 1.04 12CÚ6 1.783BN6 1.20 6AW8A 1.42 ODT6 .86 12DQ6B 1.703B16 .90 6AX4GTA 1.06 636 1.24 121A7 1.663086 .90 6BA6 .80 13J6 1.12 128K7 1.4230T8 .88 BBC° .94 6K6GT .94 128N7OTA 1.083V4 .94 613060A 2.60 094A .82 128QQ7 1.324BQ7A 1.60 SBH6 1.08 68K7 1.42 26B000TH 1.846AQ6 .88 6BK7A'B 1.34 6SN7GTB 1.04 261.8GT .926B 7A 1.36 6BL7OTA 1.68 6T8A 1.34 3618GT .96
61'.'08 1.28 6BN4 ISO 6U8A 1.32 30W4 .866C18A 1.26 8BN6 1.20 6V60T .86 36260T .74514GB .84 6BQ6OA 1.74 OW4OT .96 6006 .86638 1.30 6BQ7A 1.68 6W60T 1.12 OOL6GT .966Y3OT .70 6BZ6 .N 6XOOT .82 117Z3 1.006AMS 8O 6B57 1.60 6X8A 1.28
6AF4A 1.60 604 .74 12AT6 .66

MINIMUM ORDER $10.00 Shipped PREPAID
No C.O.D.° Please

TIN le but  PARTIAL listing of our more than 600 t pee in stock
at all times. Order ANY type not listed above. take 60% off current
ller price. and we'll able promptly. prepaid. Write for our giant
current electronic catalog. featuring similar savings in equipment
and components. Dept. 167

ZALYTRON Tube Corporation
220 West 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

Home Air Conditioners

(Continued from page 39)
panel material can be cut with a
sharp pointed instrument (an awl
or ice pick will do), scoring the ma-
terial back and forth with the sharp
point using a heavy straight edge.
It should be scored deeply on both
sides, and then broken by holding it
against a flat surface as shown in
Fig. 6A. The filler panels are now
installed as shown in Fig. 6B.

Now loosen the top bar setscrews
on both sides of the cabinet and
push the slider ears to the window
stop mouldings. Tighten the top bar
setscrews and then drive 11/4"
screws through the slider ear holes
into the moulding, as shown in Fig.
7.

Raise the window, remove the
plastic top bar spacers, and check
the outward tilt of the cabinet with
the level. Mount the top rubber gas-
ket and pull the window sash down
tightly behind the seal. Install a
screw through the top bar center
hole into the window sash, as shown
in Fig. 8. Lift the chassis from the
floor and slide it into the cabinet.
Wedge a sponge plastic seal be-
tween the upper and lower window
sections. Do not forget to insert the
power cord in the cabinet/chassis
notches.

Some units are provided with a
three -position speed control to ad-
just for power line variations of 5
to 10%. This should be checked and
set, under load conditions, using the
a -c scale of a VOM to determine the
proper adjustment point.

If the unit's a -c cord is not long
enough to reach the outlet, the ex-
tension cord used should have the
same size wire as the cord attached
to the unit. And cables are not nor-
mally extended beyond 25 feet un-
less heavier wire is used. Likewise,
on 117 volt machines, if a regular
polarized outlet is not present, an
adapter should be used and the
green wire on the adapter should be
grounded to the outlet plate screw.

Troubleshooting Tips

Occasionally a customer will com-
plain that the room does not cool
properly. This condition can be
caused by a defective compressor,
insufficient freon in the unit, or the

FILLER
PANEL

CABINET
SIDE
SEAL

FILLER PANEL

FOAM
SEAL

PANEL
RETAINER
CHANNEL

u -II MINI o

Fil
` -

Fig. 6 (A) -Filler panel is broken on scored
edge against a flat surface. (B) -Cut panel
edge is inserted into the rubber side seal
groove by flexing the beaded lip of the rub-
ber seal.

thermostatic control may be defec-
tive. If the thermostat is suspected,
the best test is to jump it with a
length of wire and turn the unit on.
If the unit begins to cool, then you
know the thermostat is defective
and should be replaced. This part is
guaranteed by the distributor and
can be removed and replaced on
some machines without removing
the unit from the window.

If the trouble is not in the ther-
mostat, and the dealer is not set up
to make comprehensive repairs, it is
better to pull the unit and return it
to the distributor or take it to a spe-
cialist for needed repair.

When the fuse blows frequently
with the air -conditioner running, a
compressor is generally suspected.
Although a defective fan motor can
cause the fuse to blow, this is highly
unlikely. A VOM can be used to
check for shorted or open windings
on the motor.

If a fan should become loosened
from the motor shaft, or is loosened
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Fig. 7-Two screws attach slider ears to win-
dow stop moulding on right and left sides
of the conditioner.

TOP RUBBER
GASKET

Fig. 8-A permanent installation requires a
screw to be driven through the top -bar cen-
ter hole into the window sash.

for any reason, the manufacturer's
service manual should be consulted
for proper repositioning on the mo-
tor shaft. Maximum cooling cannot
be obtained in some machines unless
the fan is correctly located on the
motor shaft.

Compressors are generally guar-
anteed for five years by the manu-
facturer. However, if a freon re-
charge becomes necessary for any
reason, this is usually charged for.
The technician would normally
charge a customer for his time,
transportation of the conditioner to

and from the shop or distributor,
etc., for replacement of a defective
compressor within the 5 -year guar-
antee period. Fan motors and other
components are generally guaran-
teed for only one year.

Once the technician has entered
the air -conditioner installation field
he has the opportunity of continu-
ously servicing a growing number
of units from year to year. The cus-
tomer usually calls, or the techni-
cian reminds the customer, to have
the unit checked, cleaned, oiled and
filter changed before starting the
machine in the spring or early sum-
mer. In certain localities filters are
changed more frequently.

If the technician is interested in
doing full service work on air con-
ditioners he should equip the shop
with all manufacturers' service
manuals, schematics, spare parts
lists, and a minimum of spare parts,
including motor and compressor
capacitors. 

Illustration Credit: Fedders, Mas-
peth, Long Island & Remington,
Mineola, Long Island.

Seco TUBE INDEX
Complete setup data for model 107

tube tester is provided in a new 70-
page tube index. Thumb-indexed for
quick reference, it covers all domestic,
industrial and foreign tube types.
Designated as FC-4 (flip chart #4), it
replaces the FC-3 which was made to
fit into a metal list finder. Having out-
grown this type of mechanical index,
the firm has published its new '70 -
page tube index on quality card stock
and bound the pages with a 13 -ring
flexible plastic binding to allow the
pages to lie flat at any opening. $2.00.
Seco Electronics, Inc., 5015 Penn
Ave. South, Minneapolis 19, Minn.
For more data, circle 7-69-3 on coupon, p. 50

MERCURY TV TUNER SERVICE
890 River Ave., Bronx 51, N.Y.

"Largest in the East"

VHF -UHF TUNERS
90 Day Warranty

Price Includes Labor & Minor Parts
TUBES 8. MAJOR PARTS

AT NET PRICES

When Shipping Tuner: Include Tubes,
Shields and Damaged Parts.

Give Model Number and State Complaint
PACK WELL AND INSURE

24 HOURS ON POPULAR TYPES

ALL MAKES
ONE PRICE!

$9.50

EXA$
t,c6N

CITIZEN BAND
CLASS "D"

CR YSTALS
All 22 Frequencies in Stock

3rd overtone. .005% to l .1'.

meet all F C C require,u,
I metically sealed 1106/1'

$'/n 5holders. pin spacing
-.050 pins. 1.093 pins available, add
-.c per crystal). EACH

The following Class "D" Citizen Band fre-
quencies in stock (frequeneies listed in mega-
cycles): 26.965. 26.975. 26.985. 27.005, 27.015.
27.025. 27.035. 27.055, 27.065. 27.075. 27.085.
27.105, 27.115, 27.125. 27.135. 27.155. 27.165.
27.175. 27.185. 27.205. 27.215, 27.225.

latched crystal sets for (:lobe, Gonset, ('ffi-Fon,
nd Hallicrafters . . . $5.90 per set. Specify make.

RADIO CONTROL CRYSTALS IN HC6/U
HOLDERS

Specify frequency. 1/2" pin spacing . . pin
diameter .05 (.093 pin diameter. add 15c)

52.95 ea.
FUNDAMENTAL FREQ. SEALED

CRYSTALS
in HC6/U holders
From 1400 KC to 4000 KC .005%

Tolerance $4.95 ea.
From 4000 KC to 15,000 KC any fre-

quency .005% Tolerance $3.50 ea.
SEALED OVERTONE CRYSTALS

Supplied in metal HC6/1J holders
I'In spacing .486, diameter .050
15 to 30 MC .005 Tolerance $3.85 ea.
30 to 45 MC .005 Tolerance $4.10 ea.
15 to 60 MC .005 Tolerance $4.50 ea.

girdQUARTZ

mew.
TEXAS CRYSTALS

a;iia ®

.4

saow
as".

CRYSTALS

FOR EVERY SERVICE
All crystals made from Grade
"A" Imported quartz-ground
and etched to exact frequen-
cies. Unconditionally guaren-
teed! Supplied in:
FT -243 holders MC -7 holders

Pin sparing 1" Pin spacing
I'In diameter %" Pin thorn -

.093 eter.125
DC -34 holders FT -171 holders

Pin spacing s/a" Pin spacing
I'in diameter %" Banana

.15x1 pins

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS
1001 KC to 2600 KC:

.01% tolerance $2.00 ea.

.005% tolerance 32.75 ea.
2601 KC to 9000 KC:

.005% tolerance 52.50 ea.
9001 KC to 11.000 KC:

.005% tolerance 53.00 ea.
Specify holder wanted

Amateur, Novice, Technician Band Crystals
.01% Tolerance . $1.50 ea.-SO meters 13701-
3749 KC), 40 meters (7152-7198 KC). 15 meter,
(7034-7082 KC), 6 meters (8335-8650 KC) within
1 KC
FT -241 Lattice Crystals in all frequencies from 375
KC to 540 KC (all except 455 KC and 500 KC)
50e ea.
Pin spacing Yo" Pin diameter .093
Matched pairs ± 15 cycles $2.50 per pair
200 KC Crystals, $2.00 ea.; 455 KC Crystals, $1.50
ea.; 500 KC Crystals, $1.50 ea.; 100 KC Frequency
Standard Crystals in HCB/U holders $4.50 ea.:
Socket for FT -245 crystal 15e ea.; Dual socket for
FT -243 crystals, 15e ea.; Sockets for M('-7 and
FT -171 cry,lals 25e ea.; Ceramic socket for 1106/1'
crystals 20e ea.

Write for new free catalog 41860 complete with
eeillarur eireuits

YOUR PARTS DEALER HAS TEXAS
CRYSTALS

Sce big red display . it he doesn't stork thco,.
.end u, his name and order from our FI,ori!.: r .1....

Now! Engineering samples and small quantities for
prototypes now made either at Chicago or at Ft.
Slyer, i'Innt. 2I (lour Service.

IN CHICAGO. PHONE GLADSTONE 3-3555

RUSH YOUR ORDER TO OUR NEW PLANT
Use coupon below for 1st Class shipment.

TEXAS CRYSTALS
Ih-p). '1'-71, 1000 CRYSTAL DRIVE, FORT

MYERS, FLORIDA

For extra fa,l service. Phone WE 6-22105

ATTACH THIS COUPON TO YOUR ORDER FOR
SHIPMENT VIA 1ST CLASS MAIL AT NO

EXTRA COST
TERMS: All items subject to prior sale and
change of price without notice. All crystal or-
ders must be accompanied by check, cash or
M.O. with PAYMENT IN FULL. No COD's.
Dept. T-71

For more data, circle 7-69-1 on coupon, p. 50
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PROOF OF SUPERIORITY
NO OTHER MICROPHONE
CAN MATCH

LEADING NEWSWEEKLY

MAGAZINES
PICTURE E -V

MORE OFTEN THAN THE NEXT

FOUR BRANDS COMBINED!

Write now for catalog of
microphones preferred by top radio, TV,

newsreel and sound engineers!

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.

Commercial Products
Div., Dept. 7111
Buchanan, Michigan

For more data, circle 7-70-1 on coupon, p. 50

Quality QUIETROLE, your
first choice "Lubri-Clean-
er" in silencing noisy
controls and switches on
TV, radio and electronic

,instruments now provides
you with a FREE EXTEND-
ER TUBE to easily reach

those once "hard -to -
get -at" places. You'll
like QUIETROLE better
than ever now ... In
spray can or bottle.

IN SPRAY CAN or
,

2, 4, 8 oz. BOTTLES

manufactured by

QU1ETROLE
COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina

Ir,Canada: CROSS CANADA ELECTRONICS

12 Laurel Street, Waterloo, Ontario

For more data, circle 7-70-2 on coupon, p. 50
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New Books

SEMICONDUCTORS AND TRANSISTORS. By
Alexander Schure. Published by John
F. Rider Publisher, Inc. 138 pages,
soft cover. $2.90.

Semiconductor theory and opera-
tion is covered thoroughly in the first
two chapters of this latest book in the
Electronic Technology Series. Atom-
ic structure, the quantum theory, con-
ductor and insulator properties are
discussed in an easy -to -understand
language. Theory of the P -N junction
and tunnel diode is included. Transis-
tor theory and operating characteris-
tics is fully explored in two chapters.
A final chapter covers small signal
analysis and circuit parameters. The
text is adequately illustrated with
schematics, drawings and charts. Re-
view questions appear at the end of
each chapter. This is a must informa-
tion source for every technician de-
siring a thorough knowledge of semi-
conductor theory and operation.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO By Allan Lytel.
Published by John F. Rider Publisher,
Inc. 160 pages, soft cover. $3.90.

This book explains all phases of
Citizens Band radio service for the
user and prospective buyer of this
equipment. Usual questions about
CB radio's origin, service classes, FCC
rules and regulations, circuit designs,
antennas, power supplies and other
areas of interest are thoroughly ex-
plored and adequately answered. Each
subject is outlined with easily under-
stood "layman's" language. Both "kit"
and ready -to -go equipment is covered.
Equipment installation and repair
problems are reviewed. Photographs,
schematics, drawings, and tables are
included. This is an integrated -infor-
mation book for the operator -owner,
and the electronic technician desiring
a thorough basic knowledge of Citi-
zen Band equipment.

INTRODUCTION TO HI-FI. By Clement
Brown. Published by Gernsback Li-
brary, Inc. 188 pages, soft cover. $3.20.

This is HI-FI as a British music -
lover understands it. It's factual, de-
tailed; written by a prominent British
authority, and oriented to the amateur
as well as the seasoned audiophile.
The book opens with an introduction
to high fidelity where basic terms and
fundamentals are explained. The re-
maining nine chapters describe pick-
ups, amplifiers, speakers, acoustics,
stereo, tapes; selecting components
and finally, procedures for installing
the equipment. Almost every conceiv-
able question that may arise in the
average audiophile's mind is an-
swered. Photographs, drawings, and
schematics aid the reader in compre-
hending the text.

HANDBOOK OF NOISE MEASUREMENT, 4th
edition. By Arnold Peterson and Ervin
Gross, Jr. Published by General Radio
Co. West Concord, Mass. 132 pages,
soft cover, $1.00.

This edition of the handbook has
been brought up-to-date by revision.
Beginning with a brief definition of
the decibel unit, 13 chapters cover
noise measurements, description of
equipment used, including a complete
general-purpose noise and sound
measuring system. Vibration measur-
ing instruments and their applications
are also discussed. DB power -pressure
ratio conversion tables, and definitions
are included in appendices. This is as
excellent book for the technician or
engineer inovlved in broadcast studio
work, PA sound level surveys-or gen-
eral measurements of acoustical prop-
erties.

VIDEO SPEED SERVICING, Vols. 4 & 5. By
Samuel L. Marshall. Published by
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 160 pages
each, soft cover. $2.95 ea.

Following the approach of previous
volumes, each manual presents vari-
ous failures occurring in popular tele-
vision receivers. Each defect is ac-
companied by a schematic of the
effected section, with the symptom,
cause, and correction noted. TV sets
are indexed by make and models.

TELEVISION TUNER SERVICE CO.
2103 West 3rd Street, Bloomington, Indiana

$6.00 PLUS POSTAGE AND C.O.D. CHARGES AND MAJOR PARTS

.lf.vAi-iubGe. ,ty .cf.aur ! . . .

Two-day in and out handling.
Repair and realignment to factory specs.
Clean and relubricate switches and
turrets.

VHF

$ 6.00
A fast and efficient television tuner repair
service that can serve the serviceman.

Discount prices for replaced parts.
Return shipping charges prepaid.
Charge for this service is $6.00 plus
major parts.

Send tuners by parcel post or air express. Include all broken parts
and tuner model and number. Take special care to pack tuners well
to prevent transit damage.

UHF UV COMBOS
For more data, circle 7-70-3 on coupon, p. 50
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TV PARTS HOUSE
Parts Supplier to TV Servicemen Only

P. 0. BOX 1971 BILLINGS, MONT.

TIRED OF TRADING WITH THE "SELL ANYBODY"
BOYS ? TRY US FOR DYNAMITE SERVICE ON YOUR
NEXT ORDER ! STANDARD LINES AND DISCOUNTS,
WE PREPAY POSTAGE ANYWHERE WITH JUST A
BUCK DEPOSIT FOR COD --- DROP US A CARD! -
LET' S GET ACQUAINTED.

BOB BAKER

A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY
Anywhere ... ,n your own ce,!

Operates Standard A.C.
Record Players
Dictating Machines
Small Radios
Electric Shavers
 Heating Pads, etc.
In your own car or boat!

PRODUCTS

MODERN
LIVING

PLUG-IN TYPE
PORTABLE

MODELS
6.RMF (6 volts) 60 to 80
watts. Shipping weight 12
lbs. DEALER NET
PRICE $33.00
12T-RME (12 volts) 90 to
125 watts. Shipping weight
12 lbs. DEALER NET
PRICE. . . $33.00
'Additional Models Available

"A" Battery

ELIMINATOR
For Demonstrating and

Testing Auto Radios-
TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR

OPERATED!
Designed for testing D.C.
Electrical Apparatus on Reg-
ular A.C. Lines-Equipped
with Full -Wave Dry Disc -
Type Rectifier, assuring
noiseless, interference -free
operation and extreme long
life and reliability.

MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
MODEL 610C-ELIF ... 6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.

DEALER NET PRICE . $49.95
MODEL 620C-ELIT ... 6 volts at 20 amps. or 12 volts at
10 amps. Shipping weight 33 lbs.

DEALER NET PRICE $66.95

AUTO -RADIO

VIBRATORS
By every test ATR Auto"
Radio Vibrators are best!

and feature Ceramic
Stack Spacers, Instant Start-
ing, Large Oversized Tungsten
Contacts, Perforated Reed,
plus Highest Precision Con
struction and Workmanship and
Quiet Operation!

There is an ATR VIBRATOR for
every make of ear!

Ask your distributor for ATR's Low Priced type 1400,
6 volt 4 -prong Vibrator; and 1843, 12 volt 3 -prong; or
1840, 12 volt 4 -prong Vibrator. THE WORLD'S FINEST!

There is a trim plate
kit for YOUR CAR! CUSTOMIZED

KARADIO
Vibrator -Operated
with Tone Control

ATR KARADIO ... is
ideal for small import
cars or compact
American cars! Unit

is completely self-contained-extremely compact! Pow-
erful 8 -tube performance provides remarkable freedom
from engine, static, and road noises. The ATR
Customized Karadio comes complete with speaker and
ready to install. Can be mounted in -dash or under -dash
-wherever space permits! No polarity problem. Neutral
Gray -Tan, baked enamel finish. Overall size, 7" deep,
4" high, and 61/2" wide. Shipping weight, radio set, 7 lbs.
Model K-1279-12 for 12V Dealer Net Price. . $33.57Model K-1279- 6 for 6V Dealer Net Price. $33.57

Airplane Style Overhead
Mounting under Cab Roof

MI" TRUCK

KARADIO
Excellent Tone,
Volume- and Sensitivity!
Compact, yet powerful. Fits
all trucks. station wagons,
most cars and boats. Just drill a % inch hole in roof and
suspend the one-piece unit (aerial, chassis and speaker)
in minutes. Watertight mounting assembly holds anten-
na upright. Yoke -type bracket lets you tilt radio to
any angle.

Extra -sensitive radio has 6 tubes (2 double -purpose),
over -size Alnico 5 PM speaker for full, rich tone. Big,
easy -to -read illuminated dial. Fingertip tuning control.
Volume and tone controls. 33.in. stainless steel antenna.
Neutral gray -tan enameled metal cabinet, 7 x 61 x 4 in.
high over-all. Shipping weight 101 lbs.
Model TR-1279-12A for 12V Dealer Net Price $41.96Model TR-1279- 6A for 6V Dealer Net Price $41.96

NO PRINTED
CIRCUITRY

SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
WRITE FACTORY FOR FREE LITERATURE...

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO.
2xai luy Pse lueta SY.ree !93/

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U. S. A.

For more data, circle 7-71-1 on coupon, p. 50
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GET -AT -ABLE
is the word for the new
General Electric Celebrity
Portable TV

OPEN Precision -crafted IF
circuit board swings

open-components and connec-
tions are easy to get at.

up Sweep circuit board lifts up, to
 make component replacement

fast and easy. Full fillet solder con-
nections for sure contact.

More time -saving features: Full power trans-
former  All fuses accessible  "Road maps" for
easy circuit tracing  Color -coded leads  Plug-in
video detector assembly  B -1 -voltages marked,
test points identified on circuit board.

OFF The back and the sides of
the cabinet come off as one

unit, exposing the chassis for maxi-
mum accessibility.

DOWN The high -voltage cage
trap-door drops down

for easy rectifier tube replacement.
The whole panel is removable.

The proof is in the picture! When the picture
you see IN the Celebrity chassis is this clear-you
need less time to clear the picture your customer
sees ON the Celebrity.
Less time per call = more calls per day = PROFIT

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
General Electric Television Receiver Department, Syracuse, New York
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ADMIRAL
TV Chassis 20A7,
20A78, 204A7,
204A78, 2087, 2007
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NOTE
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TYPICAL TUBE SOCKET VOLTAGES
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-4
TRANS KI

R53
NOOK

C53
O03UF
6009

r

V4
6896

1ST IF AMPLIFIER
1653 KC

t
3 1650KC 2

5

R16
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C54 -3,
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3
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R42
I.5
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R4 I
470K

Operation Pin 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - - 9 Symbol, Type, Function

V1 - GAW8A Receive 0 -77 220 H H 0 -80 265 265

Crystal Oscillator/
R.F. Power Amplifier Transmit 0 -6.6 105 H H 0 -7.2 190 245

V2 - 6BA6

R.F. Amplifier

Receive 0 0 H H 163 82 0.8 - -

Transmit -82 0 H H 211 166 0.4 - -

V3 - 6BE6

Mixer - Oscillator

Receive -3.2 0 H H 158 66 0 - -

Transmit -3,7 0 H H 202 74 -6.1 - -

Squelch control maximum clockwise.

Squelch control maximum counterclockwise.

Voltages measured to chassis with VTVM (RCA VoltOhmyst or

equivalent) and are positive except where noted.

R17
27K

/i
C30
.01
UF

RIB
22001

R45
56K

T9

3
16i FKC

R19
10
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V6
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C62
001

C69
I

200 6

UF

R49
1. 8

MEG

(

C64
001
UF

19

C 36
100

I

R2i
220K

R28
220K

R51
470K

R50
8.2
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ISOUELCH C65 1
01
UF ,T,

Ir
C63

.001 UF
600V

C66
100

NOTES:

I. CHANNEL SELECTOR SWITCH (51) SHOWN IN TRANSMITTER
CHANNEL ONE TUNEABLE RECEIVER POSI TON MAXIMUM
COUNTER CLOCKWISE, AS VIEWED FROM FRONT OF CHASSIS.

2. A STARRED CONTACTSON RAF) ARE ELECTRICALLY CONNECTED
THROUGH WAFER TO SAME NUMBERED CONNECTS ON SIA IR)

3 R 29 IN 117 VAC/12 VDC IS A 22 OHM RESISTOR AND
R29 IN 117VAC/6VDC IS A 5 OHM RESISTOR.

Operation Pin 1- 2- 3 4 5 6- 7- 8- 9
V4 - 6BA6 Receive 0 0 H H 187 90 1.0 - -

First I.F. Amplifier Transmit -70 0 H H 232 225 0 - -

V5 - 6EA8
Second I.F. Amplifier/
Microphone Amplifier

Receive 14 0 105 H H 200 1.3 0 -0.9

Transmit 14 -6.3 210 H H 230 0.3 0 -0.9

VG - 6T8

Noise Limiter - Detector
Squelch Clamp

V7 - 6AQ5

Audio Output -Modulator

Receive -1.0 -0.6 0.2 H H
0'3

0 '-1.0 '60

'-28 "-26

-1.0

215

60Transmit -11.0 -8.0 -5.2 H H
0.2

0

'-0.3

Receive 0 11 H H 250 218 0 - -

Transmit 0 11 H H 250 235 0 - -

Transmitter tuned and loaded, with no signal input to receiver.
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UHF -VHF TUNER ASSEMBLIES

 VHF TUNERS
471229,471272

1715 6CY5 R.r.AYP.
IV-16 6CL8A o6C.S MIXER I

I
45.0V_II  MC

...
I

CL06E0 W UN
roBONLT .

L-16
L-164/
u8E0 co
120553F,
120555E

ONLY.

V-!0
UMP PILOT

AUNT

6CLBA _
V -N

L-17

V-19
VNF PILOT

L16HT

Orr
u«FT

UHF TUNERS
471227,471260 U U

1717 6AF4A
I X-2 90B2A

UNFOSC
v -n

3 O

6+_ iR-6AFF=A -

II

1TOIPIRP
C -II

- 11110UNOTO I
I

 ON50AIN1 I1

VHF TUNER TO ANT TER. STOP
471226 U U

- -
V-13 6FH5R AMP

V-16 6CG8Aosc &MIXER I

- 45.0
YC I

I r
6 V-16

3
CLOUD NI uYF -

Pos ONLY

W-2

V-20
UHF PILOT

L=OOT

T-10

V-
SCUBI6A

i

R -9S
47K

TO R f(TIINE« S41

TO v ,166 4(

TO C ESITUNERA6C1

TO I F INP
IC -II

GROUNDED
ON SOARS

V-19
VHF PILOT

LIGHT

TO R-9 ITUNER 6+1

TO V 4 PINOINEATERSI

yT0 C 20 (TUNER AGO

VHF TUNERS

Iy 17
VHF TUNERS

471228,471271

II---V-156CY5 IRE my
V-I66C1BA OSCJYIKERI

roc

TO 12 INP
IC -II

-O
ROUNOEO

ON5oAR0

YO v-+PIENO
INEA MI

TO C-26
ITYNER AOCI

VHF TUNERS TO ANT TERM STRIP
471225, 1ICI

471251 l lJ
r15 6FH5 R.F AMP
IV -16 6CG8ADsc&4)XER I

- 4l.0
rcV -I6

-1_ TOIFIN/
IC-°,

I

1-9

TGROUNOEO
ON BOARO

V -1S V 16
5

6FHS 6068* I

TO C -2S
(TONER A6CI

TO R-9
(TUNER B41

TO V 4,PIN4(IKATER51

V-19
VHF PILOT

LIGHT

T CERAMIC OR MICA CAPACITORS,CAPACITY IN MICRO-MICROFARADS.

* TUBULAR CAPACITORS,CAPACITY IN MICROFARADS
RESISTORS IN OHMS(K1000 OHMS )AND 122 WATT,UNLESS NOTED.

ARROWS AT CONTROLS INDICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

T INDICATES TOP CORE, 8 INDICATES BOTTOM CORE IN DOUBLE TUNED

TRANSFORMERS.

T / URISLO LINK
R4.E6rIM

SW -1
S -OH SOLTGO

SAFETY INTERLOCK

P-1 S-1

LOW VOLTAGE
RECTIFIER

V -IS
5U4GB

V-3
3

V -S

3 4

L -I5
2203

SW

4C-67 C-66 C-69
IBOMF BOMF T 401A!

V-13 V-11

2 7

TO HEATERS ON TUNER=S)

4 5

S -I ON AM -FM STEREO CH.
(COMBINATION SETS ONLY)-

V-14
S 4

+255 V SUPPLY

+2400 SUPPLY

V-5

v-6 HEATERS ON PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD

115 vous AC ONLY
60 CP5

1

1

N.ITES CONTROLS R -27 ,R -58,R -59,R-63 AND R-34 NOT
I MOUNTED ON ETCHED CIRCUIT BOARD ON ALL

CHASSIS.

* C -57,C -75,C-76 AND C-79 NOT USED ON
CHASSIS 120555E,556F AND 557E.

** R-96 AND C-80 NOT USED WHEN R-7 IS
CONNECTED TO B+ 240V.

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN 648CIRCUIT DIGEST

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
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6 5
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R-3 C-7!90 10,000
R-4
3300

+135 V

i!J
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R
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IÓÓÓ

C-12
11000

R-9

:-14 R -II C-17.47 I 88K 120,000 +135 V

5000I +135V
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tl
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v - 1..-I i ov
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II
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C 241 C-2

R-22
1500

4703

+135 V +240 V

R-20

Ó6O
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R -2S
398

L-74
i00 Un

2001.110

L-2
1-47,17.77

(10,000 IMF
ON CHASSIS

2206 I MEG

4706

TO DECOUPLED
El+ BOOST SUPPLY

AT R-96 C -I30
I TO B+ 2400 ON

SOME CHASSIS)

30 CPS

4755F INTERNAL CAPACITOR MTN
11.2.11Mf EXTERNAL SHUNT u510 ON
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t6415(57 R-28
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C 27
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4-I 1
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65 3 5 V-9
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II elllIS
MEGI 5
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W
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LOCAL - DISTANCE

R-39
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I
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45V

3911

j_- l _LPip
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X-1

C-32 PHASE
82 COY PARATOR
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1200 10011

C -3S
I 1000 3 30

C-43 1
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011108

1000

V-3 6CU5

EMERSON
TV Chassis 120530C,
120549C, 550D, 551C,
120552E, 553F, 554E,
120555E, 556F, 557E

135 v SUPPLY

1501111105n ONLY WHEN
C-70 15 405F- SEE PARTS LIST)

ON SOME c-ri 470
4010 SWCHASSIS)

ADJUST NM OPTIMUM TOCuS

7075 CP5

.70

TO 13+
BOOST

PICTURE TUBE /

23ZP4

CENTERING
ASSEMBLY

ION TRAP
NOT ulti)

289 To i30),

rHIGIE VOLTAGE CAGE

HIGN VOLT
RECTIFIER
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OUTPUT
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123 1

6600 2,6
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HORIZONTAL DRivE

at roam sin tvi9IAT SE ONO

+240 V

31 I SAY'

R-71
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NOR MOLD
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0033

C-44, .00]J ON SOME lfTa.

0-/4sC TC-eB C-451xC-47 +C-46
.0039 470 10001 022 I 4700

OR ¡

. y 2v

I VERTICAL
HOLD

R -Se
8I SMFG 30 CPS
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+240V

R -4S

R-eB
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10V
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047
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226 R-94
INK

'OH c0 -353t
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22K
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11-60P 3006
LINEARITY
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-Or

7145-41 VERTICAL SIZE $
T
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I C-71

.0047 I
IC -73
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100

'tut Es

6E95 ,c,1

y 11.010
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More Data on Reverse Side July  1961

C-66 -047 I

+ BOOST
SUPPLY

DECOUPLED
+ BOOST SUPPLY

DAMPER
V -I3 60114

O. 60E4

.03? T010 UN
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+235 T

560

I 0-54
560

DEFLECTION
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C.; 0 6S8 CY 1v ,D L -7B QG ti, 0 u u j 1--,11-25-1, C,

2< R.16,u -i,
r -L -S-. S Ñ ?A T.rR

. --QR.FA6C r r''V-8\1 \,n`S ¢ O %V, -R O 1 v .
c'+ i `2- Jt+-O C-13

1 68Z6 r C, r O> QV-9
R_9- t v Ry7 ... `0--- " 6BÚ8 C l

C-17 es'''. ¡D `Q72 >Q4 . aL2
c C.16 I.csGt-I

R.41-'

V-14
75W PIN 7

-. C-5

V -i- 6AU6 T_1 ^
-,C-I5 9y ni5wc

U " C 29 ''''1:'[.1.: o T 6 a.sMt s  c2:-112-0
In  V  C-62 < Q TPSMC i

O T-3 (HIGH VOLTAGE R u Q3 `7 426MC CAGE)

>.../A6.7
E 1Q12OC

GC -50) 6 9Y^
V\2 V rR-50, v,P

i ' V-4 lG ^ c-72
1 rR'49,

..(;:::,\

6BZ6 / C
(ELECTROLYTIC) r C-32 rR-4.`//

' G` r---
---_---

ETCHED
x -º C-37rR-l0 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD, I -i L, piR-52

V-14
PIN 9

o

Cl A

O`3
43.1MC "L -34 -

la)

c.> Q

L-1
47.25MC

BOTTOM VIEW

RESISTANCE READINGS

SYM TUBE TYPE Pln 1 Pb. 2 Pin 3 Pin 4 Pin 5 Pin 6 Pin 7 Ping Pin 9

V- I 6AU6 L5 0 0 .1 506 92K 220 - -
V- 2 6076 5 390 0 .1  3DOK  50K 560K - -
Y. 3 6CUS 50K 1.2M .1 0 N.C. SOK SOK - -
V- 4 6826 MK 54 0 .1  55K  S5K 0 - -
K 3 6626 49K 47 .1 0  SOK  52K 0 - -
V. 6 SASS  46K 0 110 .1 0 4.5 K 0 0  44K

V. 7 1R11110 5001C w

3M

5.991 R

$.411
0 .1 20 »DO 4.5K NK  341C

V- S CRT .1 22K '13M 041!M - - 2Kb 0 -

V- 9 661/6  SDK  50K 270K .1 0  46K 250K  70K 3M

9.11 4C07 12K 100K 1.2K 0 .1 50K 3M 1.2K 0

V -I1 6006 T.P. 0 N.C. 4K 6110K T.P. .1 01e70 -
V-12 103.0T I N P I N 1 T E -
V-1340~

60E4
N.C. N.C. 3.94 N.C. 47C N.C. .1 0 -

V-11 6EM5 40K T.P. N.C. .1 0 2.301.2.14 270 N.C. 44C
V.10 5U4 -GB N.C.  DK N.C. 20 N.0 20 N.C.  40K -
NOTES: All nenieroncii ireading. de, e  ,n ohms. "K" ,nK ilhm "M" ,. *soh..

 indicate ey,ng ollon 30 oeds for mingle No nettle.
N.C. De.ol no cennincton tennind indicated.
T.P. Denote. cane. ct,n venal a. r.m,nal eon,.

O roÑG
u

PIN 2
CRT

(_)

"®is -

()TiltO p vO
rR P5 iL-10

1

`115
- C-43

o V
5

¢ Uó

o

_ 
r  f

Q
>c.,

` cOÁ
c>9

a 41fa

45M2C1
oP

cQ CIDv

PIN 9
CRT

CONDITIONS FOR CHASSIS READINGS

VOLTAGES AND WAVESH AP ES were token under actual
operating conditions (normal picture and sound). AGC volt-
age developed at !unction of C-12. C-14 and R- 11 was minus
six volts. Voltage and waveshape readings obtained may
nary 20% in value due to component tolerances and strength
of input signal to chassis under test.
RESISTANCE READINGS were taken with no power applied.
Where readings ore affected by control settings, both maxi-
mum and minimum values ore given. All resistance readings
may vary 10% due to normal component tolerances.
ALL MEASUREMENTS were taken between points indicated
and chassis (unless otherwise noted), with line voltage main-
tained at 115 volts AC. A VTVM was used for all voltage
and resistance measurements and a low capacity probe was
used for all waveshapes shown.

VHF TUNER
REFER SECTION II,

EMERSON
TV Chassis 1205300,
120549C, 550D, 551C,
120552E, 553F, 554E,
120555E, 556F, 557E
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More Data

41 on Reverse Side

T -+o

-4-

V -lo
SAGS
Loe

RELT! ER

o( e oJo !

V-4
60215

IDEo
F. AYP

AC I: Í11GCx

T-3
T 6 M

------

C) L-4
RC

ii-1E! MC

L -7A
L -7B

V-9
6Bus
:YNC 
x AYP

V-7
6AWOA

VIDEO AMP

VERT crac

o V-2

V I 613113

6AU6 DETEpGTOR

L-2
4.s4C

V-+0 0 I
6CG7

000.OSC L-10
CONTROL NOR PMAlE

COIL

TUBE LOCATION AND ALIGNMENT POINTS

R-36

DISTANCE
CONTROL

R-71
NOR. MOLD

CONTROL

ANT.

30012

OFF -VOLUME CONTRAST

AUX.
V. LIN.

J5

FUSE

2A

V. HOLD

H HOLD

BRIGHT

J3

O AGC

O V. LIN.

TOP VIEW

12BH7-A

T401

C 129
217
504
505

l.i

6AR5

O HEIGHT 6DE7

OR 502
o 0

FOCUS

J4
0 0
0°

CENTERING MAGNET

6CG7

YOKE CLAMP

L

(V 161

1X2 -B

7 402

T 501

IT 1011

6CB6

V))
6CB6 T 103 6U8
eV4

VS

®L 105

IT 104
ll

12BY7-A (i7201)

6CB6

9
L 109 4.5Mc TRAP

T 202

6AU6

V8 T 203

6BNQ

INTERLOCK
TUBE LOCATION CHART

RF AMP. OSC. & MIX.

V 6BQ7-A V2 6CQ8
RF TUNER T U- 7 6 P

ALL RESISTANCE VALUES IN OHMS.

ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES IN MME.

Vt Ls,

C2
T/toO

C79 -t
rco9=

V2 Lso

0

II{t0

C>E.i
roa=

i6ó62

Lm
/0o0

C22i
IoOT

AGC

EH

H.TFiI

C,> 5

TT

w

0

o

0
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NOTES:

COMP: composition resistor
PR : porcelain resistor

Unspecified capacitors are ceramic capacitor.
: 1600 MMF ceramic capacitor

SINGLE ROD

ANT

ANT TERMINAL

C. 270 7t

C/.7 270

1 ANT MATCHING TRANS. I

TO RF
TUNER Ti

0

MP: metallized capacitor
OF : oilfilled capacitor
PA : paper capacitor
P S : polystyroll capacitor

V7 6C B6
1ST SOUND IF AMP.

r
1RF TUNER

TU -76P
L-__-- V36CB6

1ST PIX IF AMP.
Two

IT -1
24.75 MC

C ele .15

A L. 1

.21K,10,111
Rr
56

2e.25MC  2103
C IK

R F TUNER

1 AGC CL4

BN

BL Ba

NFP-I oT--x
L___1

More Data
on Opposite Page

F

ICk.
I .F

1252
c,yyi '7.5MC--CTlor

1 _MN

Rio ,92K
IRK NF

E

.

:Coo 64

ADT.-TRAP

Ve6AU6
2ND SOUND IF AMP.

V4 6C 56
2ND PIX IF AMP

It

QY3 6t

Roe
IK
L ,e3

MC

CISI Coo
R3eI 10KZ 4 Z A

VNA 6CG7
Ci01 R3.: SYNC. SEP.

270 220K rSv t

4

1330

Roo
12K
NF

RII,18K

T "R,K
Ik

TI.3

1.5.5MC

I r 1141TG __ F

1_ _ 1
TRAP1_

L lo< 22.25MC

V7/1 6 B N 8
SOUND DET.

VSA 6U8
3RD FIX IF AMP.

T-2 C's--o? T' A

C,N 1

Irle Cur
ION

Ras

Roar
211<

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN 649

CIRCUIT DIGEST

VsB 6 U 8
PIX DET. AGC

Tom
26.SMC

Rua
331(
N! C

Coro
41.

RI
1K

- r  K
B3

=QI19 =CRIJ

Rub
330Kr

Lms

Cln
.01 or IT31RI19 I

11M Ru9 211

L I.9

80."H

C173
T1oF

AOC

V9B6BN6
AUDIO AMP.

V.12BY7 A
VIDEO AMR

R,r3
4.7K

NF

Ciro

- R176
500

CONTRAST

July 1961

Vio 6AR 5
AUDIO OUTPUT

20 R117 or
4.7K

R,22
5v 07.1K 

18K IW

C.79
10YF

Rua
1.8M

Riw
4711

Via 6CG7
SYNC. OUTPUTvr 41v

Il verr

II

60

1

17 V

Raw
Rao, 33K
6.811

IW

Rid
3.311

VIs12BH7-A
HOR.OSC.8. AFC

Ca0r ^
NON'a Rue 150K

N%N4OFVM

N6v

R4/1 -3E -Cv
33011i !

Cos
075 or :160

41 -II
CaN1

t
13.91(

Rae

°:11-
Ra07

121
84.4 Y
WOK RNS

7701(
IW

UP SIDE or LEFT SIDE

- REAR

7NV
IOK

+
-10v

Caos
5 330wrr

fRIn
IM 1W

CRa/slb
To V

Root
2.4

N. HOLD

- T OUT SIDE

4-1 IN SIDE

Voltage readings will vary with
setting of controls.

J

Cow

CCR-I
Vi2A 6 D E 7
VERT OSC.

%.
)soK

"T
ÓÓ?F cpp'p a` "

IRóOf

F
1.0
'Zr,.

p.0
.+ir,

V HOLD

V14 6D0 6-A
HOR,OUTPUT

1180 -111/

31

Cae.
001

R413

33KIW

Rom
IM IW

Caer
.04.11

8313
IM,v...

RaN
101

Icy. N1.r
IéN'A

304

-{N 
.05
or Of

.O5

R315
/\L n17

IBK I
1W

Vora 6E7E7
CxY 4i VERT. OUTP 4TT3.1

oR370
SITIO IW

f.W

N -2y
R311

iw 460V

HEIGHT

1.3

RI»

:.ó.

L.',
100/.H

RI 30
4K 1W
NF

36-126
1E

R,31

110K

R 37
150 K

BRIGHTNESS

C 31
,OOSIf

.1_

R317 SS

34K Si

1' SP
51(7061-D

510V

toV
NOR.

Rai
43

%SM
-1/VV 1/VV

144/6 /AI

B,

Ca3
IµF

Vis 1X2 -B
HV RECT.

TN7

3

I

il L
War

grV
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 4 . 3.6º 8040 I ..V. Colo
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7 6 i
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V,5 GA F3
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K
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y ew6`
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T s.I

BLUE - -
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iM I

CHASSIS
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8501
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/

1 C3.,
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Cs.r
IW/¡r

Model PTV -19

Cen"' I

L Moo,..u-
OFF - ON
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C 5 3
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B. 7i2V
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FUSE
2A INTERLOCK

117 V

60 ti

8, Mr 83 /16V & ,34V

4.. 1 440 1000

125.7 SW .0W

C014
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R513 3.3K
2W
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STANDARD CAN FIX IT BEST

$1150 Plus Parts ... $13.50 Maximum Total Cost

11,6 «ont s
GUAR

esigned shippiñ cai

ARTS Used  48 Hour
Service o i All STANDARD Tuners  latest

Testing Tech ligues Assure Proper Alignment 
$3.00 Defective Tuner Trade-in Allowance

Against a New STANDARD Replacement Tuner
Carrying a 12 MO '-_ GUARANTEE

4mage,in, liansil

STANDARD has maintainel uniform
mounting centers for the last 13 years.
Over 505'c of the TV sets in existence today
have STANDARD tuners-in the case of
most other tuners one of the 8 STANDARD
replacement models can be easily adapted
or will fit directly in place of these units.
All STANDARD replacement tuners
carry a 12 Month Guarantee.

SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED
STANDARD DISTRIBUTOR

MORE PROFIT FOR THE SERVICE DEALER  GREATER CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED BY THE WORLD'S LARGEST TV TUNER MANUFACTURER

standard ko1/sman INDUSTRIES INC.
FORMERLY STANDARD COIL PRODUCTS CO., INC., MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS

For more data, circle 7-C3-1 on coupon, p. 50



RCA's Precise Control of Phosphors Assures Finest Picture Quality
Here RCA Silverama Picture Tube screens have their beginning.

Phosphor in a solution of demineralized water (impurity level:
less than 1 part per million!) is continuously agitated by electric
blenders to maintain uniform suspension. When mixing is com-
plete, solution is sprayed into Silverama's glass envelope which
has been scrubbed and rinsed until it is chemically clean. Then
with tube on slow -moving, vibration free settling belts (below),
phosphor settles evenly over the entire faceplate to provide the
smooth, grain -free screen for which Silverama is famous.

Settling best moves at less
than 10 inches per minute
to give ample time for
gradual settling and
smooth adherence of phos-
phor to faceplate.

This same painstaking care goes into every part of RCA Sil-
verama picture tubes. It is your assurance that every Silverama
is the finest replacement picture tube modern science and tech-
nology can produce. It contains a precision electron gun-the
finest parts and materials, plus a thoroughly clean and inspected
reused envelope. Such built-in quality means a better picture in
your customers' sets-and therefore, more business, fewer call-
backs and valuable word-of-mouth advertising for you. See your
Authorized RCA. Distributor this week.

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. J

When settling is complete.
excess liquid is poured
slowly and gently from
neck of envelope to avoid
disturbing smooth phos-
phor coating.

The Most. Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA


